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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this study was to gather detailed descriptions of information, resources,
and interventions that school counselors use to inform and advise Latinx students of
postsecondary CTE options. A qualitative study with semi-structured interviews was conducted
to understand how Florida school counselors advise Latinx students for postsecondary Career
and Technical Education (CTE) options. A three-prong conceptual framework was used, drawing
from Bourdieu’s (1986) Theory of Cultural Capital, career development theories, and the
American School Counselor Association’s (ASCA) National Model.
Ten school counselors working in public high schools in Florida participated in semistructured interviews for this study. Altogether, the study’s ten research participants have
approximately 110 years of school counselor experience in Florida. Findings indicate that school
counselors are combating a pervasive “college for all” school culture by providing information
about CTE through one-on-one counseling and schoolwide interventions. In doing so, school
counselors are providing information to increase awareness of CTE options and countering
preconceived ideas about the limitations that students and parents believe CTE may bring them.
To provide information to Latinx students, school counselors reported using two specific
strategies: information in Spanish and relationships with key agents within their school and from
local postsecondary institutions: ELL and migrant staff as well as bilingual college
representatives.
Because the Latinx student population consists of many different subgroups with unique
and intersecting identities, tailored career interventions are needed to address the ethnic,
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socioeconomic, language fluency, and immigration experiences at the local school level. More
must be done to address the barriers that inhibit school counselors’ time and capacity to provide
the systematic tailored interventions that Latinx student subgroups need. School counselors have
a crucial role to provide Latinx students equitable access to CTE information, resources, and
pathways. To address the disparities in access to information and opportunities, it is imperative
and urgent that school administrators, district leaders, and policymakers work to reduce large
student caseloads and prioritize the school counselor’s role with career counseling and
interventions.
To enable school counselors to provided needed, differentiated interventions for Latinx
subgroups, it is urgent that school districts create infrastructure and structural supports 1)
defining the role of school counselors prioritizing career interventions, 2) reduce large student
caseloads, 3) remove non-counseling duties from the counselor’s job, 3) establish a high school
college and career counselor position, and 3) establish a district college and career coordinator.
Florida’s state colleges and technical colleges also have a shared responsibility to provide
information and resources in bilingual formats to enable the work of school counselors.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Postsecondary education is essential to securing a good job in the 21st century
technology-driven global labor market. There are now fewer jobs available for people with no
high school diploma and more jobs available for people who complete postsecondary education
(Carnevale et al., 2018). In response, the country and individual states have embarked on a
widely accepted college and career readiness agenda to ensure that all students graduate from
high school prepared for college or for a career. Yet, the focus in policy, practice, and research
has been largely skewed towards college readiness efforts and college-bound students. As
students progress through the education pipeline, they learn that “academic rigor” and “college
preparation” should be their primary goal, sometimes at the expense of exploring other
postsecondary education options. Between ninth and twelfth grade, the number of students who
expect to earn a bachelor’s degree increases by more than ten percent (U.S. Department of
Education, 2019a). Most high school students prepare for two-year and four-year degree
programs believing that these traditional college degree programs are the best or perhaps the only
postsecondary options.
More recently, Career and Technical Education (CTE) is emerging as an acceptable and
viable alternative to traditional college degree programs (Stone, 2017). The Carl D. Perkins
Vocational and Applied Technology Education Act of 1990 introduced federal reforms that
linked schooling with the new 21st century economy and paved the way for a new definition of
CTE that contrasts the “vocational education” of the past (Castellano et al., 2003). Since this
federal legislation was passed, efforts continue to integrate a rigorous and academic CTE
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curriculum with employability and technical skills that prepare youth for high-skill, high-wage,
and on-demand jobs (Castellano et al., 2003). Despite the legislative efforts to increase funding
and curriculum reform for CTE programs, more work is needed to increase awareness of CTE
and to erase the stigma associated with the vocational education of the past, so that high school
students know that postsecondary CTE programs are also a worthwhile pathway to a viable
economic future.

High School Exposure and Timing is Critical
High school is a critical time for students to actively engage in career exploration and
career planning; the timing of career information is critical because it informs the decisions and
actions students take, and these can have long-term implications for their postsecondary
transition (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013). As they transition from childhood to independence
and reach the end of high school, they must choose one of many options for their next step after
high school. Career development experts (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013) agree that to make a
successful postsecondary transition, high school students must: (a) have awareness of their own
interests, skills, and personality, (b) have knowledge of educational options and occupational
pathways, and (c) have the skills to make decisions.
Child development experts agree that career information and exposure is necessary for all
students at each level of the education system, so that by the time students reach high school,
they can actively engage in postsecondary planning towards their career goals (Niles & HarrisBowlsbey, 2013). Postsecondary goals provide a sense of direction to the decisions and actions
students take during high school. Some students may have clearly defined postsecondary
education and career goals as early as their first year in high school, or perhaps before high
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school. Other students may have vague or no aspirations at all, and consequently, a greater need
for career information and more opportunities to understand the connection between education
and the world of work.
While three quarters of high school students intend to pursue college immediately after
graduation, about a quarter of students have other non-college plans such as work or military
service (U.S. Department of Education, 2017). There are also thousands of students who
prematurely drop out of the education system before they even have a chance to commit to a
postsecondary education option. Students who aspire to enroll in postsecondary education must
engage in college planning as early as possible since they must determine the type of institution
they want to attend, decide on a major and degree to declare, follow the admissions application
process for each institution, and find a way to cover the cost of their education. The task of
selecting a postsecondary option is further complicated by many institutional and degree options
available. All students – those academically motivated with clearly defined postsecondary goals
and those who are academically disengaged at-risk of dropping out – both groups of students
need early postsecondary and career information as well as support with key transitional tasks
such as applications.

Inequitable Access to Postsecondary Planning Resources
All students, college-bound or otherwise, need support to transform their postsecondary
aspirations into concreate, actionable plans. Because deciding what to do after high school is one
of the biggest high-stakes decisions they will make and because there is a lot of information and
misinformation to sort through before committing to a decision, adolescents need support from
the people around them. Resources available within a student’s immediate environment, that is
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family and school, play an important role in a student’s postsecondary planning and transition,
but not all students have access to these needed resources.
Studies report that family is the greatest influence on a student’s college and career
planning (Oymak, 2018; Radford et al., 2016.) When examining a national survey of high school
students, Oymak (2018) found that for approximately half of students, family is the greatest
influence on their college and career planning. Nearly a third of students reported that they are
the main influence on their college and career decisions, suggesting that the information and
resources they acquire are instrumental in shaping their postsecondary plans. Oymak also found
that approximately ten percent of those surveyed report teachers and counselors as the greatest
influence on their college and career decisions. Although that percentage may seem small, it is
important to note that the study found that students from low-socioeconomic backgrounds are
more likely to report school influences such as the counselor, teacher, and peers, as the most
influential on their college and career decisions.
As students develop postsecondary aspirations and goals, schools serve as contextual
barriers or supports. Inequalities in the education system create disproportionate disadvantages
for students of color and students from low socioeconomic backgrounds (Venezia et al., 2003;
Gildersleeve & McDonough, 2011). Other national reports have found that socioeconomic status
(defined by the National Center for Education Statistics as a composite score of parent education
attainment, occupational status, and income) is a strong predictor of educational outcomes (de
Brey et al., 2019).
Patricia McDonough’s (1997, 2005, 2007; 2013) extensive research on college choice
and school counseling particularly demonstrates the complex process of planning for college and
the impact of parental and school resources. McDonough (1997) used the concept of cultural
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capital to contrast the disproportionately inequitable experiences of students of color and lowincome students with postsecondary planning. High socioeconomic status parents have
knowledge of postsecondary options, processes, and the “conversion capacity of various
degrees,” (p. 5), which they use and share with their children to guide their postsecondary
planning (McDonough, 1997). McDonough’s research indicates that the postsecondary decisions
of students from lower socioeconomic status, on the other hand, are constrained due to limited
knowledge of the education system, resources, and networks.
To increase equitable outcomes in education, we must begin with recognizing how
disparities and barriers affect different students. This study focused on Latinx students, who have
made a lot of progress in education outcomes, but are still underachieving. I use outcome data
and progress indicators to better understand how context and environmental conditions create
access to resources and shape the educational and career experiences of students. This study took
an equity approach by first examining gaps in educational opportunity for Latinx students, to
then focus on two critical resources that can help mitigate barriers faced by Latinx students and
can improve postsecondary education outcomes: school counselors and Career and Technical
Education (CTE). Specifically, I elaborated on the work of scholars who have positioned the
high school counselor as a source of cultural capital for traditionally underserved students.
This study focused on how school counselors can help Latinx students to access
information and resources that inform them of CTE postsecondary education opportunities. In
this section, I explain why this study focused on Latinx students and Career and Technical
Education (CTE). I also articulate how school counselors are positioned to promote
postsecondary CTE with Latinx students. Finally, I describe this study’s theoretical framework
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and the role of the high school counselor as outlined by the American School Counselor
Association (ASCA) and the ASCA National Model for School Counseling Programs.

Why Latinx Students?
A body of research (Gildersleeve & McDonough, 2011; McDonough, 1997;
McDonough, 2005; Oakes, 2008; Perna, et al., 2008) acknowledges that inequitable
socioeconomic and school contexts produce inequitable access to educational opportunities.
McDonough advocates that these factors have a cumulative effect on the educational experiences
of students of color and students from low-income backgrounds. But some researchers
(Gonzalez, et al., 1995; González, et. al., 2006; Yosso, 2016; Valencia, 1997) have argued that a
focus on barriers can lead to a deficit perspective of Latinx students. They believe that a deficit
perspective of economically disadvantaged students and students of color inappropriately
attributes low academic performance to students’ internal or cultural factors. In terms of
postsecondary education outcomes, a deficit perspective would place blame on Latinx students
for lower postsecondary education outcomes, arguing that Latinx students and their parents do
not “value” education.
This study did not adopt a deficit perspective of Latinx students. Instead, this study
examined how context and structural barriers can shape the career development of Latinx
students. In particular, I used a cultural capital framework to explore how school counselors, as
transmitters of cultural capital, can equip Latinx students with resources for their postsecondary
educational planning. This study is aligned with previous research (McDonough, 1997, 2005;
Perna et al., 2008) that has examined the high school counselor as an important source of
college-going information and assistance for students of color and low-income students. As an
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experienced professional school counselor, I draw on my experience working with Latinx
students and my training in the American School Counselor Association’s (ASCA) National
Model for School Counseling Programs to conceptualize and advocate for the powerful role of
school counselors as transmitters of cultural capital.

College Knowledge as Cultural Capital for Access to Higher Education
Latinx Students & Postsecondary Issues.
Latinx are the most ethnically diverse group in the United States. The 13.8 million Latinx
students in K-12 public education and the 3.5 million Latinx students enrolled in postsecondary
institutions (Irwin et al., 2021) vary in their nation of origin, immigration status, class, gender,
sexual orientation, religion, and language fluency (Nuñez, 2014a). Recent research has proposed
using an intersectionality conceptual lens to better understand how multiple social identities and
societal contexts shape the experiences of Latinx students (Nuñez, 2014b; Covarrubias, 2011;
Nuñez et al. 2013; Alvarado & Hurtado 2013). Using this lens allows us to see how certain
layers of identity and social context can create a compounded effect for some Latinx students
and limit their access to postsecondary education. In this section, I describe how some factors,
including relatively recent immigration, first-generation status, language, family income, and
school context can shape their access to college and career planning information and resources.
This framework can inform the work of school counselors as transmitters of cultural capital and
postsecondary planning knowledge for Latinx students.
First-generation Latinx students and Latinx who come from low-socioeconomic
backgrounds may lack crucial “college knowledge” as well as knowledge of postsecondary costs
and financial aid processes (McDonough, 2005; Perna, 2010; Perna, 2015; Vargas, 2004). For
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example, a 2006 study of Latinx youth found that over half of students incorrectly believed U.S.
citizenship is a requirement to apply for financial aid (Zarate & Pachon, 2006). The study also
found that one of every four students believed their parents need to be U.S. citizens for them to
apply for financial aid. Although it is true that federal financial aid requires that students have a
social security number and that they are either U.S. citizens or permanent residents, there are also
other forms of institutional financial aid such as scholarships that do not require U.S. citizenship.
Also, most forms of financial aid, including federal financial aid, do not require a parent to be a
U.S. citizen or permanent resident.
In a similar study, Tornatzky, et al., (2002) found that only about 3 out of 10 Latinx
parents could answer general questions about college matriculation procedures. The study also
found that low socioeconomic and first-generation Latinx parents were less likely to have
knowledge of college admissions and financial aid processes, whereas third generation and highsocioeconomic Latinx parents demonstrated more knowledge of college admissions and financial
aid. Another national study also found that half of 9th grade Latinx students and more than half of
first-generation students overestimate the cost of a college education (Velez & Horn, 2018).
Approximately 80 percent of Latinx children will be the first in their families to attend
college, compared to 74 percent of Black children and 54 percent of White children (Cahalan et.
al., 2020). Latinx students are also more likely than their peers to experience language barriers in
the education system. Seventy-two percent of Latinx children speak Spanish at home (U.S.
Census Bureau, 2017) and make up 78 percent of all English Language Learners in the school
system (Irwin et al., 2021). Because information on college admissions and financial aid
processes is mostly available in English, first-generation and low-income Latinx students and
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parents face that barrier in accessing important and timely information to help explore
postsecondary education options and complete applications for admissions and financial aid.

School Context and Support for Latinx Students.
School context also matters. Some schools have the financial means, the personnel, and
the time to provide many opportunities for career planning. Research suggests that the schools
many Latinx students attend lack adequate supports for college and career planning
(McDonough, 2005). For example, nearly 75 percent of Latinx students attend schools that the
U.S Department of Education labels ‘high-poverty schools’ because 50 percent or more of their
student population is on the federal free and reduced lunch program (Hussar et al., 2020). Many
of the schools labeled high-poverty or high-need must use time and resources testing and
retesting students to meet state-mandated performance requirements (Rowan et al, 2011; Perna &
Thomas, 2009). Testing often involves valuable instructional time, staff, and resources wasted on
coordinating, administering, and re-administering state tests with students. High-need schools
also have challenges to maintain high-quality faculty and often experience high turnover.
A national report on the status of school counseling found that private school counselors
spend more time helping students with college selection and applications; and that students and
parents at private schools are more likely to have conversations with their high school counselor
than students at public schools (Radford et al., 2016). In a national study of high school
transcripts, Bromberg and Theokas (2016) found that more than half of all Latinx high school
graduates graduated with neither a college nor a career track. The data suggests Latinx high
school students are engaging in a haphazard pattern of course-taking, leaving them with no
career or college focus, and at a disadvantage to reach a good postsecondary education or a job.
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This also means that more than half of Latinx students are taking high school courses with no
cohesive curriculum focus, they are leaving high school with a lack of preparation for either the
traditional college options or other options like postsecondary CTE. These reports also point to
the need for more effective career and academic advising for Latinx students.

“College-Going”
For many Latinx students, the school can be a critical source of information for
postsecondary planning. Researchers recognize the role of the school as a key resource for
postsecondary planning and thus many studies have used the concept of a “college-going”
culture to analyze environmental barriers and resources for postsecondary planning (Bryan, et.
al., 2017; Rangel & Ballysingh, 2020; McKillip, et al, 2012; Robinson & Roksa, 2016). The
problem is that most of these studies focus on college-bound students who pursue two-year or
four-year degree programs, and few studies have addressed two-year CTE degree programs or
CTE non-degree postsecondary programs such as career certificates. Rowan-Kenyon et al.
(2011) specifically invoked the need for more studies that focus on the career development of
students who do not plan to attend a traditional college degree program. This includes high
school students who may not want to pursue postsecondary education at all. It also includes
students on a “career track,” taking CTE courses in high school with the intention to work after
graduation or to pursue a postsecondary CTE associate’s degree or certificate program.
Every year in the last decade approximately 64 percent of Latinx high school graduates
immediately enrolled in 2- and 4-year institutions (Irwin, et al, 2021). Yet, only about 32 percent
of Latinx students who enrolled in four-year universities graduated within four years and only 54
percent graduated within six years (Brey et al., 2019). Only 21 percent of Latinx students
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graduated with a certificate or an associate degree within 150 percent time for degree completion
(Brey, et al.). Moreover, 75 percent of Latinx community college students take remedial courses
and 53 percent Latinx students take remedial courses at four-year colleges (Chen, 2016). College
students who are not academically prepared for college-level courses upon entering take
remediation courses that are usually non-credit bearing and do not apply towards degree
requirements (Jimenez et al., 2016).
Remediation delays and may deter college graduation, delayed college graduation results
in a delayed entry into full-time employment and earnings. Time and money are wasted when
students haphazardly wander in the postsecondary education system without completing a
degree. Postsecondary CTE associates of science (A.S.) degree and certificate programs can be a
great alternative to traditional two-year associate of arts (A.A.) degree and four-year bachelor’s
degree programs. Today’s CTE programs of study provide a pathway for “stackable” credentials,
meaning that many CTE programs provide a direct pathway for students to transition from a high
school CTE program to a postsecondary certificate or a two-year college degree in CTE. CTE
postsecondary certificate or degree programs can be a bridge that connects Latinx students to
additional degree programs while providing practical hands-on training, meaningful experiences,
and an immediate source of income.

Why Career and Technical Education (CTE)?
The National Center for Education Statistics defines Career and Technical Education
(CTE) as courses (at the high school level) and programs (at the postsecondary subbaccalaureate
level). CTE programs focus on equipping students with skills and knowledge for a specific job
(National Center for Education Statistics, 2021). Career and Technical Education, formerly
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known as vocational education, has changed dramatically over the course of the last three
decades. Per the Carl D. Perkins Career and Technical Education Act reauthorization (2018), the
purpose of current CTE programming is to prepare students for high-skill, high-pay, on-demand
jobs of the 21st century. Secondary CTE courses offered in middle school and high school
integrate a rigorous academic curriculum with practical skills training and employability skills,
all designed to prepare students for a career (work).
The National Career Clusters Framework for CTE programming is organized in 16 career
clusters and over 64 programs of study (Advance CTE, 2021), although the number of career
clusters and programs of study may differ by state. The old vocational education is known for
being used as a dumping ground for low-skilled students to do work in areas such as home
economics and manual trades. Today’s CTE programs of study have expanded to many hightechnology occupations in health science, public safety, engineering, information technology,
and STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics). With modern technology
advancements, programs such as welding, automotive mechanics, and construction, prepare
skilled workers who can make high wages in those highly specialized, skilled professions.
Nearly all U.S. high school students participate in secondary CTE (Aliaga et al., 2014).
CTE courses in high school offer engaging, hands-on training that can lead to industry
certifications and employment opportunities. CTE is also a great opportunity for high school
students to explore careers and the world of work. After graduating from high school, students
can pursue postsecondary CTE programs offered as associates of science degree (A.S.) and
career certificate programs, and in a short period of training, gain entry to employment.
There is a good body of research that describes the benefits of CTE participation in high
school (U.S. Department of Education, 2019). There are also studies that indicate CTE
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participants are more likely to report positive educational experiences; taking CTE courses helps
expose high school students to careers and helps them define their career goals, increase an
interest in their studies, and keeps them stay engaged with career planning (DeFeo, 2015;
Mobley et al., 2017). A study by Castellano et al. (2012) suggest that early CTE experiences help
to keep students on track for graduation and that CTE can contribute to a culture of achievement.

Latinx Students and CTE
But most Latinx students are not taking advantage of CTE options and many are
struggling to complete traditional two- and four-year degree programs. In comparison to their
White peers, Latinx high school students are less likely to participate in CTE courses, to become
CTE concentrators, and less likely to participate in postsecondary CTE programs. According to
data from the U.S Department of Education (2019b), 74 percent of Latinx students earn at least
one CTE credit in high school, while 80 percent of White and 75 percent Black students do.
Furthermore, 32 percent of Latinx high school students are CTE concentrators, compared to 35
percent Black and 40 percent White students. Aliaga et al. (2014) also found that students from
higher socioeconomic groups are more likely to take three or more CTE credits. At the
postsecondary level, 50 percent of CTE students are White, 21 percent are Latinx, and 13 percent
are Black (Advance CTE, 2018). Latinx are also overrepresented in programs such as consumer
services, which are some of the lowest compensated fields, and underrepresented in higher
compensated fields such as computer and information technology programs (Anderson et al.,
2021). All of this points to missed opportunities for Latinx high school students to participate in
meaningful hands-on CTE experiences in high school. High school CTE courses can help Latinx
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students explore CTE careers as well as earn high school credits and often, industry
certifications.

CTE as Career Exploration
When students take CTE courses, they learn about an industry and a real-world job. This
type of course can introduce students to the world of work and help them define and eliminate
career possibilities. As such, CTE courses taken in high school as electives, are great career
exposure for all students. Latinx students, in particular, can benefit from the CTE career
exposure, as they need to know about all postsecondary education options available, and they
need to learn how high school can prepare them for different postsecondary pathways, not only
for the traditional degree programs that many are struggling to complete.
Additionally, because CTE courses in high school are hands-on, involving more engaging
activities than typical lecture-based academic courses, CTE courses can serve as buffers to
engage students and prevent dropout. Every year the largest share of “status dropouts” (that is the
number of 16-24-year-old who are not enrolled in school and have not earned a high school
diploma or the equivalent) is Latinx students. In 2019, for example, the status dropout rate for
Latinx students was 7.7 which translates to more than one million Latinx students (National
Center for Education Statistics, 2020). Although not a standalone solution, CTE courses, could
be a form of intervention to engage students and prevent dropout (Stone III & Alfeld, 2004;
Gottfried & Plasman, 2018).
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CTE Stigma and Awareness
In order to increase awareness of CTE postsecondary options, work is needed to
dismantle the negative perceptions about CTE that still exist today. A 2017 national survey
reported that only about half of high school students knew about CTE and 68 percent said they
are familiar with the older term used, “vocational education” (Advance CTE, 2017). Students
surveyed were unable to answer questions about CTE offerings, requirements, costs, and
availability of CTE postsecondary programs. More importantly, the study found that 84 percent
of students trusted their school counselor for information on CTE.

School Counselors and CTE
High school counselors play a critical role in providing information about CTE offerings
early, beginning with the transition from middle school to ninth grade, so that students can take
advantage of CTE programs available in high school (American School Counselor Association,
2017). Additionally, high school counselors are a critical resource that can increase student
awareness of CTE postsecondary education options (American School Counselor Association,
2018). As a profession, school counseling is uniquely positioned to increase equity in education
outcomes (American School Counselor Association, 2006a; 2006b). School counselors are also
the most trained in human development, career development, and postsecondary options.
Consequently, school counselors are poised to lead schoolwide efforts to promote all
postsecondary education options and to ensure that Latinx students know the benefits of CTE
postsecondary education. School counselors are structurally positioned to help Latinx students
make better decisions about using high school CTE courses for career exploration and for
building stackable credentials, such as concentrating within one CTE field, that can help students
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transition to CTE postsecondary options. School counselors can further assist Latinx students
with the admissions application for CTE postsecondary colleges and financial aid application.

School Counseling Challenges
School counselors understand their role with postsecondary advising and want to support
all students. However, school counselors have reported low self-efficacy when it comes to career
advising (Morgan et al., 2014). A national study of school counselors and CTE directors found
that school counselors experience competing priorities that result in limited time for career
advising and interventions (Advance CTE, 2016). Another major barrier experienced by
counselors is a large student-counselor ratio. While ASCA recommends a 250:1 ratio of students
to counselor, the national average for 2019-2020 was 424:1 (American School Counselor
Association, 2021).
To improve the educational outcomes of Latinx students, we must strengthen structural
support systems. As a profession, school counseling must be prioritized and strengthened as an
equity leverage because school counselors can help Latinx students access CTE postsecondary
education, which in turn can give students an opportunity to pursue CTE postsecondary training
that leads to a immediate earnings and employment. In both research and practice, school
counselors are often criticized for providing inadequate career services. However, very little is
known about the daily work of school counselors and research rarely reflects the voice of school
counselors. School counselors recognize the importance of career interventions and recognize the
importance of support for disadvantaged students, but other demands and priorities set by school
administration are consuming their time. To improve this critical intervention, career advising,
we must first understand how it is currently experienced by school counselors who work with
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Latinx students. This descriptive qualitative study aimed to increase our knowledge of the career
interventions school counselor use to advise Latinx students for CTE options.

Research Problem
The national context for this study is college and career readiness. The national college
and career readiness agenda demands that schools prepare students for both postsecondary
education (college) and for the workforce (career). At the same time, there has been a national
discussion on equity and access. The country’s focus on equity and access is about improving the
education access and outcomes of historically disadvantaged students, especially Latinx, Black,
and students from low-income families. But the approach has not been the most effective.
Efforts to improve education outcomes have been centered on increasing academic rigor,
accountability, and teacher preparation; consequently, the result has been an increase in the
number of academic credits required for graduation and a greater focus on college-going (Stone
& Lewis, 2012). The education system instills a college-going focus, nearly three quarters of all
high school students want to pursue postsecondary education (U.S Department of Education,
2017). The college-going focus is also evidenced by an increase in students’ postsecondary
educational goals from ninth grade to twelfth grade. According to a longitudinal study, 18
percent of students surveyed as freshman in 2009 expected to earn a bachelor’s degree; the same
group of students was surveyed in 2016 during their senior year and 28 percent reported the
expectation to earn a bachelor’s degree (U.S. Department of Education, 2019).
The focus on improving outcomes and equity usually revolves around outcomes and
academic interventions. This is the context under which school counselors operate. School
counseling, as a resource and intervention is often left out of conversations. However, CTE
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legislation and funding, the federal Strengthening Career and Technical Education for the 21st
Century Act [Perkins V] (2018) legislation and the Florida State Plan has referenced the
important role of school counselors, requiring states to provide an “organized system of career
guidance and academic counseling (p.41).” But there is limited research on the direct role of
school counselors with CTE interventions that in turn informs policy, research, and practice.
Because policymakers use research to justify academic and curriculum decisions, research is
needed to shift the national discourse from accountability and outcomes to interventions. More
research is needed on how school counselors may or may not be implementing interventions that
promote CTE options, specifically with Latinx students.
There is plenty of research on college and career readiness and Latinx students, but the
bulk of existing research is focused on college-going interventions and outcomes. There are
many research studies (Engberg & Gilbert, 2014; McKillip et al., 2013; Robinson & Roksa,
2016) on the role of school counselors with college and career readiness, especially as it relates
to creating a “college-going culture.” Research on school counselors and CTE is emerging, but
there is very limited research that directly addresses school counseling interventions for Latinx
students and CTE options.
Research on career interventions with adolescents, the core concept of this study, exists
across different disciplines, including counseling, education, psychology, sociology, and
multicultural studies. In the American Psychological Association’s (APA) Handbook of Career
interventions, Perry and Wallace (2015) found there is still a dearth of research on career
interventions with children and adolescents. Perry and Wallace’s extensive interdisciplinary
review concludes that we must focus on “understanding what works with respect to most
effectively linking youth from one level of education to the next, emphasizing these transitions
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as developmental periods” (p.203). McMahon et al. (2017) conducted a content analysis study of
peer-reviewed journals from a ten-year period, 2007 to 2016, and found only ten research articles
about career readiness, college access, or postsecondary success that described the results of an
intervention and mentioned implications for school counseling.
There is much more that we need to know about the career advising practices of high
school counselors, especially as it relates to CTE and Latinx student participation in CTE. This
study contributed knowledge to this gap in school counseling research and aimed to contribute
knowledge of how school counselors advise Latinx students for Career and Technical Education
(CTE).

Research Purpose
The purpose of this descriptive qualitative study was to describe career advising and
interventions that high school counselors use to promote postsecondary Career and Technical
Education (CTE) options with Latinx students in comprehensive high schools in Florida.

Research Questions
The overarching research question guiding this study was:
How do high school counselors advise Latinx students of postsecondary educational CTE
options and transition?
In doing so, what we wanted to learn is what career services, interventions, information, and
resources school counselors use to help Latinx students transition to postsecondary CTE.
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Theoretical Framework
Career development experts (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013; Pope, 2015; Savickas,
2015) agree that no single theory can explain the totality of career experiences of any specific
group. Multicultural counseling experts (Flores & Bike, 2014) also agree that traditional theories
mostly reflect the cultural norms and behaviors of the dominant culture, middle class White
clients, and may not adequately reflect the experiences of people of color and people from lowincome backgrounds. Because there is no single theory that can explain the career development
of Latinx high school students, this study draws on three theoretical paradigms to explain: (a) the
need for CTE career interventions with Latinx students and (b) to situate the key role of high
school counselors with this phenomenon. The study used a theoretical framework that draws on
Bourdieu’s (1986; 2011) Theory of Social and Cultural Reproduction, career development
theories, and the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) National Model for School
Counseling Programs.

Bourdieu’s (1986) Theory of Cultural Capital
The premise of this study was that school counselors are a key source of cultural capital
for Latinx students. The study is informed by Bourdieu’s (1986; 2011) Theory of Social and
Cultural Reproduction. Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital helps explain the inequitable
educational experiences of children from different socioeconomic backgrounds. Bourdieu’s
(1986; 2011) concept of cultural capital is an appropriate foundation to conceptualize the role of
school counselors with CTE interventions and Latinx students. Bourdieu defines cultural capital
as knowledge and resources that guide someone’s path to succeeding in the dominant culture.
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Using his theory, we can posit that cultural capital (knowledge of college and
postsecondary admissions) is transmitted from wealthy and college educated parents to their
children. On the other hand, people outside the dominant culture, may not have the knowledge
and resources within their reach. Additionally, Bourdieu places an important role on schools as
transmitters of cultural capital. Bourdieu’s theory aligns with the American School Counselor
Association’s (ASCA) National Model of School Counseling (2019) and the role of school
counselors with Latinx students. The ASCA National Model calls on school counselors to
advocate for underrepresented students and to use data to uncover disparities in access to
educational opportunities. High school counselors are trained and positioned to provide critical
and timely information on postsecondary educational options, college application processes, and
financial aid (Belasco, 2013; Hines & Lemons, 2011).

Career Development Theory
Career development experts (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013) agree that to make a
successful postsecondary transition, high school students must: (a) have awareness of their own
interests, skills, and personality, (b) have knowledge of educational options and occupational
pathways, and (c) have the skills to make decisions. Career development theory may help explain
a person’s appropriateness with specific careers and help counselors to give advice on how to
attain a promising trajectory. Because the school counselor profession is informed by career
development theories, the ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors for Student Success (2021) reflect this
approach to prepare students for postsecondary transitions. Consequently, school counselors can
act as cultural capital transmitters to increase Latinx access to information about occupations and
CTE postsecondary colleges and programs.
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American School Counselor Association (ASCA) National Model
ASCA’s National School Model (American School Counselor Association, 2019),
professional standards, and position statements, all situate the high school counselor as an
advocate trained to advise Latinx students through one-on-one advising and schoolwide
interventions. ASCA provides guidelines for school counselors to define and prioritize their
work with students. The fourth and most recent edition of the ASCA National Model (2019)
embeds one goal for students, college and career readiness, across each component of the model.
The main priority of the ASCA National Model is the delivery of schoolwide and systemic
programs that address the needs of students along each developmental stage. Consequently,
ASCA urges school counselors to develop interventions that are appropriate and relevant to the
child in the areas of academics, career, and social/emotional development.
ASCA’s Mindsets and Behaviors for Student Success (American School Counselor
Association, 2021b) are the “Common Core Standards” for school counseling; these specific
standards describe the knowledge, skills, and attitudes that school counselors should help
students develop. First, one of the key standards is that students understand that postsecondary
education and life-long learning are necessary for long-term career success. Students are to
identify long- and short-term academic, career, and social/emotional goals. The career
development goals of school counseling programs are: first, to help students understand the
connection between school and the world of work; and secondly, to help students plan for a
successful transition from school to postsecondary education and/or the world of work and from
job to job across the lifespan (American School Counselor Association, 2021b).
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The ASCA school counselor professional standards and competencies (American School
Counselor Association, 2006a) operate under the assumption that every high school graduate
should be prepared for postsecondary opportunities. School counselors should demonstrate an
understanding of cultural, social, and environmental influences on student success and
opportunities. And furthermore, the standards and competencies for school counselors call on
counselors to effect systemic change through the implementation of school counseling programs.
Another key feature of the standards is that school counselors work in collaboration, never in
isolation, to design, implement, and coordinate services with stakeholders: that is students,
parents, administrators, and teachers.

ASCA’s Position on Equity.
Since the beginning of the ASCA National Model in the early 2000’s, social justice has
been one of the core values of the school counseling profession. ASCA’s Professional Standards
and Competencies require that school counselors implement data-driven interventions that seek
to close achievement, opportunity, and information gaps (American School Counselor
Association, 2019a). Counselors are professionally required to use data that illustrates the impact
of cultural, social, and environmental influences on student opportunities. Additionally, ASCA’s
Ethical Standards establish an ethical obligation for counselors to recognize and advocate for the
unique needs of underserved and at-risk student populations (American School Counselor
Association, 2006a). Furthermore, school counselors are called upon to use data to identify gaps
in achievement, opportunity, and resources. School counselors should develop programs that
address these opportunity and achievement gaps. In the ethical standards, school counselors are
also called to advocate for underserved and at-risk students.
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ASCA has also published position statements on issues such as cultural diversity
(American School Counselor Association, 2021c) and equity for all students (American School
Counselor Association, 2018), further invoking the role of school counselors with increasing
access and closing disproportionate gaps in opportunity, information and resources that affect
achievement among diverse student populations. Consequently, interventions must be driven by
data that reveals barriers that lead to inequity in access. That is how this study utilized data on
Latinx educational gaps. The study did not focus on the deficits of Latinx students. However, it
was important to recognize existing barriers in order to promote interventions that help reduce
barriers for Latinx students.

ASCA’s Position on CTE
Although many previous research studies have examined the role of school counselors
with Latinx students and access to postsecondary education, there has been less attention on their
role with advising for Career and Technical Education (CTE). In fact, ASCA did not publish a
CTE position statement until 2018. ASCA’s CTE Position Statement (American School
Counselor Association, 2018) clearly calls on the school counselor to join CTE awareness
efforts, as a stakeholder and advocate for CTE programs. ASCA calls on counselors to recognize
that the Mindsets and Skills for Student Success (2021) align with the CTE training and skills
students need for the 21st century. School counselors should work to coordinate career planning
programs with CTE programs available in their schools and to increase awareness of CTE
options for all students.
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Significance of the Study
The purpose of this study was to generate knowledge that could contribute to a gap in
research, policy, and practice. The practice of school counseling is shaped by federal and state
policy, but rarely does school counseling practice inform policy. The main issue is that we do not
know anything about the interventions that counselors employ, which can also inform policy.
This study focused on generating knowledge from the ground up to contribute knowledge of a
specific phenomenon, CTE career advising and interventions, with a specific student population,
Latinx students. Coordinated and purposeful career programming is a cost-effective intervention
that can benefit all students (Perry & Wallace, 2012).
Postsecondary education planning as it relates to CTE must continue to be a focus in
research, policy and in practice. We can alleviate inequities in opportunity by presenting CTE as
a viable postsecondary route to a good job. Many great quantitative studies use national
longitudinal samples to inform us on the status of Latinx high school students, but there is a lack
of research that explores the contextualized nature of practices in local school systems. This
qualitative study can contribute to a much-needed link between research and practice. The study
may be of significance to researchers in CTE, school counseling, and vocational psychology. The
study contributes to our understanding of career counseling in practice and can lead to
improvements in CTE advising for Latinx students.

Definitions
Latinx is used to describe people who are of or relate to Latin American origin or
descent. It is a gender-neutral or nonbinary alternative to Latino or Latina (Noe-Bustamante et
al., 2020). Latinx includes people labeled as Hispanic or Latino by U.S. Census and U.S.
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education entities: People of Cuba, Mexican, Puerto Rican, South or Central American, or other
Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race. Latinx, Hispanic, and Latino/Latina are often used
interchangeably (de Brey et al., 2019).
Career and Technical Education (CTE) are available courses and programs at the high
school and postsecondary subbaccalaureate level to teach skills and knowledge required for
specific jobs or fields of work. CTE replaced the term “vocational education.” At the
postsecondary level, CTE programs are offered through technical colleges (sometimes called
“trade schools”), less-than-2-year and 2-year colleges (classifications used by the National
Center for Educational Statistics, 2022).
Comprehensive high schools, sometimes called “traditional high schools,” are public
secondary schools for grades 9-12 that offer general education for all students living within a
zone or neighborhood. Comprehensive high schools offer a college preparatory curriculum as
well as CTE courses or programs (Copa & Pease, 1992).
Career development refers to a lifelong process, everything that shapes a person’s
career over the course of a lifetime, includes a person’s psychological and behavioral processes
as well as contextual and environmental influences (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013).
Career interventions are activities that empower people to cope effectively with career
development tasks. Career interventions help people develop awareness of self, awareness of
occupational options, and improve decision-making skills. Interventions can be individual and
group career counseling, advising, counseling, and schoolwide career development programs
(Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013).
Advising is usually limited to the selection of coursework and satisfying academic
requirements (Brown & Lent, 2020).
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Career counseling refers to interactions between a student and a counselor aimed at
resolving or preventing problems with career choices (Brown & Lent, 2020). In high school,
career counseling is focused on helping students make an implement academic, college, and
career decisions.
Professional school counselors, formerly called “guidance counselors,” are instructional
positions in K-12 educational institutions that help to promote the academic, career, and
personal/emotional development of students. A master’s degree and a state certification are
required to become a school counselor. The work of professional school counselors is directed
by the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) and most states also have a state
professional school counselor association.
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
High school counselors are in a key position to advise Latinx students for Career and
Technical Education (CTE) postsecondary options. Latinx students, especially if they come from
low-income backgrounds or will be first generation college students, need reliable information
for college and career planning. They also need someone to help them understand information
and misinformation about college options, financial aid, and application processes. Research
suggests that school counselors are poised to lead college and career interventions for historically
underrepresented students (Amatea & West-Olatunji, 2007; Hines & Lemons, 2011; Perry &
Wallace, 2015). Although school counselors want to support all students with career planning,
there is a lack of empirical research that explores how high school counselors inform and advise
Latinx students about postsecondary options, in particular for Career and Technical Education.
Additionally, the career intervention research that exists is mostly based on college-going
students and interventions. Limited research exists on school counselors and their role with
advising students for CTE two-year college degrees as well as other non-degree options,
specifically career certificate programs.
Because Latinx high school students need timely information to support their career
planning, systems of support must be strengthened to help mitigate the barriers they face,
especially Latinx students who may be the first in their families to go to college, may have
parents with limited or no knowledge of the English language, or may have limited knowledge
about college and career options available in the United States. CTE secondary and
postsecondary programs offer many benefits, including student engagement and hands-on
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training that can lead to high school graduation, employment, and good earnings (U.S.
Department of Education, 2019b). Research suggests that we need to do more to link Latinx
students to secondary and postsecondary CTE (Anderson et al., 2021; Conely et al., 2009; Hodge
et al., 2020; Rojewski, 2020).
To help alleviate the barriers faced by Latinx students, we need to strengthen the link
between school counseling and CTE advising, which will help students transition to
postsecondary. To increase policy and program focus on interventions, more research on school
counseling is needed. Consequently, this study aimed to contribute to the research gap on school
counselors and career interventions, specifically interventions that help students transition to
postsecondary CTE two-year degree and certificate programs. The purpose of this descriptive
qualitative study was to gather knowledge about how high school counselors advise Latinx
students for CTE postsecondary options such as two-year college degree and career certificate
programs. The study was conducted with high school counselors from comprehensive high
schools in the state of Florida.
When I conducted a literature review for this study, I found no research studies that
describe how high school counselors advise Latinx students with the postsecondary CTE options
described above. Similarly, a search in the peer-reviewed Professional School Counseling
Journal yielded no research on school counselors and interventions concerning postsecondary
CTE options. Previous studies have examined: (a) the role of high school counselors with college
and career planning, (b) the career development needs of Latinx high school students, (c) the
benefits of Career and Technical Education, and (d) the need for improved career interventions
(McKillip et al., 2012; Perry & Wallace, 2012; Stephan & Rosenbaum, 2013). I begin this
literature review by presenting relevant literature to situate the role of the high school counselor
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with the needs of Latinx students and the practice of implementing CTE career interventions for
Latinx students. Then, I describe the study’s theoretical framework using Bourdieu’s cultural
capital concept and the American School Counselor Association’s (ASCA) National Model for
School Counseling Programs.

Latinx Students and Educational Outcomes
Latinx High School Outcomes
Latinx students, as a large ethnic group, have achieved better education outcomes
consistently over the years. Improved graduation rates and declining dropout rates are measures
of Latinx progress. There are also more Latinx students attending college than ever before. Yet,
despite their educational progress, Latinx students have the lowest educational attainment and
economic outcomes (Carnevale & Fasules, 2017). Although there has been a lot of progress in
the educational outcomes of Latinx students, we are still losing many Latinx students in the K-12
education system and too many of those who are attending postsecondary are struggling to
graduate or to earn a good job. Compared to their Black and White counterparts, Latinx students
have the lowest overall educational attainment and the lowest earnings (Carnevale & Fasules,
2017), and although more are graduating from high school, significant achievement gaps exist
compared to Whites and Blacks (de Brey et al., 2018; National Center of Education Statistics,
2020).

High School Completion and Dropout
Latinx students have achieved important educational gains. In just two decades, the
percentage of Latinx youth ages 18 to 24 years old with a high school diploma or the equivalent
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has increased from 64 percent in 2000 to 89 percent in 2018 (Snyder et al., 2019). As more
Latinx youth have achieved a high school diploma, there are also fewer Latinx dropping out of
school. According to the National Center for Education Statistics (NCES), the “status dropout
rate” for Latinx, that is the percentage of Latinx school dropouts ages 16 to 24 years old, has
decreased from 28 percent in 2000 to 7.5 percent in 2019 (National Center for Education
Statistics, 2020). Similarly, the NCES reports “event dropout” as a measure of more recent high
school dropouts, or youth 15 to 24 years old in grades 10 through 12 who drop out of school
within a given year. The event dropout rate for Latinx students also fell from 7.4 percent in 2000
to 6.1 percent in 2018 (National Center of Education Statistics, 2019).
Increasing graduation rates and declining dropout rates are often touted as extraordinary
signs of progress. Yet, this data masks a worrisome and consequential reality for many other
Latinx youth who jeopardize their chances of achieving financial independence without a high
school diploma. For example, a 6.1 percent event dropout rate meant that in 2018, 153,000
Latinx youth dropped out of school during that year alone. Latinx dropouts had the highest
dropout rate of all students, making them 30 percent of the total 518,000 dropouts for that year.
Similarly, according to more recent data, there were four million youth ages 18 to 24 years old
who were neither enrolled in school nor working in 2019 and more than one million of those
were Latinx youth (National Center of Education Statistics, 2020). This data also indicates that
Latinx youth who did not complete high school were three times more likely than those with a
high school diploma to be out of school and unemployed.
Latinx school dropout should be a serious concern because of the very real and serious
economic consequences that not having a high school diploma presents for these out of school
youth. Earning at least some level of postsecondary education is an important pathway to
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increased earnings. In the 21st century, Americans who complete at least some postsecondary
education are more likely to access the middle-class with a good job (Carnevale & Fasules,
2017). Carnevale et al. (2018) pointed to changes that technology, automation, and globalization
have had on 21st century job opportunities. Carnevale et al. described the phenomenon of
upskilling as a shift in good jobs towards skilled services which require specialized education
and training beyond high school.
Through the 1990’s and into the first decade of the 21st century, workers with a high
school diploma or less experienced the largest net share of job loss (Carnevale et al., 2018). The
largest share of good jobs comes from two sectors: 56 percent of good jobs are jobs that require a
bachelor’s degree and 24% of good jobs require CTE postsecondary training such as an associate
degree or a career certificate (Carnevale et al., 2018). The latter are jobs in skilled-services and
blue-collar including law enforcement and public service officials, electricians, certified nurse
assistants, licensed practical nurses, emergency medical technicians, mechanics, installers,
industrial equipment technicians, and health care technologists, to name a few. Consequently,
postsecondary education matters. It is now more important than ever before that Latinx students
graduate from high school and that they continue with some postsecondary education to increase
their chances of reaching a good job, which in turn contributes to our society and economy.
The outcome data mentioned in this section are important to note because they are often
used by policymakers and education leaders to drive policy. These are also important indicators
that we can use to garner support for career interventions. In terms of planning for career
interventions, graduation rates are also important targets for the work of school counselors.
When planning for school counseling interventions, increasing graduation rates and decreasing
dropout rates are end-goals for school counselors. Through direct and indirect services, school
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counselors work to increase graduation and postsecondary enrollment. However, the data does
not point to interventions, it rather points to the gaps and challenges Latinx students are facing in
the education system. I now turn my attention to indicators that may be contributing to the
challenges that Latinx students are facing in high school, with a focus on the potential for career
interventions.

Academic Preparation
Although the measurable outcomes to work towards are graduation and postsecondary
enrollment, academic preparation is a better measure of progress towards these outcomes.
Academic preparation is an essential component of college and career readiness, critical to the
postsecondary transition of all students, whether they intend to pursue a four-year college degree
or a postsecondary CTE program (Conley, 2012). To gauge and monitor students’ academic
preparation, high school counselors use data points such as number of credits earned, grades
earned in specific courses, overall grade point average (GPA), courses completed, and
standardized test scores, as indicators of students’ status towards meeting high school graduation
requirements (American School Counselor Association, 2019). These are also important “college
readiness” indicators for they are part of admissions criteria for four-year university programs.
Perhaps because high school graduation and university admissions requirements are more
closely aligned and measurable, in research and in practice, much of the focus on preparing
students for postsecondary revolves around college readiness. Consequently, many research
studies have focused on how high school counselors support students’ college planning with
interventions and advising. The most common college and career interventions involve: advising
students to take courses aligned with university admissions requirements, using rigorous course
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options such as Advanced Placement (AP) and dual enrollment courses to increase changes of
admissions, registration and preparation for admissions tests like the SAT and ACT, and
participation in extracurricular and leadership activities that enhance a four-year college
application.
Other research studies have already studied high school counselors and Latinx students’
preparation for university admissions (Luti et al., 2020). As a researcher and a school counselor,
I recognize that those should continue to be data points and intervention targets to improve the
academic preparation and postsecondary opportunities of Latinx student, for the inequities in the
four-year college-going application and enrollment process, persist. My study is different
because it focuses on advice and interventions that can help Latinx students explore and
transition to postsecondary CTE. Academic advising is one of those key interventions that can
help Latinx students prepare for postsecondary CTE, but the only constant relevant research
finding is that high school counselors are tracking Latinx students for non-rigorous, non-college
bound tracks (Oakes & Guiton, 1995; Kanno & Kangas, 2014). Some researchers have referred
to school counselors as “gatekeepers,” suggesting school counselors sometimes withhold college
information because of low expectations (Stanton-Salazar & Dornbusch, 1995; Perez &
McDonough, 2008).
Although there are many controversial debates about academic tracking, for pedagogical
reasons, there are two general mainstream curricular tracks in the US education system: a
“college” track for college-bound students who take the most advanced courses available on their
high school campus including honors, advanced placement (AP), and dual enrollment (collegelevel); and, the second track, perhaps not clearly defined, is generally for students who follow a
general graduation track, completing courses that satisfy high school graduation requirements.
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The general non-college track is generally for students who are either not academically prepared
for university immediately after high school graduation, or for students who do not want that
university option. More recently, with the evolving role of career and technical education, a
“career” track that is CTE focused, has emerged as a promising alternative track for students
(Stone, 2017). Recent research is emerging to address the importance of the career track, but
more research is needed to explain how schools can prepare and advise students as to choose and
prepare for the career track.

Latinx Postsecondary Outcomes
College Enrollment
Postsecondary enrollment is another measure of Latinx progress in education. As more
Latinx students are graduating from high school, there are also many more Latinx students
following the advice they hear to go to college. There are now more Latinx students enrolled in
higher education than ever before. Between 2000 and 2016, the enrollment of Latinx
undergraduate students more than doubled, an increase of more than 134 percent (de Brey et al.,
2019). More Latinx high school graduates are also enrolling in college immediately after high
school graduation. In the Fall of 2019, 64 percent of all Latinx high school graduates
immediately enrolled in college (Irwin et al., 2021).
In the Fall 2019, 3.5 million Latinx students enrolled in institutions of higher education,
compared to 8.5 million White students and 2 million Black students (National Center of
Education Statistics, 2020). Approximately 43 percent of these Latinx college students enrolled
in public two-year colleges, 43 percent enrolled in public four-year colleges, and 14 percent
enrolled in private for-profit and nonprofit colleges. The total number of Latinx students who
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enrolled in private colleges was more than half a million – 350,000 enrolled in private nonprofit
four-year institutions, 108,000 enrolled in private for-profit four-year institutions, about 5,000
enrolled in two-year nonprofit institutions, and another 45,000 enrolled in private two-year
colleges (National Center of Education Statistics, 2020).

Remediation and College Graduation
Although many more Latinx students are enrolling in college, many of them are entering
with remedial education status, not graduating on time, wandering without completing a degree,
or dropping out before earning a degree. Students who do not meet academic requirements to
take college-level courses, must take remedial (sometimes called “developmental”) courses
before enrolling in college-level, credit-bearing courses that apply towards degree requirements.
Students may spend years in remediation which delays gradation and may exhaust them before
they complete any degree.
Seventy-five percent of Latinx students who begin their postsecondary education at twoyear public colleges take remedial courses and 53 percent who begin at a four-year colleges take
remedial courses (Chen, 2016). In comparison, 78 percent of Black and 64 percent of White
students at 2-year public institutions remediate; 66 percent and 36 percent of Black and White
students respectively, remediate at four-year institutions (Chen, 2016). The average number of
courses that Latinx students need to remediate is also higher than for Black and White students.
According to Chen (2016), on average, Latinx students take four remedial courses at two-year
public colleges and 2.8 remedial courses at four-year colleges. Black students take an average of
3.5 courses at two-year colleges and 2.8 at four-year colleges. White students take 2.4 remedial
courses at two-year colleges and 1.8 remedial courses at four-year colleges.
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The National Center for Education Statistics report (Chen, 2016) revealed important
findings that are relevant to the postsecondary transition of Latinx students. Chen found that
Latinx students, first generation, and students from low-income backgrounds were more likely to
participate in remediation. For example, 76 percent of students from the lowest income group
remediated in two-year colleges, compared to 59 percent in the highest income group; similarly,
54 percent of students whose parents had a high school education had to remediate, compared to
31 percent of students whose parents earned a bachelor’s degree.
Chen also examined the relationship between remediation and its impact on academic and
graduation outcomes. Chen found that only half of students who required remediation at twoyear colleges actually completed remediation requirements; 35 percent of students completed
some, but not all remedial courses, and 16 percent completed no remedial courses at all. At fouryear institutions, 60 percent of students completed remediation, 25 percent completed some, and
15 percent completed none. Moreover, Chen found that students in remediation are more likely
to leave college without a degree. At two-year colleges, 35 percent of remediation completers
left college without earning a degree, compared to 47 percent who completed some remediation
course, and 67 percent of students who did not complete remediation left college without a
degree. At four-year colleges, 22 of students who completed remediation left college without a
degree, 34 percent who completed partial remediation, and 44 percent of students who did not
complete remediation at all left college without a degree.
Consequently, it appears that remediation is one of the barriers associated with Latinx
students’ low postsecondary graduation rates. A higher proportion of Latinx students participate
in remediation and a higher proportion of Latinx students are dropping out of college before
earning a degree. Thirty-two percent of Latinx students who enroll in four-year universities
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graduate within four years and 54 percent graduate within six years. In comparison, 45 percent of
White students and 21 percent of Black students graduate from a public four-year institution
within four years. At the public community college, only 21 percent of Latinx students graduate
within 150 percent of normal time, compared to 27 percent for White students, and 13 percent
for Black students (Brey et al., 2019).
Research indicates that where you go to college matters. Historical data indicates, for
example, that only about a quarter of students who enroll in four-year for-profit colleges or in
two-year public colleges to earn a certificate or associate degree, graduate within normal time
(Irwin et al., 2021). Normal graduation time is 150 percent of the program length or six years for
a bachelor’s degree program. Thus, the approximate half million Latinx students who enroll in
private colleges face additional barriers in addition to the challenges associated with academic
preparation. And, most of the 1.5 million Latinx students who enter community colleges are
likely to drop out without earning a degree.

Financial Aid and Student Debt
Education debt is another important factor associated with institution type. Attending for
profit schools is particularly problematic because students at for-profit colleges borrow more.
Latinx students who attend for-profit institutions are more likely to use student loans to cover the
cost of their education and tend to borrow larger amounts. For example, only 20 percent of
public Latinx students take out student loans with an average loan of $4,410, compared to 55
percent of Latinx students at for-profit colleges who average $7,600 in student loans (Santiago et
al., 2019).
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The cost of higher education has increased significantly, while the incomes of Latinx
have not (Santiago et al., 2019). For example, for the 2018-2019 academic year, the average cost
of a four-year public education was $21,000, compared to $48,000 for a four-year private
nonprofit and $27,000 for a private for-profit. For the same academic year, the average cost of a
two-year public education was $10,000, compared to $28,000 for a private nonprofit two-year,
and $30,000 for a private for-profit two-year college (National Center of Education Statistics,
2021). At the same time, the annual average income of Latinx households in 2018, was $52,000
(Santiago et al., 2019). Sixty-seven percent of Latinx borrowers at four-year and for-profit
colleges leave school before completing their education; Latinx students are also more likely to
default on their student loans, 15 percent in default and 29 percent end up in serious delinquency
(Center for Responsible Lending, 2019).
With a young Latinx student population, more Latinx students are projected to enter the
high school system. Without appropriate advising and interventions, the number of out of school
Latinx youth will continue to grow. Latinx students also need to have better knowledge of the
costs associated with different types of institutions as well as financial aid options and processes.
With appropriate advising and interventions, more Latinx students can be geared towards more
productive postsecondary options, to improve their individual financial prospects, but also to
contribute to society and the economy.

School Counselors and Equity
The ASCA National Model is clear regarding the school counselor’s role with equity and
access. The theme of equity and access is embedded in all of ASCA’s guiding documents:
student standards, professional standards for school counselors, ethical standards for school
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counselors, and position statements. To create intentional and purposeful school counseling
programs, school counselors are expected to use schoolwide data to then establish annual goals
and action plans that address the needs of specific subgroups. According to ASCA (2019), school
counselors should use data to identify barriers, equity and access issues, and to design
interventions that close achievement, opportunity, and attainment gaps. Equity in career
counseling means that school counselors recognize barriers faced by students of color and create
interventions that improve access to opportunities (American School Counselor Association,
2018). In summary, the mission of the school counseling profession is driven by equity and
access.

School Counselors and Career Development
According to the ASCA National Model (2019b), in the career domain, school counselors
are to 1) help students to recognize a connection between school and the world of work and 2)
help students plan for a successful transition to postsecondary education or the workforce.
Research has identified career planning as an important task for high schoolers (Niles & HarrisBowlsbey, 2013; Curry & Milsom, 2017). In this section, I will describe key targets for career
planning interventions. In an influential piece, Trusty et al. (2005) suggest that we use the term
“education-career planning” which more appropriately describes the integration of career
planning with academics and other non-academic activities (such as extracurriculars, hobbies,
and cultural experiences), all which contributes to a student’s success in high school and
postsecondary decisions.
From a developmental perspective, we need to understand the integration of the whole
student – what ASCA coins the academic, career, and personal/social domains. High schoolers
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are developmentally yearning for belonging, connections, and a sense of identity. This research
supports the current framework of the ASCA National Model as well as the national focus on
“college and career readiness.” Effective career interventions should engage students with
meaningful academic and non-academic experiences that help them explore and develop their
career identity (Savickas, 1990).
According to Trusty et al. (2005) course-taking is one of the key targets for educationcareer planning because student access to rigorous courses, especially in math and science,
shapes their postsecondary options and academic preparedness. Similarly, in a review of career
interventions, Perry & Wallace (2015) state that high school grade point average (GPA),
“represents a pivotal outcome around which to harness various interventions (p.192).” Perry and
Wallace further argue that academic interventions should be merged with efforts to improve
student’s “soft skills” (study skills, social skills, problem solving, coping skills). Other studies
have described the important relationship between career planning, school engagement, and
positive education outcomes (Kenny et. al., 2006).
Niles et al. (2005) conceptualize course-taking and academic advising in terms of access
to postsecondary degree programs. Perry and Wallace (2015) further conceptualize career
interventions as efforts to engage students in school that can prevent school dropout. I concur
that it is important that research and practice continue to advocate for Latinx students’ access to
rigorous academics. However, one key point for this study is that career interventions should not
only focus on college-going efforts, but instead must revolve around exposing students to all
postsecondary education options, including two-year college CTE degrees and career certificates
– as viable options for all students, including Latinx students.
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In relation to this study’s focus, school counseling career interventions start by
advocating Latinx students’ engagement in CTE as career exploration, but also as part of
potential career pathways. School counselors can play a key role to with advising Latinx students
with taking CTE courses and further pursuing CTE postsecondary pathways. School counselors
can help inform Latinx students of CTE course options available in high school and can advise
Latinx students on how CTE programs of study in high school articulate with CTE
postsecondary options, whether they are 2-year college degrees or certificate programs.
Integrating career development theory and the ASCA National Model means that school
counselors provide career interventions as direct and indirect services to help students with
career planning tasks such as gathering information on: the labor market (occupational)
information, postsecondary education institutions, financial aid, and information about
application processes and deadlines. Students should establish postsecondary and career goals as
soon as possible since students must make important curricular decisions as early as eighth grade
with the transition from middle school to high school.
Ideally, a high school counseling department would identify career development targets
for each year of high school. Through the progression of each high school year, students make
decisions that shape their interests and skills as well as their opportunities to know the world of
postsecondary education and work. Additional career planning interventions are on college
search and application as well as financial aid. Through the progression of high school, students
must engage in high-stakes tasks such as completing college applications, applying for financial
aid and scholarships, and meeting deadlines.
During the four years of high school, these are experiences that shape a student’s
postsecondary goals. For example, taking a digital information technology class may spark a
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student’s interest in technology-related jobs and may change a student’s postsecondary course of
study to a career in IT. A student’s exposure to career information may also help them make
connections to their strengths, and may develop an interest in that career. A college information
workshop may help a student learn about postsecondary colleges in the area and programs
offered, as well as the cost and financial aid available for the program. These are all areas in
which a high school counselor can help students establish connections to the world of work and
postsecondary education. This type of information and assistance that high school counselors can
offer, is a way to transmit cultural capital to students who may not be familiar with
postsecondary options or application processes.
In summary, access to information in high school can have a major effect on a student’s
goals, postsecondary planning, and transition. School counselors can create career interventions
that are aligned with the ASCA National Model, college and career readiness, and researchbased career developmental needs of students. Career interventions can be can provided in the
areas of 1) advising with academics and course-taking, 2) increasing awareness of CTE pathways
and programs of study, 3) CTE-related occupational information, 4) CTE postsecondary
education programs, and 5) financial aid.

School Counseling Challenges and Opportunities
School counselors understand their critical role with preparing students for postsecondary
transitions and they are committed to helping students with planning for college and careers
(National Office for School and Counselor Advocacy, 2012). High school counselors also
recognize the value of Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs and the relationship of
CTE to readiness for the world of work (Advance CTE, 2016). However, school counselors
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experience challenges in their daily practice, making it difficult to provide the systematic and
comprehensive career interventions that Latinx students need. Research has pointed to three
specific challenges faced by school counselors: large caseloads, insufficient training, and
competing demands related to non-counseling tasks

High School Counseling Caseloads
The ASCA recommended ratio of students-to-counselor is 250-to-1 and yet the national
average for 2019-2020 was 424-to-1 (American School Counselor Association, 2021a). There is
enough research evidence to prove that smaller caseloads result in better school counseling
outcomes and services. A study of Connecticut’s school counselor caseloads found that schools
with smaller counselor caseloads report more time spent on college and career services, and that
those schools have better attendance, less discipline issues, and higher graduation rates (Lapan et
al., 2012). Another study by Hurwitz and Howell (2014) found that an additional school
counselor increased a school’s 4-year college going rate by 10 percent. A discussion about
caseload size is important because caseload size impacts the availability of the counselor and
time available for intensive and coordinated career interventions.
Several studies using the U.S. Department of Education’s High School Longitudinal
Study (HSLS) provide insight to the status of high school counseling. The National Association
for College Admissions Counseling (NACAC) used this database for several important studies
on school counseling. One of the key findings is regarding how much time counselors can
dedicate to college advising. According to Radford et al. (2016), 16 percent of school counselors
report spending 10 percent or less of their time on helping students prepare for college, 38
percent of counselors reported spending 11 to 20 percent of their time, and 46 percent of
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counselors reported spending more than 20 percent of their time on this. While 70 percent of
private school counselors spend at least 20 percent of their time on college advising, only 44
percent of public school counselors do; schools with a larger share of students from high
socioeconomic backgrounds also report spending more time on college advising (McDonald,
2005; Radford et al.).
These studies establish a relationship between smaller caseloads and the availability of
increased support for college and career planning. Counselors with smaller caseloads have more
time and resources to support students with college and career planning. For example, these
national studies found that students at schools with larger caseloads were less likely to speak
with a counselor about their options after high school and that students who did not speak to their
counselor were more likely to believe that college is not affordable (Radford et al., 2016). This
illustrates that talking to a school counselor can provide important information to inform a
student’s postsecondary decisions and their engagement with the application process. One
critical area in which school counselors can assist students is financial aid. Another study by
Belasco (2013) found that contact with school counselors led to an increase in postsecondary
enrollment of first-generation and low-income students. Consequently, although school
counselors are positioned to help all students with career advising, they are particularly critical as
sources of cultural capital and “college knowledge” for students who may not have the advantage
of having that knowledge at home.

School Counselor Training
To properly advise students on careers and postsecondary education options, school
counselors should have knowledge of the postsecondary options, admissions process, financial
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aid, and how these processes differ for university admissions and for admissions to
postsecondary CTE programs. However, school counselors have reported low self-efficacy when
it comes to career advising (Morgan et al., 2014). A national survey of school counselors (Bruce
& Bridgeland, 2012) found that 40-56 percent of school counselors reported receiving limited
training about academic planning, admissions processes, college affordability, and the transition
from high school to college. Most master’s level school counseling programs require one course
which covers career development theory and less of the practical day-to-day admissions
procedures; and that could be the extent of a school counselor’s training on college and career
advising (Morgan et al., 2014). School counselors are then forced to learn all the complexities
and nuances of the admissions and financial aid processes on the job. Furthermore, school
counselors may not be receiving ongoing professional development opportunities in the areas of
college advising to stay abreast of changes in postsecondary education options and admissions
processes (Bruce & Bridgeland, 2012).

School Counselors’ Time & Competing Demands
Another challenge reported by school counselors is that their job consumes a significant
amount of their time on other tasks not associated with college and career advising (Anctil et al.,
2012). In a review of school counseling policies, Carey & Martin (2015), for example, concluded
that school counselors are spread too thin to deliver needed career interventions. For example,
school counselors must use a lot of their time to attend to the mental health needs of students,
respond to crisis such as suicide and threat assessments (Militello & Janson, 2014). Additionally,
school counselors invest a significant amount of their time working on documentation and
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processes related to students in exceptional education, that is students with IEP’s (individualized
education plans) and 504 Accommodation Plans.
A national study of school counselors and CTE directors found that school counselors
experience competing priorities that result in limited time for career advising and interventions
(Advance CTE, 2018). To inform school and district decision-makers who can shape the role of
school counselors, the ASCA National Model (2019b) publication included a concrete list of
appropriate and inappropriate tasks for counselors. Although this list has been available since the
second version of the ASCA model, there is still a lot of work to do to improve administrators’
perceptions and use of high school counselors’ time.

Latinx Students & School Counselors
Research indicates that most Latinx students attend schools with less resources and that
Latinx students may experience discrimination in the education system (McDonough, 2005;
McDonough, 1997; Oakes, 2008; Perna et al., 2008). It is important to note how all factors –
immigration, language, culture, school setting, discrimination and bias – shape the experiences
and opportunities of Latinx students. In other words, everything a Latinx high school student has
experienced sets the context for their career decisions in high school, and can include a lack of
academic preparation and haphazard career support systems. The extent and focus of this study
cannot examine all those factors. However, a cultural and career development perspective
requires that we acknowledge how those factors can limit career opportunities for many Latinx
students. This framework helps to situate the role of the high school counselor.
As described above, the career development of Latinx students is shaped by
environmental barriers. Consequently, most research studies that advocate for equity and access,
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take an approach that is focused on increasing the number of Latinx students who obtain college
degrees. Increasing the number of Latinx students with undergraduate and graduate degrees
should continue to be a focus in practice, research, and policy. But that cannot be the only
approach. Increasing Latinx students’ undergraduate admissions and graduation cannot be the
only approach to equity. Certainly, it is true that higher education generally results in increased
earnings, but there are also different postsecondary tracks that can lead youth to a good job.
Immediately pursuing a bachelor’s degree program after high school graduation is not be a viable
option for all students, and certainly, it is not the only path for all Latinx students. The climate in
today’s education system does both. This college-focused climate makes Latinx students feel that
they must pursue a bachelor’s degree and that they must get started immediately after high
school graduation.

Career and Technical Education (CTE)
What is CTE?
Career and Technical Education (CTE), formerly called “vocational education,” has deep
roots in our education system with federal legislation that dates back to the 1917 National
Vocational Education Act, also known as the Smith-Hughes Act. Since then, the federal
government has made continuous investments to help schools prepare students for the workforce
and the economy. The first Carl D. Perkins Vocational Act of 1984 (also known as Perkins I) and
subsequent reauthorizations have brought about significant changes to what we now call Career
and Technical Education (CTE). Updates to this important legislation, now the Carl D. Perkins
Vocational and Technical Education Act of 2018 (also known as Perkins V), demonstrate federal
efforts to make CTE programming an option for all segments of the population and point to an
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increased focus on better linking school and work (Gordon & Schultz, 2020). The name shift
from “vocational education” to “career and technical education” is significant because it aims
to erase the CTE stigma of the past and marks a new shift to link K-12 education to the 21st
century economy (Imperatore & Hyslop, 2017).
Today the most recent federal CTE legislation, The Strengthening Career and Technical
Education for the 21st Century Act (Perkins V), provides approximately $1.2 billion dollars to
states for secondary and postsecondary CTE programming. CTE programs aim to prepare
students for high-skill, high-wage, and high on-demand jobs of the 21st century economy with
courses and programs that teach students academic, technical, and employability skills (U.S.
Department of Education, 2020). Secondary and postsecondary CTE programs are organized in
career clusters. Each career cluster represents a broad industry and includes programs of study
within each career cluster.
The Florida Department of Education, for example, uses a 17-career cluster CTE
curriculum framework with a wide variety of clusters that range from agriculture to education,
hospitality, engineering, information technology, manufacturing, health science, and law and
public safety. As required by the federal CTE legislation, the Florida Department of Education
CTE curriculum frameworks include programs of study for secondary and postsecondary
programs.
For example, in the information technology career cluster, Florida has aligned programs
of study that include introductory courses such as coding fundamentals and web technologies
available in public middle schools and high schools. At the postsecondary level, Florida offers
information technology career certificate programs such as Help Desk Support Technician at
district technical colleges and associate of science (A.S.) degrees such as Cyber Security
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Operations at community colleges. The focus of Florida’s CTE State Plan is to align CTE
programs to occupations that are important to the state’s economic development and to align
programs of study at each level of the education system from middle school to postsecondary
colleges. Therefore, many programs are aligned to articulate from the technical college to the
community college, and sometimes, programs articulate all the way to the four-year degree level.

Benefits of Secondary CTE
Career and Technical Education (CTE) programming has the potential to impact the
education and career experiences of a lot of students. Secondary CTE is offered mainly in high
schools as standalone courses and program sequences. Most students take CTE courses as
electives that count towards graduation requirements, but many students also choose to complete
a sequence of CTE courses within the same program of study and may earn an industry
certification. In Florida, many CTE programs are also offered as “career academies,” a schoolwithin-a-school model, or small learning communities with a curriculum focus on one CTE
career. Most Florida comprehensive high schools have career academies. Nearly all high school
students, 92 percent, participate in CTE courses (Association of Career and Technical Education,
2022) and more than three quarters of all high school students earn at least one CTE credit (U.S.
Department of Education (2019b). In the 2019-2020 academic year, that translated to 11.1
million CTE participants, that is 7.6 million students at the secondary level and 3.5 million at the
postsecondary level (Association for Career and Technical Education, 2021).
Historically, CTE outcome data has been compared in dichotomous terms, comparing the
outcomes of CTE students to non-CTE students. According to Aliaga et al. (2014), there have
been different and inconsistent approaches to classifying students as academic or vocational,
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offering only a limited glimpse into the course-taking experiences of high school students. Still,
although this traditional classification of students as either CTE or non-CTE is not ideal, much of
the CTE participation and outcome data uses this approach and indeed presents the positive
benefits of CTE participation.
The most recent federal CTE legislation, Perkins V, defines “CTE concentrators,” as
students who complete two CTE courses within a single career cluster or program of study.
Overall the data and research points to the many benefits of participation in high school CTE.
For example, the average high school graduation rate of CTE concentrators in 2018 was 94%,
compared to the national 85% graduation rate for all students (U.S. Department of Education,
2019b). CTE concentrators were also more likely to enroll in postsecondary education than nonCTE concentrators (U.S. Department of Education, 2019b). Additionally, recent data suggests
there are long-term economic benefits to CTE participation. For example, 72 percent of CTE
concentrators, compared to 67 percent of non-CTE concentrators, were employed with full-time
jobs eight years after high school graduation; and moreover, the median annual earnings of CTE
concentrators was higher than the earnings of non-CTE concentrators (U.S. Department of
Education, 2019b).
The data above suggests that students must take CTE courses within a single CTE career
cluster to benefit. However, there are other benefits to CTE participation that this data does not
reveal. For example, Aliaga et al. (2014) argued that CTE credit-taking must be examined in
terms of a students’ entire high school experience; they found that virtually all high school
students participate in CTE to some extent, with almost 30 percent of students taking three or
more CTE credits from several different career clusters – a group that should not be ignored by
researchers. For students who take several CTE courses, taking CTE courses can be an
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opportunity to explore the world of work and to help define their career goals – outcomes that
are more difficult to measure, but tremendously important to the career development of high
school students.
One recent study by Mobley et al. (2017) points to an important connection between CTE
participation and career exploration. In their study, Mobley et al. found that CTE students were
more likely to engage proactively in career planning. For example, 78 percent of CTE students,
compared to 65 percent of non-CTE students reported doing career research to identify jobs.
Furthermore, the study revealed that CTE students were more likely to report feeling engaged
with their course of study and that their courses helped them learn about careers. The study also
found that for the majority of students, 60 percent of all students, their school counselor was the
most helpful when creating their college plan – pointing to the critical role that high school
counselors can play to provide information and advising to all students. Rojewski & Hill (2014)
suggests that CTE can serve as an opportunity for career navigation, providing opportunities for
high school students to understand the dynamic 21st century workplace and to become self-aware
of their skills and the connection between their skills and different jobs.

Postsecondary CTE Education
Public postsecondary CTE education in Florida is offered through technical colleges and
state colleges, also known as community colleges. Florida has 48 public technical colleges that
offer non-degree career certificates and applied technology diplomas (ATD), and most programs
lead to an industry-recognized certification. The 28 state colleges (community colleges) also
offer career certificate programs and applied technical diplomas, and in addition, offer college
credit certificates and CTE-focused Associate of Science (A.S.) degrees. The state colleges are
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called “state” rather than “community” colleges, because some also offer bachelor degree
programs.
During 2019-2020, Florida’s district technical colleges had 43,245 students in career
certificate programs and 1,223 in applied technical degree programs (Florida Department of
Education, 2021b). The demographic composition of the district technical colleges for 20192020 was 36.5 percent White, 32 percent Latinx, and 26.9 percent Black. For the same year, the
state colleges enrolled 20,757 students in career certificate programs, 32,617 students in college
credit certificates, and 100,315 students in A.S. degree programs. Similar to technical colleges, at
the state community college, Latinx are about a third of CTE programs. The average age of
students enrolling in postsecondary CTE programs is 29 for AS degree programs, 30 for CTE
certificate programs and college-credit certificate programs, and 36 for an applied technical
degree – suggesting that the majority of Florida’s postsecondary CTE students are not enrolling
immediately after high school.

The CTE Challenges of Today
Although data and research points to the benefits of CTE participation, CTE today faces
two challenges. First, there is a lack of CTE awareness and how it can help all students.
Stakeholders, that is parents, students, teachers, administrators, and some school counselors may
not understand what CTE can offer at the secondary and postsecondary levels. The second
challenge is an old misconception about CTE, formerly called “vocational education”. Many
stakeholders still believe that CTE is used for tracking low-academic, non-college bound
students into low-wage occupations. And some may perceive CTE as a “dumping ground” for
students labeled at-risk, unmotivated, and non-college bound.
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It is true that CTE can be an engaging experience with the potential to help engage
students with low motivation to succeed in high school. CTE can benefit students who do not see
themselves in a traditional two- or four-year postsecondary college program. However, this study
emphasizes two important points about CTE. First, today’s CTE program can benefit all
students. Secondly, school counselors have a responsibility to inform students of all
postsecondary options and their connection to employment. Combined, these two points present
a clear rationale for the role school counselors have as “champions” for CTE, advocates who can
raise awareness of CTE and reduce the stigma associated with CTE participation (Conely et al.,
2009).

School Counselors and CTE
Proponents of CTE want to increase CTE awareness and name recognition, and to
eliminate the stigma associated with CTE. Gordon & Schultz (2020) propose that school
counselors can have a role in “image building” to highlight the connections between CTE and
the labor market. A collaborative report between the American School Counselor Association
(ASCA) and the National Association of State Directors of Career and Technical Education, calls
school counselors “CTE stakeholders,” arguing that school counselors and CTE teachers should
work together to engage students in CTE (Conneely et al, 2009). Today’s global and technologydriven economy requires that students understand the connection between CTE and the labor
market and school counselors can help students understand the link between school and the 21st
century global labor market.
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Theoretical Framework
The premise of this study is that school counselors are a crucial source of cultural capital
for Latinx students. Career development experts (Niles & Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013; Pope, 2015;
Savickas, 2014) agree that no single theory can explain the totality of career experiences of any
specific group. Multicultural counseling experts (Flores & Bike, 2015) also agree that traditional
theories mostly reflect the cultural norms and behaviors of the dominant culture, middle class
White clients, and may not adequately reflect the experiences of people of color and people from
low-income backgrounds. Because there is no single theory that can explain the career
development of Latinx high school students, this study will draw on three theoretical paradigms
to explain: (a) the need for CTE career interventions with Latinx students, and (b) to situate the
key role of high school counselors with this phenomenon. The study uses a theoretical
framework that draws on Bourdieu’s (1986) Theory of Social and Cultural Reproduction, career
development theories, and the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) National Model
for School Counseling Programs.

Career Development Theories
Career Matching.
Career development theories justify the need for timely, systematic, and developmental
career interventions in high school. Since the first decade of the 20th century, many career
development theories have been developed to explain how people make career decisions and
have been used to generate guidance and career interventions. Three concepts from career
development theories are important to this study’s discussion of career interventions in high
school: career matching, career development as a process, and multicultural counseling.
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The concept of career matching which emerged from early career theories (Holland,
1959; Parsons, 1909) has remained as the basis of career interventions. Career matching means
that the goal of career interventions is to help the client find an occupation that matches (or is
congruent with) his or her interests, personality, and skills. Finding an occupational match
requires assessment and occupational information; assessments help a person identify their
interests, skills, and work values to clarify and identify their career (Savickas, 1999) and is
particularly important in the initial process of choosing a career path (Curry & Milsom, 2017).
Because in high school the use of formal career assessments may be limited, school counselors
may help facilitate students’ self-awareness through educational experiences, advising, and
information-sharing goals (Harris & Niles-Bowlsbey, 2003).
One of the tasks of school counselors is to facilitate students' access to both assessments
and occupational information (American School Counselor Association, 2019b). Thus,
interventions in high school should help students to find a postsecondary education option that is
congruent with their interests, skills, and personality; and secondly, career interventions should
help students crystallize their choices so that they reach career maturity, that is readiness to
implement career decisions. A high school student reaches career maturity when he or she is
ready to decide on a postsecondary education option (Niles & Harris- Bowlsbey, 2003).

Career Development as a Process.
Another key concept from career theories is career decisions as a process. The early
career theories (Holland, 1959; Parsons, 1909) conceptualized a career decision as a one moment
in time. Career development theories that followed introduced a developmental psychology of
careers, shifting the approach to career interventions from a matching of occupations to a focus
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on helping people develop career choices and plans over the course of an entire lifetime (Super,
1957). A developmental perspective has major implications for the work of school counselors.
Schools should provide opportunities for students to develop career awareness and skills in a
developmental sequence, at each level of the education system, from elementary to high school
(American School Counselor Association, 2017). Another aspect of the career development
process to consider is how limited academic and career exposure early on in elementary and
middle school may accumulate over time and constrain the career aspirations of some high
school students.

Multicultural Career Theories.
More recently, multicultural theories have acknowledged that culture and identity,
associated with race, ethnicity, gender, social class, sexual orientation and disability, play a
central role in the career experiences of people (Flores & Bike, 2014). A multicultural approach
to career counseling means that counselors have awareness of how external barriers and cultural
variables (such as language, immigration, and socioeconomic status) affect the career decisionmaking of people from nondominant cultures (Leong & Flores, 2015).
These concepts from career development and multicultural counseling theories are
appropriate for framing the discussion on career interventions for Latinx high school students.
From a career developmental perspective, the process for students to reach a decision about
which postsecondary education institution to attend and program to pursue, requires that
students: (a) have awareness of their own interests, skills, and values, (b) have knowledge of
educational options and occupational pathways, and (c) have the skills to make decisions (Niles
& Harris-Bowlsbey, 2013). Therefore, career interventions should help students to recognize
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their own skills, interests and values; develop skills for locating and gathering educational and
occupational exploration; and empower students with skills to execute their career decisions.

Bourdieu’s (1986) Theory of Cultural Capital
Bourdieu’s (1986; 2011) Theory of Social and Cultural Reproduction helps explain the
inequitable educational experiences of children from different socioeconomic backgrounds.
Bourdieu posits that economic capital is possessed and transmitted by the wealthy via two other
forms of capital: cultural and social capital. By contrast, children from low socioeconomic status
may lack, but can acquire, social and cultural capital, which can lead to economic capital. In this
study, I use Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital to contextualize the educational experiences of
Latinx students and the role of school counselors as transmitters of cultural capital. Bourdieu
coined the term cultural capital to describe the knowledge and resources that an individual
accumulates over time, often unconsciously, and help him or her achieve economic capital.
Bourdieu (1986; 2011) defined three states of cultural capital: embodied, objectified, and
institutionalized cultural capital. In the embodied state, cultural capital is related to culture, it is
knowledge that lives in a person’s mind and becomes a part of his or her “habitus.” This form of
cultural capital cannot be transmitted or acquired automatically like a piece of property. Instead,
cultural capital in the embodied state is transmitted both consciously and unconsciously through
social interactions over time. Bourdieu suggests that a child’s accumulation (or lack of) cultural
capital begins prior to birth with the family’s status and continues with a child’s socialization
within the family, then the school and community. For example, by observing interactions
between parent and the school counselor, a student can learn his or her his right to request a
schedule change from the high school counselor. On the other hand, a recent immigrant or first-
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generation student may not know about course options and schedule changes, and may further
rely on the school and counselor’s authority for appropriate course placement.
In the objectified state, cultural capital exists as material and symbolic goods. Objectified
cultural capital can also be transmitted from parent to child, but requires the use of cultural
capital in the embodied state. For example, if a child acquired property from his or her parents,
he or she needs knowledge (embodied cultural capital) to know how to maintain the parent’s
property investments and business. Other examples of objectified cultural capital are books,
dictionaries, musical instruments, and technology equipment. For instance, a parent may buy a
student a new computer (objectified cultural capital) and then teach the student how to search
career occupation websites for career information (embodied cultural capital).
In the institutionalized state, cultural capital is academic qualifications, degrees and
professions. Degrees are an institutionalized form of capital because society places degreeholders in specific, higher social and financial status. This means that the dominant society has
established higher status and financial rewards for advanced levels of education (such as
graduate and professional degrees) and certain professions (such as doctors, lawyers, engineers).
Institutionalized cultural capital has high economic value and a collective, recognized status
because the dominant culture recognizes the degree holder with high regard.
It takes a lot of cultural capital to navigate today’s complex postsecondary education
system, especially in an era of “college for all,” where all high school graduates are expected to
immediately enroll in a traditional degree program. The dominant culture reinforces the
postsecondary pathway to four-year college degrees. Students from the dominant culture (White
and middle class) unconsciously receive and absorb the means to understand and navigate the
postsecondary transition, while students from nondominant cultures (students of color and low-
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income) have to gradually acquire cultural capital through experience and interactions,
sometimes at a costly price, resulting in a loss of time and money. For example, advantaged
students, that is students with college knowledge and information, can navigate both the fouryear college track and the CTE postsecondary track more successfully than Latinx students.
Latinx students, on the other hand, are feeding into the “college for all” rhetoric, losing out on
CTE opportunities, and enduring the perils of misinformation and lack of information by
pursuing costly degrees that they are sometimes academically underprepared for and undersupported to pursue.
Another relevant point from Bourdieu’s theory is that individuals can have the advantage
of aggregated cultural capital, that is a combination of embodied, objectified, and
institutionalized capital accumulated over time and generations. For example, a child who comes
from a generation of doctors can reap the benefits of generational knowledge, financial
resources, and status that has been passed on from generation to generation. On the other side, a
recent immigrant or first-generation student, may not be fully aware of how the high school
educational system works, and may not be familiar with postsecondary admissions, application,
and financial aid processes.
Lareau and Weininger (2003) further developed Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital.
They emphasized cultural capital as the strategic use of knowledge, skills, and competence that
helps certain individuals in micro-interactions with institutionalized norms. Lareau and
Weininger (2003) expanded on Bourdieu’s key cultural capital tenets, which I use in relation to
this study. First, academic success or failure is not the result of natural aptitudes or merit.
Second, a student’s environment impacts his or her access to knowledge and resources that help
navigate the dominant culture and norms of educational institutions. Third, people are not born
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with the same share of cultural capital. In other words, some students are born into families who
already have knowledge of the education system, postsecondary options, and resources to
support their children with that transition. Fourth, parents and schools transmit cultural capital to
students.
The last point leads to the premise of this study: Bourdieu describes schools as domestic
transmitters of cultural capital and within the school, the school counselor is the agent who can
increase Latinx students’ knowledge of CTE career and educational opportunities. It is important
to note that that for first generation Latinx students whose parent or parents are English learners,
student’s socioeconomic status is not conceptualized as a deficit, but is necessary to
acknowledge the barriers associated with not having the knowledge and information about the
dominant cultural and institutional norms, processes, and resources of the U.S. education system.

Cultural Capital and School Counselors.
Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital is a useful framework for the discussion of Latinx
career development and the role of the high school counselor. Cultural capital explains the
importance of resources within a student’s social structure. For example, children who are born
into a family of wealthy college-educated parents have access to more information about
postsecondary options and the economic capital to pay for private schools, private tutors, and
costly extracurricular opportunities (McDonough, 1997). Conversely, students whose parents did
not attend college in the U.S. or immigrated from a different country, may not be familiar with
the education system and, may not have the means to afford the same opportunities that can
enhance the child’s career development. For students who do not inherit cultural capital, school
counselors can help to provide and facilitate cultural capital.
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Many studies have drawn from Bourdieu’s concepts of cultural capital, social capital, and
habitus to examine the influence of socioeconomic status on education attainment and outcomes.
Although these studies are important because they demonstrate that social class and family
background have an influence on educational outcomes, few studies have focused on how (the
process) inequities are created and reproduced (Lareau, 1987) or on how schools can transmit
cultural capital to students. Many renown studies on cultural capital were conducted in the
United Kingdom. I will describe two of these significant studies and then describe more recent
studies conducted in the U.S.
Lareau (1987) compared family-school relationships in two communities, one was a
White working-class community and the other a middle-class community. Lareau’s qualitative
study concluded that parents from both communities equally valued education and instilled in
their children the value of education. However, parents responded differently to requests from
schools because they had a different share of resources. Parents from the more affluent
community had the resources (time and transportation) to actively participate in school by
showing up to parent conferences and school events. They also actively reached out to the school
to request additional resources and information for their children. Parents from the working-class
community had limited resources such as no time and transportation and child care barriers to
attending school events. Parents from the working-class community took a different role in their
child’s education; they trusted the school teachers and depended on the teacher’s expertise and
guidance.
Another study, Sullivan (2001) examined the effect of cultural capital on the General
Certificate of Secondary Education (GCSE) examinations in London. Sullivan concluded that
social class has a large and significant effect on GCSE attainment and explained that parents
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with cultural capital transmitted that cultural capital to their children, which in turn helped them
do well on the GCSE. Sullivan found that students with higher levels of cultural capital (reading,
vocabulary, and cultural knowledge), had intellectual resources which helped them do well on
the GCSE.
Bourdieu’s concepts of cultural capital and social capital have sometimes been used
interchangeably in studies about the postsecondary transition. Most notably, Patricia
McDonough (1997; 2005) has used cultural capital to examine college admissions. McDonough
(1997) used the concept of cultural capital in a qualitative study that examined the college choice
process of students from different backgrounds. In her study, McDonough compares and
contrasts the resources that schools offer to students. She uses the concept of “organizational
habitus” and “parental cultural capital” to describe the “first-hand” knowledge that some parents
have of the college admissions process, knowledge that they don’t get from the school. She
focused on variables important to university admissions such as knowledge of SAT scores and
how to raise SAT scores through tutoring, the use of private college counselors, and private
tutors to increase academic preparedness.
Perez and McDonough (2008) used the concept of social capital to examine how Latinx
students use their social networks to make decisions about their postsecondary transition. They
found that Latinx students are likely to entrust and rely heavily on extended family, especially
those who have already attended college, for information about college. Latinx students were
likely to follow advise from people within their network without much consideration to whether
the information was accurate. From student interviews, Perez and McDonough learned that much
of the advice Latinx students received was mostly experiential and anecdotal, not factual. They
conclude that Latinx students engage in a distinct college choice process, one that relies heavily
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on information from trusted people within their network; and, therefore, it is critical that Latinx
students are equipped with the “right” type of social capital, one that can lead to factual and
accurate college planning information.
Similarly, other studies have used the concept of social capital (not cultural capital) to
examine the experiences of college-bound students. Bryan et al. (2011) conducted a quantitative
study using a social capital framework to examine the effects of school counselor contacts on the
college enrollment of students. They found early contact with the school counselor in 9th and 10th
grade, increased the probability that students would apply to college. In another quantitative
study, Bryan et al. (2017) framed schools as social networks and specifically named the school
counselor as a key form social capital (relationship). They measured the extent of “college talk”
that is, whether students talked with a school counselor, coach, or teacher about college
admissions information, and whether that was associated with college enrollment. The
researchers found that advanced courses and completing college admissions tests had the greatest
impact on college enrollment. They also found that the intensity of college conversations in 12th
grade increased the odds of college going by 34 percent.
Although this cultural capital and social capital research is all useful to our understanding
of unequal opportunities in the preparation of Latinx students, more research is needed to explain
how schools can increase the necessary college planning knowledge of students. In other words,
research needs to focus on building opportunities for students, not only on the limitations and
barriers associated with inequities in the education system. All the cultural capital and social
capital research related to postsecondary transitions has focused on college-bound students and
variables related to university admissions such as admissions tests scores and participation in
advanced rigorous courses. Thus, leaving out a large segment of the Latinx population, many
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Latinx students who may not want to pursue a traditional four-year degree program, and also,
many other Latinx students who given the information and resources, may choose to pursue
alternative routes to immediately enrolling in a two-year or four-year degree program.

American School Counselor Association (ASCA) National Model for School Counseling
School counseling practice in schools, which is now guided by the American School
Counselor Association (ASCA), is still a young profession that is only 100-plus years old, and
still evolving. Although the ASCA professional organization was founded in 1952, ASCA
published its first official National Model for School Counseling Programs in 2003, almost fifty
years later. Since the inception of the model, the focus for school counseling is on programs, not
services. A programs-oriented approach means that a school counselor’s role is: 1) to impact the
entire school through systemic interventions, 2) be data-driven and use data to inform
interventions, 3) focus on improving student outcomes in the areas of career, academic, and
personal/social domains, and 4) to address gaps in achievement and opportunity (American
School Counselor Association, 2019).
To help school counselors structure school counseling programs, ASCA published
student standards that define knowledge, skills, and attitudes that school counseling programs
should help students achieve. ASCA’s student standards are the “Common Core Standards” of
school counseling. The title of the most recent ASCA standards, ASCA Mindsets and Behaviors
for Student Success: K-12 College-and Career-Readiness for Every Student, reflect the national
focus on college and career readiness, linking school counselors’ role to preparing students for
the 21st century economy. These research-based standards identify attitudes, knowledge, and
skills that promote the academic, career, and social/emotional success of all students. The school
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counseling focus is on creating proactive school counseling programs with targeted
interventions, rather than a reactive approach to serving individual students as problems arise. A
foundational principle of the ASCA standards is that a student’s academic, career, and
personal/social life are interrelated and simultaneously shape the educational experiences of each
student.
In terms of program delivery, ASCA recommends that school counselors spend at least
80% or more of their time in direct and indirect student services. Direct student services are
interactions with students in one-on-one advising and counseling sessions, as well as small
groups. Direct services also include what ASCA calls curriculum instruction, also known as
"guidance curriculum,” which consists of systematic sequential lessons with objectives that
target a specific career development goal. In other words, a high school counseling curriculum
should be a series of intentional lesson plans and activities with clear objectives that build on the
experiences and developmental maturity of students throughout 9-12th grade. Indirect student
services involve the counselor’s interactions with others (for example, parents, teachers,
administrators) and can include collaboration and consultation, that is formal and informal
meetings and interactions with teachers, parents, or an outside agency. Indirect student services
can be a school counselor’s collaboration with a postsecondary advisor or professional
conference to learn about postsecondary admissions.

Summary
In this era when the economy and labor market require postsecondary education, it is of
paramount importance that all students 1) understand different postsecondary institutions,
degrees, and their relationship to jobs, 2) choose a postsecondary institution and program that
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matches their current needs, and 3) know application and financial aid processes to make a
smooth postsecondary transition. Young high schoolers need to be supported and guided with
this complex process, which involves many steps and specific time-sensitive tasks. But not all
students have the same level of support to acquire critical information and to complete these
high-stakes tasks. This study explains that many Latinx students are underachieving and in need
of critical and timely career information, advice, and preparation in high school to guide their
postsecondary transition.
As policymakers and education leaders work to close achievement gaps, equity and
access conversations must begin by recognizing that there is no equal playing field. Students
from different socioeconomic backgrounds have varying degrees of opportunities and resources.
Equity and access efforts must be centered around increased support and opportunities. This
study focuses on Latinx students who need access to critical and timely career planning
information and resources. College and career information is an asset for students from high
socioeconomic backgrounds and a disadvantage for those who lack it.
Latinx students who may not have college and career planning information at home, will
seek it in their school and their social network of peers and relatives. Latinx students who are
first-generation to go to college and attend schools with limited resources need accurate
information about postsecondary options and processes, as well as advice on how to best utilize
academic and course-taking options in high school to explore careers. Increased college and
career planning support for Latinx students can help them find a postsecondary match that is a
good fit for them; and can set them on a pathway for employment opportunities as well as
additional degree education options in the future.
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Both CTE and school counseling aim to prepare students for the 21st century workforce
and economy. CTE and school counseling can work in tandem to help provide critical
information and career planning opportunities for Latinx students. Both CTE and school
counseling are positioned to contribute to closing achievement gaps. CTE and school counseling
can help Latinx students navigate the disconnect that currently exists between our secondary and
postsecondary systems, which makes it increasingly difficult for students to transition smoothly
from one level to the next. School counselors and career interventions can help Latinx students to
make informed decisions for their postsecondary transitions.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
The purpose of this study was to learn about how high school counselors advise Latinx
students for postsecondary Career and Technical Education (CTE) options in Florida
comprehensive high schools. Much of what we know about what happens in high school
counseling is informed by quantitative studies and many of those studies use data from the
national high school longitudinal studies; other qualitative studies often focus only on collegebound students and interventions for traditional college degree programs. Although quantitative
studies are useful, those studies have limitations. National datasets do not provide insight into the
intricacies of context at the local level. National quantitative studies are also unable to produce
detailed descriptions about how school counselors advise students.
The work of school counselors and the career interventions that they can offer are
uniquely shaped by their local environment (McDonough, 1997; 2005). Consequently, the goal
of this study was to yield detailed descriptions of career advising, interventions, and resources in
the context of school counseling practice. Interviewing high school counselors who are currently
using these interventions was the most effective way to yield such descriptions. This chapter
describes the purpose and context of the study, the research design, and procedures for
conducting the study.
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The Purpose of this Study
The purpose of this descriptive qualitative study was to explore and describe career
advising and interventions that high school counselors use to promote postsecondary Career and
Technical Education (CTE) options with Latinx students in comprehensive high schools in
Florida. In doing so, the goal was to learn about the career services, interventions, information,
and resources that high school counselors use to help Latinx students transition to postsecondary
CTE. The overarching research question guiding this study was:
How do school counselors advise Latinx students of postsecondary educational CTE
options and transition?
The National Center for Education Statistics (2021) defines postsecondary CTE as
subbaccalaureate occupational education that leads to a credential (career certificate or associates
degree) below the bachelor’s degree level; that is, educational programs after high school, but
less than a bachelor’s degree.

The Qualitative Research Process
Denzin and Lincoln (2011) describe three generic activities of the qualitative research
process: theory, method, and analysis, arguing that behind each step of the research process is
“the personal biography of the researcher, who speaks from a particular class, gendered, racial,
cultural, and ethnic community perspective (p. 11).” The purpose of this chapter is to provide
transparency on how my biography shaped my research from beginning to end.
This section describes the study’s design and plan of action, linking the research process
to intended research outcomes. Creswell (2013) calls this the research design or research
paradigm. The research problem for this study was that there is insufficient qualitative research
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on how high school counselors advise Latinx students for CTE career options. Thus, my research
study aimed to describe how high school counselors experience advising Latinx students for
postsecondary CTE education.

The Researcher and How the Research Came to Be
Although there are many approaches to education research, there is a unifying purpose to
all education research. Education research is conducted to contribute new knowledge that can
lead to improvements in education practice and policy (Gall et al., 2007). Lichtman (2013)
suggests that as students in education, we have, “A responsibility and opportunity to influence
schools,” by using qualitative research that can help us “examine issues in depth that may yield a
clearer understanding of what is happening in certain circumstances and how changes can be
made to meet the needs of all students (p. xv).” Qualitative research is a type of research
particularly useful in education because it can help us gain in-depth descriptions that statistics
and quantitative studies may not yield. A qualitative study can systematically examine an
education issue using the voice of those who experience it closely (Creswell, 2013).
The research purpose for this qualitative study emerged from my commitment to
improving school counseling. I have worked as a school counselor in Florida since 2012, mostly
in schools with high Latinx and Black student populations, schools often labeled “high-need,”
“Title I” or “low-achieving.” That experience shaped my research purpose and approach. My
research interests developed from a recurring observation in my practice as a school counselor:
high school seniors were making critical postsecondary decisions without enough information to
make informed decisions. As I researched this topic, I found relevant studies, but much of this
research was scattered across several disciplines. Because school counseling as a profession is
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embedded in the fields of counseling and education, research on career advising and
interventions is found across a wide variety of disciplines (McMahon et al., 2017). Career
advising and intervention research literature stretches and overlaps with these research areas: K12 education, career development, vocational psychology, college access, college choice,
diversity, socioeconomics, and Career and Technical Education, to name a few.
A focus on Latinx students further expands this body of knowledge to the topics of equity
and multicultural education. Past research regarding Latinx students’ postsecondary transition
falls under the umbrella of college access and much of this research utilizes a sociological or
critical race theory framework. For example, Solórzano et al. (2001) and Yosso (2005) have used
critical race theory to explain how microaggressions, subtle insults toward people of color, affect
the educational experiences of Latinx students. These scholars have contributed to our
understanding of the dynamics of power associated with race, gender, and class, and how it
limits and creates barriers for Latinx students in their trajectory to college. These studies are
mostly focused on college-bound students with a macro-level perspective of systemic barriers.
Only a few researchers (McDonough, 1997; Perna, 2005) have been able to integrate this macrolevel perspective with a micro-level approach under the umbrella of college choice research to
more closely examine topics such as career advising and interventions.
As a practitioner researcher, I engaged in the back and forth, iterative cycle of research
(Stake, 2010): reading and excavating new research literature, making connections to my daily
school counseling experiences, writing, and identifying research gaps in the literature. As I
reviewed research and made connections to my school counseling experience, two themes
emerged. First, while theories of career development explain the optimal conditions for high
schoolers to make informed postsecondary decisions, all students do not experience career
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decision-making in the same way. There are very real differences and inequities that characterize
the experiences of Latinx students as they engage in gathering career information, access
resources for career planning, and as they apply to postsecondary institutions. Many of these
inequities exist along ethnic and socioeconomic lines.
Secondly, while there is a large body of research on postsecondary transitions and college
access, there is a dearth of research that explores the role of school counselors specifically with
Career and Technical Education (CTE), in particular when it comes to making decisions about
postsecondary options. Similarly, the practice of school counseling and K-12 education lags in
career advising for CTE options. Previous research studies have focused primarily on explaining
the transitions of Latinx students to traditional two-year and four-year postsecondary degree
programs, but not much research exists that describes the experiences of Latinx students with
CTE postsecondary transitions (Perna, 2008).
In Florida, postsecondary CTE programs are offered through public colleges as associate
of science (A.S.) degrees and career certificate programs. In most states, two-year colleges, also
known as junior colleges or community colleges, are responsible for providing postsecondary
CTE. In Florida, the Florida College System (community colleges) offer A.S. CTE-focused
degree programs as well as career certificates, while the public technical college system, offers
non-degree career certificate programs. My study focused on the transition of high school
students to these unique Florida CTE postsecondary programs.
According to Stakes (2010), professional work depends on “the science of the particular”
and Stakes further posits that each profession has a separate body of knowledge that informs
practice. From Stakes’ perspective, the science of the particular involves a systematic approach
to learning how things work in particular natural situations or within the local context. This study
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aimed to contribute to the body of knowledge that can influence the practice of school
counseling. If we want to improve career advising for the postsecondary CTE options described
above, we first need to better understand how school counseling interventions and advising for
postsecondary CTE options currently exist in schools today. And this is a specific area where
there is a dearth of research. This study contributed to that gap in the research literature.
Gall et. al. (2007) classify the types of knowledge that research can contribute to
education practice in four categories: description, prediction, improvement, and explanation.
They further argue that description research, studies that describe natural or social phenomena,
have greatly increased our knowledge about what happens in schools (Gall et al., 2007).
Descriptive studies can help us gain a deeper understanding of how phenomena occur at the local
level and can serve as a springboard to other experimental studies that test interventions. With
that in mind, this descriptive research study aimed to provide an in-depth description of one
specific phenomenon, CTE career advising, and to describe how this phenomenon is currently
experienced by school counselors in their efforts to advise a specific student population, Latinx
students, in Florida comprehensive high schools.
My research design was focused on understanding the experiences and practice of school
counselors in their school or professional environments. I focused on using the voices of high
school counselors to understand and describe how they provide CTE career interventions for
Latinx students. Therefore, the most appropriate design for my research question was a basic,
general qualitative design. According to Merriam (2009), basic qualitative studies are the most
common type of qualitative research in applied fields of practice such as education and
counseling. Merriam further describes basic qualitative research as a systematic process to
understand how a phenomenon is experienced by the participants involved. Qualitative
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interviews are a popular method for researchers to collect data from participants because
interviews can produce rich data from the perspective of participants (Creswell, 2013; Merriam,
2009).
Merriam (2009) further posits that the researcher is the primary instrument for data
collection and analysis, meaning that the researcher is the main tool that makes critical decisions
about the study, including the collection of data and the interpretation. In other words, the
primary researcher is the filter through which data is sorted and interpreted. Therefore, a good
qualitative researcher does not try to eliminate bias; instead, a qualitative researcher should
identify and monitor how their own experiences shape the collection and interpretation of data
(Merriam, 2009).

Theoretical Paradigm
According to Lincoln and Denzin (2011), paradigm and personal history move a
researcher from a concrete empirical problem worth examining to a strategy of inquiry. Each
theoretical paradigm has a set of philosophical assumptions about the nature of reality,
knowledge, and research; these assumptions position the researcher within the research and in
relationship with research participants (Creswell, 2013).
This study draws on two theoretical paradigms: constructivism (also called
interpretivism) and critical theory paradigms. In a summary of critical theory, Creswell (2013)
describes critical theory as an interpretive lens used by researchers to examine social institutions,
the historical problems of social struggles, and the envisioning of new possibilities. A critical
theory approach to this study means that I recognize 1) the legacy of historical oppression
experienced by Latinx in this country and 2) the historical struggle of school counseling to assert
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a credible position within education. Thus, my study has a social justice aim to improve both the
access Latinx students have to postsecondary planning resources and also to improve the
resources school counselors have to support Latinx students.
Social constructivism, also called interpretivism, is a worldview that seeks to understand
meanings and experiences; constructivist researchers assume a world with multiple realities and
emphasize diverse local worlds; hence, constructivist researchers focus on the views and actions
of research participants as they are embedded within their local networks and relationships
(Creswell, 2013). Moreover, with this research approach, the researcher relies on the
participant’s views and meanings. Research questions are broad and general so that meaning can
be interpreted from the experiences of research participants. According to Creswell (2013),
“Researchers position themselves in the research to acknowledge how their interpretation flows
from their own personal, cultural, and historical experiences (p. 25).”

My Role as a Researcher
Descriptive research studies rely on instrumentation for measurement and observation
(Gall et al., 2007). In qualitative research, the researcher is the primary instrument and
consequently many qualitative research experts argue that objectivity is impossible to achieve.
As the primary instrument, the researcher is the driving force for the entire research process,
from establishing a study’s purpose and research questions, to collection of data, and analysis,
and reporting. Lichtman (2013) agrees that objectivity should not be a goal of qualitative
education research. Instead, Lichtman suggests that the researcher should be transparent
regarding his or her role with the study. Likewise, Creswell (2013) and Lincoln and Denzin
(2011) argue that all research is value laden, meaning that all research is driven by the value
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system of the researcher and the social and cultural norms of both researcher and participants.
Thus, my goal is to be transparent by describing how my study and design were shaped by my
experiences.
Stakes (1995) stated that research questions are etic when they arise from a researcher’s
intrinsic issues, or emic when they arise from people inside the case. This research was shaped
by both. I brought my experience as a researcher and as a school counselor. Additionally, I
brought to this research my personal identity as a Latinx immigrant who has navigated the U.S
education system. The intersecting layers of my identity as a Mexican-American, an immigrant,
a former undocumented student, an English Language Learner, and now navigating the education
system as a mother of two children labeled academically gifted – have all enhanced my
perspectives on the U.S. education system, on the access and opportunities that some people
have, while others do not. I bring all layers of that identity and perspectives to this research.
They have shaped my research purpose, method, and analytical lens.
My personal and cultural experience does not mean that I understand the experiences of
all Latinx students or that I can speak for all Latinx students. However, my personal and
professional experiences provide a lens for recognizing and articulating the challenges that other
immigrant students and school counselors experience, and as such, could be an asset to this
study. For example, this study’s guiding questions emerged from my experience as a school
counselor, my experience working with Latinx students, and my search for literature on career
interventions for Latinx students. As I explained above, my research purpose and questions came
from my experience and concerns about my practice as a high school counselor.
Working as a high school counselor in comprehensive high schools with diverse, highLatinx student populations, I personally observed the challenges associated with career advising
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as well as the need for career interventions. I hope that my experience as a high school counselor
and a member of the professional school counselor associations, allowed my research
participants to view me as a colleague, an insider, and that it helped gain trust and authenticity.
This collegial relationship with participants was important to the study as it helped establish trust
and helped to elicit authentic data on the contemporary practices of school counselors.

Research Setting and Context
Florida’s K-12 System
This study took place in Florida where the K-12 education system is organized into 67
county-wide school districts. School choice is a priority on the Florida education agenda,
evidenced by the many school choice options, including public, private, and charter tuition-free
public schools. In 2019-2020, Florida had 673 charter schools which enrolled 329,000 students
(Florida Department of Education, 2020a), a figure that more than doubled within the last
decade; charter schools student demographics are 44 percent Latinx, 31 percent White, and 20
percent Black. The state has also experienced growth in private schools, for the same year 20192020, Florida had 2,821 private schools, with a total student enrollment of almost 400,000
students (Florida Department of Education, 2020b). Florida Virtual School (FLVS), is a
statewide public, tuition-free, online program, which enrolled 5,770 students during 2019-2020
(Florida Department of Education, 2020c). The Florida Home Education Program, a parent led
instruction program, enrolled almost 145,000 students during the 2020-2021 academic year,
(Florida Department of Education, 2021a).
According to the Florida Department of Education, in 2021 there were a total of 515
traditional public high schools in the state for students grades ninth through twelfth. During the
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2020-2021 academic year, Florida public high schools had 861,231 students enrolled in grades 912th grades. Of those 9th-12th grade students, 295, 695 (34 percent) were Latinx students; 184,293
(21 percent) were Black students; and 323,214 (38 percent) were White students. The state of
Florida reports there are a total of 6,397 school counselors working for the state’s public schools,
89 percent of which are female school counselors and 17 percent are Latinx counselors,
compared to 25 percent Black counselors, and 66 percent White (Florida Department of
Education, 2021c).

Florida’s Postsecondary System
Florida’s postsecondary system consists of the State University System (SUS), the
Florida State College System (also known as community colleges), and public technical colleges
(also called postsecondary district institutions). Florida’s State University System (SUS) is
comprised of 12 state universities that offer traditional four-year bachelor degree programs as
well as masters, and doctoral programs. The Florida College System, also known as community
colleges, comprises 28 colleges, most of them with several campuses in each county. Florida’s
community college system is unique because some colleges also offer bachelor degree programs;
hence, that is why it is called the “State College System.” Nevertheless, all colleges in the Florida
College System (FCS) are community colleges offering two-year associate degrees, Associates
of Arts (A.A.) degrees for a four-year college transfer and Associates of Science (A.S.) degrees
that are technical programs designed to prepare students for the workforce.
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Florida’s Postsecondary CTE Programs
Florida’s postsecondary Career and Technical Education (CTE) programs are available
through the State’s College System (FCS) (also known as community colleges, as described
above) and through district postsecondary institutions, which are also known as technical
colleges. The CTE options offered in Florida’s community colleges are: career certificates,
college-credit career certificates, applied technical diplomas (ATD), and Associates of Science
(A.S.) degrees.
Florida’s public technical colleges are a unique feature of Florida’s postsecondary
system. Technical colleges are housed within each county’s K-12 school districts. Technical
colleges offer career certificate programs that train adult students for technical careers to enter
the workforce immediately upon graduation. The state has 48 public technical colleges, most
with several campuses across each of the county-wide K-12 school districts. Florida’s public
technical colleges offer non-degree career certificate and applied technical diploma programs.
All public technical colleges are accredited through the Council on Occupational Education
(COE) and are eligible for Title IV financial aid funds, meaning that students who attend a
Florida public technical college can apply for and receive federal financial aid.

The Qualitative Research Method
Study Design and Interviews
The study used a qualitative research design with in-depth semi structured interviews.
The purpose of the study was to hear the voices of school counselors to learn about their current
practice as it relates to my research phenomenon. Interviews remained semi-structured and
flexible, even when participants slightly deviated from my scripted questions.
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Research interviews with participants were conducted over a period of approximately
five weeks during the Spring of 2022. Interviews were conducted using the Zoom and Teams
virtual meeting platforms at a time convenient for each research participant. All interviews were
conducted virtually and recorded. Interviews ranged from about 70 to 100 minutes in duration,
resulting in a total of 813 minutes and producing a total of 307 pages of transcribed raw
interview data.
My research study process can be summarized as follows
1. Conducted interview with each participant
2. Listened to recorded interviews and transcribed verbatim
3. Read, re-read, and examined interview data to create preliminary patterns/codes
4. Used memo/journal and data summary tables to organize and understand codes
5. Revised coding scheme

Research Participants and Sample
A qualitative researcher’s primary responsibility is to gain understanding and description,
not to use the study to generalize to other situations. Consequently, qualitative research does not
require random sampling. To gain an authentic deep understanding of CTE advising that is based
on local context, this study began with a purposeful sample to interview school counselors who
had the experience of advising Latinx students. The participation requirement was that
participants were currently working in a comprehensive high school and were willing to share
their experiences with advising Latinx students in high school grades 9th through 12th grade.
Research participants were recruited through an email invitation and announcements on
the national and state professional school counselor associations. Research announcements were
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made on the Florida School Counselor Association (FSCA) website and on several member
forums on the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) website. Florida school
counselors were emailed with an invitation to participate in this research study.
Approximately 900 school counselors were FSCA members and approximately 1,000
Florida school counselors were members of ASCA at the time of the study implementation in the
Spring of 2022, and were the sample frame for this study. Counselors with experience advising
Latinx students in comprehensive high schools in Florida were invited to participate. Initially,
my goal was to interview 3-6 school counselors, but recruitment yielded ten research
participants. The main criteria for participation in the study was that school counselors had
experience with advising Latinx students in comprehensive high schools in Florida.

Research Participants
When interviews were conducted, all ten research participants worked full-time with a
school counseling department in a public high school in Florida. All research participants worked
for a public comprehensive high school offering general education options, CTE courses as
electives, and CTE academies within their school. Nine of the research participants are
credentialed school counselors with a Florida school counselor certification. One of the school
counselors worked for a public county virtual school that served grades 8th – 12th grade. This was
her first year with the virtual school; her previous eight years of experience as a school counselor
were all in a brick and mortar high school. At the time the interviews were conducted, one of the
research participants was in a “College and Career Advisor” role that does not require a school
counselor credential; she had a Florida teacher certification and worked as part of her high
school’s school counseling department to advise and coordinate college and career interventions.
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At the time of the interview, she was also training to become a certified school counselor and
enrolled in a school counseling graduate program.
The demographic data for research participants is displayed in Table 1 to show
characteristics of all research participants. Although the sample was not intentionally selected to
be representative of all school counselors in Florida, the demographics of my sample are similar
to the demographics of Florida school counselors. For example, the majority of my sample is
female and White, as the majority of school counselors in Florida. My research sample consists
of a majority of experienced school counselors. Participants reported between two and twentytwo years of experience in school counseling and advising. Eight of the ten research participants
had six or more years of experience as school counselors in Florida.
There was some variation in the way participant’s schools organized counselor roles and
distributed student caseloads. Four participants reported that their high school counseling
department was organized with a designated college and career advisor/counselor/coordinator
position. Having an assigned college and career counselor means that some school counselors
have an assigned student caseload that they are responsible for monitoring, especially tracking
and supporting graduation requirements; while one school counselor within that department
specifically coordinates college and career interventions for the school, without an assigned
student caseload.
Of the six participants without a designated college and career counselor, five reported
previously working in a school with a designated college and career counselor. School counselor
caseloads were organized mostly by alphabet, assigning each counselor students based on
student last name. Two participants reported having an assigned 9th grade counselor, and then an
alpha assignment for grades 10th – 12th. One participant’s school counseling department was all
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organized by academy, meaning that each counselor was assigned one career academy and their
students. One of the research participants was a designated 9th grade counselor for her high
school. Another research participant worked for a very new high school that did not yet have a
senior class, therefore had an assigned alpha caseload of 9th – 11th grade.

Table 1: Research Participant
Demographic Data (n=10)
Characteristics
Race
White
Black
Latinx
Gender
Female
Male
Years of Experience
1-5
5-10
10-20
20+
Assigned caseload
8th – 12th alpha
9th grade only
9th – 12th grades (alpha)
9th – 11th grades (alpha)
Florida Counties
Alachua
Hillsborough
Miami-Dade
Orange
Osceola
Palm Beach County
Polk

N
5
1
4
8
2
2
3
3
2
1
1
7
1

Research Procedures
One key characteristic of qualitative research is that it focused on a contemporary
phenomenon within a real-life context (Creswell, 2013). Interviews are a qualitative research
technique that increase our understanding of a topic by producing in-depth descriptions of an
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issue or phenomenon situated within its natural context (Creswell, 2013). Given that the purpose
of this study was to provide a detailed description of a phenomenon, CTE career advising, within
a specific context, Florida comprehensive high schools, and with a specific student population,
Latinx students, a qualitative research design was the most appropriate.
Research procedures describe the techniques and steps used to gather and analyze data.
This study took a close look at how school counselors provide interventions for Latinx students
to inform them of CTE career options during the 2021-2022 academic year. Because research
was conducted outside of the school counselors’ work time and work place, there was no need to
request school district approval. School counselors were contacted using information provided
by the school counselor association website and they were identified as high school counselors
on their public school’s website.
Before beginning the study, I submitted my research proposal to the University of South
Florida Institutional Review Board (IRB). Once the USF IRB approved the research protocol as
exempt, I contacted school counselors with a written invitation by email and via the
FSCA/ASCA websites, inviting high school counselors who worked with students in grades 9th
through 12th grades, to participate in the research study. All interviews were conducted during
non-instructional time, to avoid any disruptions to the school counselors' work. When contacted
by email, participants were provided with a summary of the study that included benefits and risks
of participating in the study. Because the study involved the counselors’ own time, participants
were offered a $10 gift card for participating in the study.
Those interested in participating in the study received and reviewed a “Study Consent
Form” (Appendix A) prior to their scheduled interview. At the start of the research interview,
participants were asked for their verbal consent to the study. Interviews were conducted virtually
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via Zoom or Microsoft Teams depending on the preference of the participant. A date and time
were set for virtual interviews with each individual counselor who choose to participate in the
study. Each semi-structured interview used the open-ended questions in Appendix B as an
interview guide.
Each participant was assigned a pseudonym to protect their personal identity, and
pseudonyms were used for schools and counties as appropriate to protect participants’ identity.
Each participant interview was recorded and later transcribed verbatim by me. Virtual interviews
took place via a private recorded Zoom or Teams session with a unique meeting identification
and password.

Data Collection
Data collected for the study came from virtual, recorded, semi-structured interviews with
ten school counselors. I used Irving Seidman’s (2013) interviewing guide for qualitative
researchers and a modified version of his three-interview series. Taking into consideration that
school counselors may have limited time available, Seidman’s interview system was modified
from a three-interview process to a three-component single interview. The interview guide
(appendix A) includes all open-ended questions developed from Seidman’s three-interview
series. My modified interview guide includes three components: the first was about putting the
participant’s experience in context to learn as much as possible about how the topic relates to
him or her; the second interview component was to get details from the participant’s lived
experience as a school counselor working with Latinx students; the third interview component
was about asking participants to reflect on the meaning of their experience.
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The interview with each school counselor was the primary data collection tool. The goal
of each interview was to understand the types of activities that school counselors use to promote
post-secondary CTE education options with Latinx students. My primary goal was to understand
the school counselor’s day to day practice as it relates to advising Latinx students for CTE
options. Using Seidman (1993) framework for qualitative interviews, my interview guide was
intended to help to 1) put the school counselors’ experience in context by first learning about
themselves and their experience with high school counseling, 2) gather the details of the school
counselors’ experience with the phenomenon of advising Latinx students for CTE postsecondary,
and 3) to close the interview by asking them to reflect on their experiences.

Procedures for Human Subject Participation/Ethical Considerations
To ensure participant confidentiality and privacy, all recorded Zoom interviews,
interview transcriptions, and database for interview data were stored in the university virtual
drive and password protected. All steps to ensure participant privacy and confidentiality were
taken. Pseudonyms were used for each school counselor and a pseudonym was used for their
school and school district.

Data Analysis
Seidman (1993) as well as many other qualitative methodology experts, argue that it is
difficult to maintain the data collection and the data analyses processes separate. As the
researcher listens and observes, the analysis is ongoing. However, important purposeful steps can
help maintain the data and processes documented. As the interviewer, I focused on active
listening during the interviews and refrained from analysis until the interviews were conducted. I
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listened to each interview to re-create the verbal and non-verbal material from the interview,
including a verbatim transcription. The data collected from interview transcripts and
observations were organized and used in the data analysis.
I followed Creswell’s (2013) recommendations for observational protocol to document
my observations. Immediately following each interview, I started an observation memo that
noted the following: one column for my descriptive notes, which were any general observations
about the resources, key points, or documents that described how the counselor advise Latinx
students. The second column of my observation memo contained my reflections about my
observations, any thoughts or questions.
To analyze the data, I used thematic analysis as described by Nowell et. al (2017).
Nowell et al.’s first phase of analysis was to familiarize myself with the data. I listened to one
interview recording at a time, I listened attentively to the conversation with the participant, and
took brief notes using the same memo format. The second time I listened to each interview, I
transcribed verbatim. Once the verbatim interview transcription was typed in a document, I read
through the text one time. In the second phase, as I read, the goal was to generate initial codes. I
read through each interview transcription, one at a time and made notes on the margins, to form
initial codes or themes. I used categories to establish themes or patterns based on the research
literature discussed. The third phase was to search for themes. The fourth phase was to review
themes. This involved delving back into the research literature to establish connections with what
is currently known and the gaps in the literature. The fifth phase was to define and name themes.
And the sixth phase was to produce the report. Thick descriptions were included in my narrative
of the counselor accounts.
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Plans for Presenting the Results
The purpose of the research was not to generalize findings, but rather to gain a thick
description of school counselor practices and produce themes that will increase our
understanding of effective practices and challenges to CTE advising for Latinx students. My
intent was to produce a rich description of how counselors are providing CTE career
interventions using specific quotes and examples from the interviews. The goal was to present
the description of the interventions that counselors explained in the interviews and to reach an
interpretation of the data, to theorize on the significance of the themes and patterns, and their
implications in relation to the literature (Nowell et al., 2017).

Research Credibility
Since the beginning of research, scholars have debated the use of appropriate criteria for
evaluating the quality of research (Denzin and Lincoln, 2011). Despite these debates, ultimately,
the reader deserves to be engaged in a conversation about the credibility of this research study. A
study’s credibility is the trustworthiness of the research findings, and one way to earn credibility
is through thick descriptions, multivocality, and partiality (Tracy, 2010). Rather than posit a
dichotomous stance as to whether this is a good or a bad study, I explain my efforts to make this
a credible study, hoping that the reader can understand the study’s implications in relation to its
purpose, context, and my approach.
Tracy (2010) presents eight criteria of qualitative research quality: worthy topic, rich
rigor, sincerity, credibility, resonance, significant contribution, ethics, and meaningful coherence.
I will briefly address how this study aligns with Tracy’s criteria. Of these eight criteria, I will
elaborate on three that may not be obvious and need further explanation.
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Rich rigor – rich and thick descriptions of participant voices were provided to show
rather than tell. To answer my research question, I used the rich descriptions that school
counselors shared about their experiences, allowing the data to show the situated meaning of
their experience. A question that can be raised is: why only ten research participants? The answer
lies in some of the challenges in school counseling practice already cited in this paper. Accessing
school counselors for time-consuming research interviews is a challenge. I was fortunate that ten
school counselors were willing to share time from their busy schedules for this research study,
partly due to my collegial relationship with them as a fellow school counselor. Access to school
counselors has been cited as a challenge in school counseling research previously and a reason
why there is limited qualitative research on the work of school counselors (McMahon et al.,
2017). When gathering experts to answer the question about how many qualitative interviews are
enough, Baker and Edwards (2012), suggest it depends on the epistemological, methodological,
and practical issues associated with the study. For this study, ten research interviews resulted
from the availability of school counselors, the time limitations of the project, and also, reached
saturation of data given the rich details provided by school counselors. Altogether, the study’s
ten research participants have approximately 110 years of school counselor experience in
Florida.
Credibility – multivocality and crystallization are associated terms used by Tracy (2010),
that are achieved when multiple types of data, researchers, theoretical frameworks, and voices
are used in the qualitative report and analysis. Multivocality provides a variety of opinions and
knowledge related to the topic. Within the study, the different layers of my identity, as a Latinx,
an experienced Florida school counselor, a researcher, and a mother, allowed me to approach the
study from these different perspectives. Additionally, my research professors were very helpful
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to share their expertise and to question my findings and analysis, helping me to reach a saturation
and crystallization of my research findings and analysis. Research participants varied in their
ethnicity, gender, and experiences, allowing for multiple voices in my research.
Resonance – The study’s aims are transparently to improve school counseling practice.
Consequently, I intentionally hoped to promote empathy for the role of school counselor, the
need for interventions for underserved students, and to present the research so that readers who
may have no direct experience with the topic can comprehend. Transferability or naturalistic
generalization occurs when readers feel that the research overlaps with their own situation.
Although the research was not intended to transfer or for generalization to all contexts, readers
with experience in Florida’s public comprehensive high schools and in Florida school
counseling, may find instances of this research study to relate to their work and find
opportunities to reflect on their role within their local context.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
The purpose of this study was to describe career advising and interventions that high
school counselors use to promote postsecondary Career and Technical Education (CTE) options
with Latinx students in Florida. I approached this topic by conducting interviews with Florida
school counselors to gather descriptions of how they use career services, interventions,
information, and resources to help Latinx students explore and transition to postsecondary CTE
education. The purpose of this study was not to evaluate the work or effectiveness of school
counselors. Instead, during the entire research process, the focus was to learn about the
experiences of school counselors in practice.
I interviewed ten research participants using an 18-question guide to organize the topics
of discussion for each semi-structured interview. The semi-structured virtual interview was
designed to elicit a conversation with the school counselor, allowing them to draw on their
experience and to describe the different career interventions they use in their work. The research
themes I reported in this chapter are based on my compilation and analysis of data collected from
interviews with research participants.

Research Question
The overarching research question that guided this study was:
How do school counselors advise Latinx students of postsecondary educational CTE
options and transition?
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Research Findings and Themes
This chapter presents key themes that emerged from the ten in-depth interviews
conducted individually with each research participant. I reported key findings in two parts. The
first part describes career interventions that participants reported using with Latinx students. The
second part describes career interventions that participants reported using with all students, but
have the potential to impact Latinx students.
The American School Counselor Association (ASCA) National Model is at the core of
this study’s conceptual framework since the model presents a research and theory-based guide
for school counselors to organize school counseling programs. The ASCA Model has four
program components: define, manage, deliver, and assess. Because this study focused on the
implementation of career interventions, I organized and reported themes to address the delivery
component of the ASCA National Model. In conclusion, I briefly explained how the other school
counseling program components – define, manage, and assess – relate to the delivery of career
interventions and services for Latinx students.
This chapter describes the variety and scope of career information and delivery that
school counselors utilize in their practice. I begin with Table 2 which provides a summary of the
career interventions that participants reported using with all students. As per the ASCA National
Model, school counselors deliver the school counseling program with direct and indirect
student services. Research participants described direct student services, that is career
interventions and services delivered directly to individual students or in small groups; and they
also described indirect student services delivered mostly as schoolwide interventions, using
consultation and collaboration with key personnel within and outside their high school.
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School counselors reported using many schoolwide career interventions for all students,
impacting the Latinx student population within their school. There were fewer, yet important,
strategies reported specifically to assist the Latinx student subgroup. While Table 2 lists
interventions that school counselors reported using with all students, and such interventions can
potentially reach all students within their school, Table 3 lists direct and indirect student services
that they reported using specifically with Latinx students.

Table 2
School Counselors’ Career Interventions and Advising Services for All Students
Individual

Group

Schoolwide

• Face-to-face advising
Direct
Student • Virtual advising
Services • Virtual messaging

• Course selection
meetings
• Grade-level assemblies
• Online career
assessment
• College success class

• FAFSA nights provided by
school counselors
• Social media
• College and career online
webpage
• School newsletter

Indirect • Referral to one-on-one
advising with college
Student
representatives
Services

• Senior college signing
day
• Senior awards
• 9th grade club rush
• Group presentations by
local college counselor
• Partnership with local
scholarship foundation

• College fairs coordinated
by counseling department
• District college nights
• District FAFSA nights
• College tours and fieldtrips
• CTE elective fair
• Online college webinars

• Senior graduation/credit
checks
• Junior graduation/credit
checks
• Academic advising
• Course selection
• Senior Checklist
• Senior Handbook

Although there is some overlap in the career services and interventions listed in Table 2
and Table 3, one of the main differences is that Table 3 highlights the use of information in
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Spanish and bilingual resources for Latinx students and families. In other words, school
counselors generally reported proving the same type of postsecondary and financial aid
information to Latinx and non-Latinx students. To ensure that this important information reaches
Latinx students and families, school counselors utilize Spanish-speaking college and district
representatives, as well as other materials and resources in Spanish.
Participants reported a strong schoolwide college-going culture. Yet, they also reported a
growing focus on CTE. Therefore, many of the interventions that school counselors implement
are mostly focused on two- and four- year college options, but can also include postsecondary
CTE education options. For example, as school counselors meet individually with seniors for
graduation checks, they share a lot of information about four-year university admissions
requirements (SAT/ACT test dates, fee waivers, letters of recommendation, application
deadlines). During senior graduation checks, school counselors also share information about the
local community and technical college program offerings, but it’s mostly used as an option for
seniors who are undecided or do not have a concrete postsecondary goal. Similarly, when
presenting to grade-level groups, their presentations include information about both four-year
college options as well as technical and community college options.
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Table 3
School Counselors’ Career Interventions and Advising Services for Latinx Students
Individual
Direct
Student
Services

• One-on-one advising if
counselor bilingual
• One-on-one advising with
translator
• Senior letters in Spanish
that include FAFSA or
BF status

Indirect
Student
Services

• Referral to bilingual
college representative on
the high school campus
• Referral to other bilingual
college representatives
• Consultation and
collaboration with ELL
teacher and migrant
coordinator

Group
•
•
•
•
•

Schoolwide

ELL parent meetings
ELL class presentations
Latinx focus club or class
After-school club
Targeted emails
(Hispanic Scholarship
Fund)
• District online page
for undocumented
students in Spanish
• District-sponsored
Spanish presentation
and college fair
• FAFSA information
in Spanish and
English
• Instagram “Listos
para College”
resource

In terms of the study’s research question and interventions used by school counselors to
promote CTE with Latinx students, four major themes emerged:
•

All ten research participants indicated that they provide the same information to
all students and acknowledged the unique circumstances of Latinx subgroups

•

All ten participants reported relationships as a key strategy to reaching Latinx
students with career interventions

•

All ten research participants cited a college-going culture and a majority reported
one-on-one counseling as a strategy for dispelling CTE myths with Latinx
students and families
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•

A majority of participants reported language as a barrier and a strategy for
reaching Latinx students and their families.

Part I: Latinx and Postsecondary CTE Interventions
Opportunities for All, Different Realities
All ten research participants indicated that they provide the same information to all students
and acknowledged the unique circumstances of Latinx subgroups.
Providing the Same Opportunities
In their own way, each research participant reported approaching Latinx students with
career interventions as they do with all other students. Descriptions and anecdotes from
participants pointed to general information about postsecondary options that counselors share
with students. They also described their general approach to disseminate and provide the same
opportunities for all students. For instance, when beginning the interview, Vivian prefaced, “I
would assume that I do the same thing for Latino students as I do for other students.” When
asked specifically about CTE interventions for Latinx students, Vivian added, “Other than my
own biases that I'm not aware of, the same thing…I offer the same opportunities to all of my
students.”
School counselors expressed that they approach the counseling relationship by addressing
basic human needs to connect and relate to students. School counselors explained their approach
to helping students clarify their interests and goals. Richard described the counseling approach
he uses with all his students,
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“For me, the conversations that I’ll have with any student are very similar. You're an
individual. To me, how you look, how you dress, whatever. Let's talk about who you are,
what you want to do, where you want to go. And let's figure that out.”

Nancy, who spent more than a decade as a school counselor in the same school district,
described her experience in high-Latinx schools. When describing her experience with the
college-going culture of her schools, Nancy explained that most of her students seek the
traditional four-year college path. Nancy also explained that Latinx students, similar to all her
other students, are less interested in CTE and more for the four-year college option.
“I've only worked at Title I schools with large Latino population, so I feel like I've
definitely worked with a lot of Latino students…I think overall Latinos are very similar
to any other student as far as numbers interested in trade school.”

School counselors explained that they share career and postsecondary information as they
provide grade-level group interventions. Most often, school counselors who have an assigned
alphabet caseload reported meeting with students by grade level for “course selection” or
“programing” presentations. During these classroom visits, school counselors share information
with students about graduation requirements and course-taking options for the following school
year. Moreover, school counselors use this opportunity to help students think about careers and
ways to explore those careers with the academic and CTE courses offered at their high school.
All school counselors reported using a grade-specific course selection sheet that includes core
academic course offerings and a CTE course offerings section. Cayla shared,
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“We go in and we do a course selection presentation with our students, providing them
information regarding the electives, reminding them about graduation requirements, and
how those two link.”

Research participants reported implementing career interventions schoolwide to reach
Latinx and all other students in their school. Table 2 lists the type of interventions that research
participants reported using to inform and advise all students. They reported sharing the same
type of CTE and college information with all students in their school. Alexis felt strongly about,
“Offering the opportunities to everybody.” In her role as a college and career coordinator, her
slogan is, “I don't want any Sunshine High School student to say, ‘I didn't know’…So that's why
I post so many resources.”
All research participants cited using schoolwide online systems and platforms to
disseminate information about career events, resources, and opportunities. School counselors
share information as they meet with students individually and in groups. School counselors also
share information with all students in their school utilizing the school’s online platforms, social
media, and other technology resources such as Remind.
Information that school counselors reported sharing consists of: postsecondary education
options (Florida’s four-year universities, community/state colleges, and technical colleges),
college applications and deadlines, and financial aid (FAFSA, state scholarships such as Bright
Futures, and local scholarships). In addition to sharing information, school counselors reported
spending time informing and reminding students of event, resources and opportunities. These
other resources are not offered directly by the school counseling department, but are helpful
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resources for students access more information and assistance with postsecondary planning; for
example, college fairs, fieldtrips, campus tours, countywide FAFSA nights, and online webinars.

Latinx Identity: Many Faces, Many Layers
At the same time, participants mentioned their observations of different Latinx subgroups
and needs. Maggie emphasized the importance of sharing postsecondary information with all
students, and at the same time, specifically addressed the needs of Latinx students,
“And so, if we're not providing those resources, we are disadvantaging our students,
specifically Latino students who are already disadvantaged in a number of ways.”

She added that school counselors should strive to understand the different experiences of Latinx
subgroups within their high school,
“We need to use our competencies and learn more about what it means to be a Latino and
what that culture means. So that when we're providing our advising, our counselor
sessions, that we’re mindful about the different struggles and the different things that a
Latino student is going through that not necessarily another student may be going
through.”

Research participants indicated a variety of experiences in their Latinx students, along the
lines of socioeconomics, first generation, immigration status, language proficiency, interrupted
formal education, and ethnic background.
Chloe, Cayla, and Luka talked about addressing the needs of Latinx students with
interrupted formal education. Chloe explained,
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“Kids overall sometimes come with records that show that they are very, very behind.
And it's a barrier for the kid, but it's also a barrier for the teacher. Because how do I catch
you up? I'm trying to end this semester and you've missed the semester or first
quarter…and then missing records or the review of those records, and then placing the
students based on what they've done, or what they've come in with. So, it's a process.”

Luka explained the different needs of his Latinx students who are primarily from
Venezuela, Mexico, and Puerto Rico. He first talked about a recent increase in youth arriving
from Venezuela,
“We have students that come by themselves from Venezuela. You see, the parents just
put them on a plane, send them up to the United States, and they live with a relative, or
maybe a friend of the family from Venezuela.”

In contrast, Luka described another subgroup of his Latinx students who have lived in the
state more years and tend to be more focused on work over postsecondary education options.
Many of Luka’s other Latinx students work with their parents in construction-related work.
“You see, at this point, this stage of the student’s life, like 11th graders, 10th graders, they
go to work already. They work with the parents. They work in their construction. They
work putting fans. So, I get a lot of students that actually got jobs at 15-16 years old. And
some of them tell me, ‘Okay, I'm just gonna do what my dad is doing, continue working
where I’m working.’ And so, I don't want to go to specific countries, but some countries
see college more important than others.”
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Similarly, Cayla has worked in different Florida counties, with different Latinx student
subgroups. Her former school had a larger share of immigrants, new immigrant students arrived
at her school daily. In her current school, she sees less immigrant students arriving daily. Yet, the
needs of her students seem greater because the school is less accustomed to working with
students in these circumstances.
“I mean the influx of immigrants isn't as prominent here, as my other school, where it
was like daily, but it has kicked back up a little bit. So, I’m kind of surprised how many
students we are still getting on a fairly regular basis. A lot of them crossing over from
Mexico. And a lot of them getting detained for longer periods of time. But they're still
eventually coming…not necessarily Mexican, but they pass through Mexico…We've had
many students from Venezuela, Brazil…We have Honduran students who crossed
through Mexico.”

For Cayla, undocumented status, was another common demographic of her Latinx
student population. Cayla specifically described the intersection of different Latinx
characteristics. For example, she described one of her undocumented students, struggling with
meeting basic graduation assessment requirements partly due to language proficiency, and
aspiring to work a construction job, like his parents.
“The whole family, they're roofers, and then he says, ‘Oh, I'm just gonna go into
construction.’ And I’m trying still to get him with a concordant score, passing FSA... I’m
struggling with all of these things…trying to make sure that he’s still connecting to
something where he’s not A) so he’s not giving up, and B) that he can see a connection to
something beyond his vision.”
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Furthermore, Cayla addressed language proficiency and a Latinx student’s efforts to meet
Florida’s graduation assessment requirement. This Latinx student was not a recent immigrant,
but yet was struggling to meet the required graduation assessment.
“Imagine a kid who's been here for 4 or 5 years, knows that they want the high school
diploma, knows that they're still a certain number of points away because the reading
teacher is talking to them about it, or their developmental language arts teacher is talking
to them about it. And they take the FSA, they still don't pass. They take the ACT, and
they still don't pass that. They take the SAT and ACT on school day. They don't pass that.
And then it's Spring of their senior year, and then they’re definitely going to lose some
momentum there.”

Because Cayla’s school was a designated ELL center for her county, she frequently
worked with the ELL students in her school. In addition to working with ELL students, Cayla
also worked with students experiencing some sort of immigration challenge, in some cases the
student was undocumented and in other cases, although the student had U.S. Citizenship or
Permanent Resident status, their parents were undocumented.
“I would say about a third of my ELL seniors probably have some kind of legal thing.
They're either in the process of, or maybe somebody got sponsored, or somebody's going
through the process. And waiting on the next person...”

Alexis, who worked in a very different, large urban region of the state, explained her
experience with a different Latinx student population,
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“My students are mostly Cuban, Venezuelan, and Colombian. You know that they don't
tend to struggle with money. They're mostly middle-class families that are doing okay.
And so that's not an issue that I tend to see. However, if I were in a school in a different
part of this County, that's definitely something that would be a bigger issue, where the
students have to work to help their parents put a house over their roof.”

Alexis expressed having a passion for helping undocumented students. Addressing the
needs of undocumented students in her school community, became a priority for Alexis.
“Something that I have been trying to work on is supporting undocumented
students…My older sister was still undocumented by the time that she went to college.
So that's also a big motivator in the work that I do. Because I know that there's options
and I know that there's things for these students to be able to attend college. Even if they
don't have DACA, even if they don't have the money to put in the paperwork…So, a lot
of the work that I do is also trying to get those students to understand and feel
comfortable with sharing that information with me so that I can give them the resources.”

Similarly, Darlene, in a large urban part of the state, stressed the issue of immigration
status as a prevalent issue in her Latinx community. She shared,
“Not to get political at all, but a few years ago, when we had an administrative change on
the national level…we had a lot of students and parents who felt very scared. And
students would come to us crying afraid. Much like they’re doing now, our gay and
transgender students. They’re afraid. And so, when all of that happened, that’s when it
became a huge focus here to make sure that the parents and that the kids felt safe.
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‘Nobody is calling ICE, nobody. It’s not happening here. School’s a safe place for you to
be safe. And you get your education and not be worried about that…’”

Richard, who worked at a suburban high school for more than thirteen years and in the
last few years moved to a rural school with different Latinx demographics, described his
experience as follows,
“It is very interesting, having worked in the schools that I’ve worked at with different
types of Latino populations. Because everyone is so different. And I think that's a great
eye opener for me. Because I think people want to clump everybody together. All white
people are the same, all black people are the same, all Latino people are the same. And
it's truly not the case. I mean, we kind of know it's not the case, but when you see it, and
you live it…it’s just so different.”

The Latinx students at Richard’s former school were mostly from Caribbean and South
American countries. Richard’s current school is in a rural community with an agricultural
economy that attracts farmworkers and agriculture workers.
“Most of the Latino students here at my current school are Mexican students, and it's very
different than what I saw at my other school where I saw more students from Dominican
Republic and Puerto Rico. I’m not making a judgment as to which one is better or worse.
That’s not my intent here. It's just, they come with a different mentality, a different
expectation level for themselves, a different expectation level for the people around them.
And you have to adjust to that. So, it's very, it's very important that counselors adjust to
that. It’s very important, you know, for the counselor not to assume.”
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Richard further elaborated on how migrant status and socioeconomic status might affect the
postsecondary knowledge and resources that a student has.
“…A migrant kid whose parents are working in the field, they're barely getting by and
the kid just doesn't know because no one's ever told him or her…”

Vivian also stressed the importance of parent involvement and socioeconomic status as a
barrier to parent involvement in her school. She described the numerous efforts that her school
has attempted to increase the presence of Latinx parents.
“I’m sure it is a barrier for some parents because they don't feel comfortable coming
in…and that's why we have the interpreters present. And I think culturally, some of them,
don't know what to expect, so they don't come or they don't feel comfortable. So, they
don't get here in the first place, and you know you've got everything in between…Being
lower socioeconomic status is more of the barrier than the language, I think. In many
cases, because it's been my experience, I’m sure yours as well, that the lower
socioeconomic status don't feel comfortable…so they don't feel comfortable coming here
now. We have that lack of connection...”

Building Strong Relationships
All ten participants reported relationships as a key strategy to reaching Latinx students with
career interventions.
Relationship with Student and Family
To address the postsecondary planning needs of Latinx students, all study participants
reported building relationships as a strategy to connect Latinx students with information and
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resources. Alexis explained building a relationship with Latinx students as a way to help students
feel comfortable sharing information about their situation, whatever that could be.
“It's just being welcoming and letting them know that there are resources out there and
getting that information…It's being amicable, looking for those resources, and when a child
shares something with you, finding out how to help them…That's something that a lot times
they come, and they say, ‘Well, I don't know this,’ or, ‘I need to find out what to do with my
FAFSA or without a social security number.’ And I’ll say, ‘I don't know, but let's find out.’
So, I think it's having that willingness to find out if we don't know the answers.”

Similarly, Darlene explained building relationships as a means to facilitate openness and
trust with Latinx students. She explained,
“For me, number one is building relationships with my kids so that they feel comfortable
telling me what they need. And so that they believe that I care because I do... As an
advocate, I try to build that relationship by meeting with them, ongoing, trying to figure
out what their needs are. Some that they can express easily. And some, they can’t. Trying
to tease out what that is. Figure out what they need and how I can help them. Either
offering information or finding supports for them, depending on the situation.”

Cayla, who noted several examples of the FSA assessment as a barrier to graduation and
postsecondary planning, described her support and encouragement for Latinx students,
“Just encouraging them and saying, ‘You've got this.’”
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Similarly, Richard emphasized the role of the school counselor as someone in a unique
position to encourage, support, and build confidence in students. He emphasized that amidst
hectic days, school counselors can have brief interactions that have lasting effects on students.
These positive micro interactions with students can yield to students then, feeling comfortable
reaching out to the counselor in a time of need.
“Giving the kids confidence and realizing that, ‘You matter. You have a value. You're no
worse or better than anyone else. You're equal on every level.’ And we treat them as
such. We're going to empower them to now have that confidence to take that information
and do it. But I think so many kids are hesitant and afraid to go forward because they
don't think they can do it... they need someone in their corner, no matter what they're
doing: good, bad, indifferent. They need somebody in their corner.”

He concluded by adding,
“I think if we all took that mentality, building those relationships, the kids are gonna trust
you more. They're gonna ask you more deep questions versus surface questions. Then you
can truly guide them to make better choices for themselves…”

Richard specifically acknowledged that many Latinx students may not actively reach out to
school counselors for help.
“There are so many kids who don't reach out…. It might be because maybe I look
different than them, and they never had someone who looks like me that has treated them
with a level of respect. And that the floor is theirs. Maybe they're not used to that. So,
there could be that barrier that they see me as maybe I’m not gonna be that open person
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to them. They might not know what to ask, because of their background and who they've
been around, and their experiences in life. Because if all they know is Mom and Dad
leave in the morning and they go work for 12 hours. And then they come home and they
don't really talk about it, because that's just how it is in their household. They don't know
what they don't know. I think if we're intimidated by something or don't have a lot of
knowledge, the last thing that we want to do is talk about it.”

Relationship with Key Allies
As it relates to working with Latinx students, school counselors also described having a
good relationship with other professionals within the school as a mechanism to help connect
students with college and career supports. Professionals who work in instructional or support
services for subgroups such as English Language Learners and migrant students, were reported
as key people within the school who can refer students to school counselors and collaborate with
counselors to help students.
School counselors are able to support Latinx students in collaboration with many these key
stakeholders within the school. As Maggie stated,
“I do think that school counselors are a huge part of that conversation, but I don't think
the onus completely falls on us.”

Research participants shared using relationships with key personnel within their school
and outside of their school to support Latinx students. For example, Nancy described the ELL
teacher as a key person who refers students to her for support and guidance. Nancy described
how she capitalizes on the relationship and trust that students have with the ELL teacher.
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Because students have a trusting relationship with their ELL teacher, she can then connect
students with Nancy for school counselor support and career information.
“Another really important person at the school is the ELL teacher or the developmental
language teacher. Our developmental language teacher is amazing. She will personally
email me if they need things. Or she will come see me, ‘Hey, can you talk to this kid?’
They're the ones that are around students all the time. I think that's a huge part of it, too.
It’s your relationship with those teachers because they talk to those students. I mean
students talk to their other teachers, too. But I think they probably, for the most part, feel
closer with those ELL teachers.”

Vivian also described her ELL Coordinator as a critical resource for students and for
helping her reach her students and parents. She explained,
“Our ELL coordinator is amazing. She is amazing. It's kind of like we have another
counselor for those students, because she has a smaller caseload of her students. Any
parent conferences that are happening, she wants to be there, and she wants to be part of
it, whether she's the one who initiated it or I'm the one who initiated it. She wants to be
there. And she does initiate a lot of them. So, I feel like because of her reach…and we’ll
use her Spanish because anything about education, she's gotten rather fluent at it. I’ve
seen her grow with her Spanish over the years…as an interpreter to make the phone calls
and be online with the parents to be there for them. Because she can reach out and with
the Spanish, it certainly helps, and those parents, I'm sure, feel more comfortable.”
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For Darlene, also, her school’s ELL Coordinator was a major resource. Darlene described
her ELL person as someone who helped connect the Latinx community to the school.
“Mrs. Dee was our person who reached out to our second language community. She was
our ELL compliance person, but she was so much more than that. She really helped us
make the transition between parents who would not come to the school. And then now,
we have much fewer issues having our parents that will come in because she ran a parent
learning group. They were invited to come to the campus once a month, and she would
talk to them, and especially anything important that was happening, seniors buying cap
and gown or dual enrollment opportunities…”

Additionally, Darlene described her ELL teacher as a person who helped the school
counseling staff understand that ELL students could be placed in honors level and other
advanced courses.
“She really pushed for our second language students to be in Honors classes rather than
regular classes, because many of these students come from another country. Yes, they
have limited English, yes. But that does not mean they are not capable of Honors level
work. And we don’t want them to miss out on those opportunities. I would say that she
educated the counselors, to a degree. She really helped out with our understanding of
that. Because your instinct is ‘this child can speak very little English, I need to put them
in a regular class.’ Well, maybe. They need supports, but they still should be offered
access.”
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Given the high migrant demographics of their schools, Richard and Pam (Pam’s former
school) had a full-time migrant program coordinator within their high school. Under Title I, Part
C, of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act, the US Department of Education provides
funds to schools with high migrant student populations. Migrant coordinator positions are key
resources funded by this federal legislation to work in schools with high migrant populations.
Richard and Pam each worked closely with their migrant program coordinator to provide
academic and career supports for their students. Richard shared,
“We have a migrant advocate on our campus…he works with them transitioning from
wherever they're located for half the year, then coming back to us. He does a good job
consulting with the counselors when we're talking about them. The kids coming back
from Michigan, for example, when the season up there is over, and their coming back
down here. Articulating with the schools to make sure we're mirroring classes and
schedules for the kids to ease their transition...So we also work closely with the schools
up there that when the kids are up there, to make sure they're taking the right things to
align with what the Florida diploma requires. So, we do things like that just get them
across the stage. Just make sure they're comfortable here.”

Although at the time of the interview, Pam worked for a public virtual school, she
previously worked in a rural high school with a significant migrant population. There, Pam
worked closely with a migrant program coordinator to specifically provide college and career
interventions for migrant families. She described her after school club initiative and her
collaboration throughout the school to provide career resources to Latinx and migrant students.
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“The migrant coordinator and myself, we created an after-school postsecondary club for
Hispanic students called a ‘Let’s Go Club.’ We would meet once a week, getting
resources about what to do after high school, whether that is college, career, military…
Then, bring in speakers, set up college visits…Or if we had stuff during the school day
that I organized, because I was also the college and career coordinator, I made sure to
target that club to participate. And they also got community service where they would
work around some of the migrant camps around town, ‘cause again this is Country High
School, there’s a lot of migrant camps. So, they get volunteer service and just be out there
and reach out to their community.”

Because Darlene’s high school has a designated college and career counselor, she worked
closely with the designated college and career counselor to support undocumented students with
college admissions applications,
“We work closely with Ms. Nobles, the College and Career Counselor. Since she’s been
out of the alpha, she’s been able to look for more resources. And we really rely on her,
‘Okay, I have these two students and I don’t know what’s going to happen for them.
They’re going to graduate, but then what?’ And so, she’s done some digging, in trying to
find what schools, what is the process for each school, to make sure that they don’t have
to pay tuition that’s international student tuition. How do we go about that? Because our
kids don’t know. And frankly, I don’t know. So, she’s worked with that. And making
sure that they fill out the application in such a way. I was just looking at a Community
College application, one of my kids filled it out as an international student because he’s
really recently from Colombia…”
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Cayla also used her relationship with the Community College Bilingual Representative to
connect one of her undocumented students with help for completing his admissions application.
Her local community college assigned a representative to spend a few days on the high school
campus to support the transition of students from the high school to the college. Cayla explained,
“Our county has a local community college representative a couple days a week. So,
she’s here to meet with our kids specifically. Just yesterday I had one of my seniors, and
he doesn't have papers, he's not documented, or he's in the process or something. He's in
algebra 2. He's doing well, he's academically good. He's still struggling a little bit with
the English, but he's a really smart kid. So, he met with her and she was able to connect
him to some of the other people on the Community College campus who can help with
the undocumented part, and getting that application in, and then working through the
financial aid piece. So, it almost has to be a one-on-one thing. Because we have that
additional support right now from the person from the college on our campus like on a
regular basis. That's going to be a game changer.”

Dispelling CTE Myths
All ten research participants cited a college push and a majority reported one-on-one
counseling as a strategy for dispelling CTE myths with Latinx students and families.
Information Opens Doors to CTE Options
Study participants expressed the importance of timely career information to help students
work through the college-going messages that they are inundated by. As we talked about student
perception on postsecondary CTE options versus four-year college options, Chloe stated,
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“It's not something that's negated or saying, you don't really want to do that. The biggest
issue is providing the information to everybody. That's the biggest issue... It's not that
CTE is not an option that you wouldn't want to consider. It’s providing the information.”

Similarly, Nancy explained how information can help diminish the stigma associated
with CTE and increase awareness of CTE options. She explained how she communicated and
coordinated with a local technical college counselor to schedule a visit to her school. The
counselor from the local technical college was scheduled to present to every 12th grade English
class the following week. She shared,
“We're doing it through all the English classes, so whether they like it or not, they're
gonna get the information, which I think is good because sometimes when you ask kids to
like identify, or like, ‘Oh, if you're interested, sign up.’ They just won't do it. Partially,
because maybe there's some stigma involved. But more so, they don't understand what it
even is. So, they don't even open their minds. Or like, ‘Oh, I don't know what that is, I'm
not gonna ask, I'm just not gonna go.’ So, I think this will be really good for them. I also
think that, seniors beginning of the year think they're all going to four-year schools, and
won't even consider it (CTE). And then, and I'm not trying to say trade school/ technical
schools is for kids that can't get into college. But I just don't think they understand what
it's all about.”

School counselors emphasized the importance of providing information to students early
so that students can engage in exploration, learn about postsecondary education and career
options, and then use that information to eliminate career and college options not fit for their
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interests and skills. Counselors provided examples of how, through individual advising and
counseling, they can help link students to information and then help them process career
information, career aspirations, and postsecondary goals.
School counselors specifically provided examples of how information can help students
learn about career tracks and requirements, as they match their skills and interests to different
career and education options. This type of counseling helps students to receive and process
career and postsecondary information, and helps students determine if they are academically
prepared for specific careers. Furthermore, information can help students determine if they are
ready to commit to the time and academic requirements of traditional four-year options. For
example, Darlene, shared the following:
“Especially in freshman and sophomore year they are, ‘No, no. I’m going to college. No,
no.’ It’s (CTE) definitely discounted. Especially, I’m talking about, from the student
perspective. Because really, I meet more with my parents in junior and senior year,
especially senior year, honestly. And, mostly with the children. In freshman and
sophomore year, everybody wants to be a vet or a doctor or to go med school. And then
after they discover, ‘I really don’t love school that much, and I would like to be done in a
little while….’ they start coming around junior and senior year and really thinking about
the other opportunities.”

Darlene further elaborated on how parents are also converted to the college-only mindset
early on, and described her advising strategies with student and parent, to present CTE options
available through the community college and technical college.
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“We still have a good chunk of parents who are not interested in that (CTE). I’m thinking
of a couple in particular, the child is ready, ‘This is what I want to do. I’m going to go
ahead and go to Sun Technical College, but mom really wants me to go to the community
college.’ So, I tell the child, ‘Well, you know, the community college has technical
programs (laugh). You can go to the community college and get your certification there.’
And so, we will have that conversation. It’s not to sidestep the parent, but to try to keep
some things smooth for the child and yet, still get them what they need, and what they
want.”

Other school counselors reported having similar one-on-one counseling meetings with
students, providing information and helping to dispel myths about postsecondary CTE options.
These one-on-one career and academic advising and career counseling meetings with students
are a vital platform for the school counselor to help students understand and work through the
process of finding a career that matches their interests and skills. The school counselor provides
information that helps students not merely know career options, but more importantly, to link
careers to postsecondary options and also high school courses that help prepare the student for
specific careers.
In these one-on-one meetings, the school counselor with knowledge of the student’s
current academic performance, and information that the student shares about their interests, can
help the student to make connections. For example, Richard, explained how this conversation
typically happens when he meets with students for course selection for the following year.
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“If I’m sitting with a student and we're looking at their course requests, and they haven't
picked a science class, for example, I’ll ask them, ‘Well, why don't you take a science
next year?’
‘Oh, well, I took it in eighth grade so now that I’m a tenth grader, I’ll have my 3 credits, I
don't need it anymore.’
So, I’ll say next, ‘Well, what do you plan on doing after you graduate high school?’
‘Oh, I’m going to go be a doctor.’
Oh okay.
So, we'll have to have this conversation about why you need to keep going with science.
Math is another one. ‘Why, why do I need to take math?’
And it's the same conversation that I’ll have with the student who's career-based.
‘Oh, well, I’m not going to go to college, I’ll go to XCC (community college).’
‘Well, XCC is college. One of the C’s stands for college.’
So, we have that conversation with them a little bit as well.”

In these advising and counseling one-on-ones with students, Richard helps students
establish the link between high school academics and skills for postsecondary CTE programs and
jobs.
“Letting them know that any of these skills that they're requiring, while they don't think
that they might need them, they never know. Anytime you take a year away from
something like math in particular, that skill gets very, very weak. You just want to keep
yourself open and marketable. I know a lot of the technical colleges now have a strong
emphasis on your math skills and your science skills and reading skills. Reading a
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manual is so important, and for so long we thought that kids could just muddle through
high school barely get out and then go be a mechanic. No problem. But the amount of
literature and the reading that they have to do in these careers has just expanded so much
that they really have to keep these skills sharp. So, I will often ask them, ‘What is your
intent? What do you want to do?’’

Additionally, Richard pointed to helping students utilize electives offered within the high
school, helping students link possible interests with CTE courses offered on their campus, as a
way to deepen their exploration and knowledge of careers in that CTE field.
“And it even comes down to electives. If you're interested in doing something like being
an entrepreneur, you should be taking classes in our business field. If you're interested in
getting into theater or acting or TV, you should be taking this stuff in our fine arts
department. We try to align choices that they're making both academically and electively
to make sure that they are making right choices to prepare themselves for whatever they
want to do next.”

College: The American Dream
School counselors reported having one-on-one counseling meetings with students which
help dispel myths about postsecondary CTE options. School counselors also specifically
described their one-on-one conversation with Latinx students and how these advising sessions
can help dispel their (or their parents) perception that CTE is not good enough. Several
counselors suggested that Latinx immigrant parents, in their pursuit of the American Dream, may
have an even stronger push for the traditional four-year bachelor’s degree option, compared to
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other non-immigrant parents. In regards to the negative perception on postsecondary CTE
options, Alexis said,
“There’s still a stigma to go to a community college. So, imagine with the
technical school.”

She further explained,
“I think that lot of our (Latinx) parents come with the idea of that American dream…That
our child's going to a four-year institution. They're going be a doctor and they're going to
get their degree. I think that's a mindset that a lot of our (Latinx) parents have. And our
students fear disappointing their parents. So, they will go to college, they will go to a
university just to please their parents. That’s what I’ve seen. Now, I don't think there's
anything wrong with that. However, the student's not going to be happy with what they're
doing. So, what I tell them is, ‘You know, this is a very selfish process, and although
Mami and Papi may not be extremely happy with the decisions that we make, at the end
of the day, when we have a stable job and a stable house, they will be satisfied as parents,
because they knew that they did their job.’ So, I think that they brush off the technical
career route to not disappoint their parents.”

Likewise, Nancy added,
“I think that especially with some of our foreign students, their parents are like, ‘We
came here, you're going to college. Like, no other option.”
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Luka also referred to the influence of family on Latinx students’ career decisions. He
added that some of the Latinx families he works with are big on the pursuit of a traditional
college degree; that is, especially in comparison, to some of his other Latinx students who are
more focused on working over a college option.
“And because mostly, sometimes it's a family issue… The family wants you to go to
college, but most likely the student might not want to go. And they look at those CTE
short careers, they are not a big thing for the families. The parents want them to go to
college period.”

Maggie also described the influence of family on the postsecondary aspirations of Latinx
students. She explained,
“A lot of our Latino students will look for what their families are asking of them…’Oh,
my mom wants me to be a doctor. Oh, my mom wants me to do this, so my mom wants
me to do that, or my dad etc.’ So, it really starts there. It’s a family-centered approach.
Whatever they're getting in the household is what they're doing when they leave the
household. That's been my experience thus far. There's very little deviation from that. It's
incredible. It's, what was said is what I’m doing.”

En Español
A majority of participants reported language as a barrier and a strategy for reaching
Latinx students and their families.
Most of the Latinx-specific postsecondary planning interventions utilized by research
participants were based on providing information or access to information in Spanish. For
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example, school counselors reported sending automatic phone calls in Spanish to invite families
to college and FAFSA nights. Most FAFSA and college nights were offered in English, some
schools offered a Spanish translator. Although fewer, school counselors also reported
specifically offering college and FAFSA nights by Spanish-speaking counselors or college
representatives.
School counselors also send letters and emails in Spanish to target Latinx Spanishspeaking families. To help facilitate the transition to the community or technical college, school
counselors utilize bilingual college representatives, if available in their school or local college.
The option to utilize a bilingual college representative only came up with two research
participants who had a bilingual college representative available on their high school campus,
due to the position funded by the local Community College and by the County district technical
college.
Not being bilingual emerged as one of the main barriers described by school counselors
to provide career and postsecondary information to Latinx families and students. Three of the ten
research participants reported being bilingual and proficient in Spanish, enough to communicate
with students and parents in Spanish. The other seven research participants described
communication as a challenge with Spanish-speaking families and parents, but elaborated on
resources that they use to communicate with their Spanish-speaking students and parents.
Still, research participants utilized available resources within their school to overcome the
language barrier. For example, Chloe who is not bilingual and does not have any bilingual
counselors on staff, explained her efforts to overcome the language barriers with Latinx students
and families to provide information and academic advisement,
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“There is a communication barrier in getting the information out…What I see a lot here
lately is student advocacy. Another student who may speak the language, understands
English better, will come in with a student. When that doesn't happen, and I’m dealing
with parents or meeting with parents and students, I reach out to the teachers, and so far,
it's been really good. Sometimes, you have to wait a few minutes before they can come
down. But I just I utilize the resources that are in the Spanish language department and
the ELL resource teacher when he's available to come down. And he's been coming down
a great deal here recently.”

Vivian also used other Spanish-speaking staff within her school to help her communicate
with her Latinx students,
“We do not currently have a counselor in our school who speaks Spanish. Both of our
guidance clerks do, and they help us a lot. I borrow their Spanish all the time, and I ask
them to make phone calls to the parents for me to at least get them in for conferences and
things like that. And make sure that the parent knows that there will be someone here to
interpret for them. So that I hopefully help cross that barrier. I am sure that the biggest
difference would be the cultural barrier…not knowing or understanding our system.”

Nancy spends a lot of her efforts promoting a district college night that is specifically
designed for Latinx students and families. The event is all in Spanish, offering a presentation of
postsecondary options, financial aid, and also bilingual college representatives from the local
four-year university, community college, and district technical college. She shared,
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“This event… I advertise it. We don't have it at my school, but in the past, we've been a
site that's hosted the event. So, I’ve been there for the event. It's pretty much anything to
do with post-secondary, all in Spanish. It's a good event for parents that either don't speak
English or very limited English, to get that information. The bilingual counselors that put
it do a great job. I've stayed after the presentation when parents will come up, and they
just have so many questions. So, it is great. I'm glad they do it. I don't think they have
quite as many events as they used to since COVID. If we could get more of that going
again, that would be great.”

Darlene explained that she used Google translate to send personal calls to parents whose
children missed an important FSA assessment. Darlene also sent Senior Credit and Graduation
Letters in Spanish and specifically included information about the Bright Futures State
Scholarship and FAFSA in the Spanish senior letters.
“So, I wrote what I wanted to say and then I did a Google translate, which I know is not
the best. So, I went and took it to Ms. Parks, and to two people anyway, who speak
Spanish. And they read over it. And if there was a correction, they fixed it. And then I
practiced how I could say it because in case I wanted to leave a voicemail.”

Several counselors reported arranging to have people translate or requesting bilingual
counselors available for FAFSA and college nights. Alexis explained her role in helping to
connect undocumented students to resources available on her district website and on social
media. A unique offering for Alexis was her school district’s website for undocumented students,
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which is all available in Spanish and several other languages. Alexis also explained that she
shares an Instagram page that is all in Spanish for families,
“I've been finding a lot of accounts on you'd be surprised, Instagram and Tiktok, of
people and parents that speak Spanish, and want to share out information to Hispanic
families. So, one that I love is called least Listos Para College. That one is on Instagram.
She's great. She did a whole series on how the educational system works in the US, all
the way down from Pre-k to college, so that I think that was great.”

Part II: School and Districtwide Interventions
The second part of research themes describes career interventions that participants
reported using for all students, but have the potential to impact Latinx students. Although these
school and districtwide career interventions are not specifically targeting Latinx students, they
impact Latinx students within the school.

Technology for Informing and Advising, but no CTE Resource
In different ways, school counselors reported their important role with dissemination of
information to students. All research participants reported having a school online page or
platform for students to access information on college and career opportunities. School
counselors reported using a variety of online platforms and learning management systems such
as Canvas, Google Classrooms, SCOIR, Xello, and Schoology. Pam explained her role as she
pushes information out to students,
“So pretty much, I'm like a messenger, just making sure I send information out…So
pretty much, like I said, I'm like a messenger to send information out to students.”
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Using their school’s online platform, school counselors create grade level pages and
general college and career pages. These pages can be a hub for all pertinent information for
seniors, for example, or they can be used to send general announcements and reminders
regarding college fieldtrips and tours, college fairs, college representatives on campus, and
application deadlines. Alexis, who is in the college and career role, explained,
“I had (the technical college) come and they did a presentation to I think it was 100
seniors, right? So that’s 100 students that just got information on a technical school that
they didn't know existed. They didn't know it was an option, right?”

Other school counselors also explained how they use their online platforms and student
technology platforms to remind students about attending important presentations offered by the
local technical or community college with information on programs and admissions. Nancy, who
worked for more than seven years in a college and career counselor role, summarized the
receiving and sharing of information,
“Luckily now, though, there's a lot more workshops available like (the local community
college) has a lot. There's virtual ones. There's different colleges that offer them. So,
there's a lot of help out there. So, we use Canvas as our platform for grading and
messaging students. We have a senior page on there and announcements page. Whenever
we get a local scholarship, we post it on Canvas, and also post every month the
scholarship list that the school district puts out. Some of those scholarships are just direct
links, and then other ones, the forms say, or the scholarship says, for the student to see
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the counselor for the application forms because they're not included in the list. So, we
have to put those out and give them to the kids.”

Although all research participants described using technology resources to inform and
advise students, no research participant reported using a CTE-focused online resource. On
the other hand, two participants mentioned that their online college planning platform does not
include postsecondary CTE college options. Darlene stated,
“In the online platform, when you pick your postsecondary plan, and I kind of went off
on it because they did not recognize the career and technical colleges, and they did not
recognize military when you pick your postsecondary plan in there. Now we have a
Google form that they fill out, that they put all of those options, but in the online
platform, it’s not there. And I said, ‘You’re telling me that somebody who chooses to
serve our nation, this is not a valid choice for them after high school? That is the
implication by it being missing.’ I said, ‘The same thing, the guy who fixes my air
conditioner,’ I say this to my children all the time, ‘He makes a lot more money than I do.
My nephew, he fixes elevators, he makes more, he pays more in taxes than I make.’
That’s ridiculous, that this is not a valid life choice. It’s not a valid postsecondary
opportunity. I just think that that’s huge and that it’s problematic.”

Disseminating Information is Just the Surface
The data gathered from research participants suggests that school counselors are
disseminating a lot of information to students through individual one-one-one interventions
either face-to-face or virtually, as well as in groups and through schoolwide efforts. Despite the
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many challenges, school counselors engage in sharing information with students using the means
and systems they have available within their community. Pam expressed feeling like she sends
too much information to students. She said,
“I am always blasting. I feel like maybe I blast information too much, or it should be a
little bit more scheduled…I feel like it needs to be more organized, too.”

She further added,
“There’s just a lot that's out there…and how to navigate that to push out to my
students…because I don't want them to get overloaded. Because I can get overwhelmed,
too.”

Cayla was one of the school counselors without a college and career counselor. Like
Pam, Cayla also expressed concerns with the flow and distribution of information,
“There's an information gap…How many times do all of us receive emails and it’s like
forward, forward, forward…? I mean, you don’t know where it’s going…You're relying
on the dissemination of information to get to the right place at the right time…If you have
a perfect communication pattern…we push it out to the teachers and maybe that one
teacher will share with the students and it's something that will benefit their kids… It's
almost like all the stars have to align.”

Several research participants described the more intensive career intervention approach
used for 12th graders versus the younger students in grades 9th and 10th. Moreover, school
counselors lamented not having the time to engage the 9th and 10th graders with more career
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interventions. For example, this is what Richard said regarding course selection group and
individual meetings with students in grades 9th – 11th grades versus graduation checks with 12th
grade students,
“Course selection is really the optimum time for that (career counseling) to happen. The
credit checks are fine with seniors. But at that point they're already seniors and the
purpose of that is really, are we on track for graduation? So, the postsecondary
conversations happen, but it's almost like a band-aid at that point. It's really more about
them getting across the stage… Course selection is where it really should happen.”

And Cayla also shared,
“I just don't think it's as in depth. It's just very surface. Even with my seniors. It's like I
asked them these questions. I have the conversation. And then really, there's no followup. I'm not gonna be able to call them down two months later and be like, ‘Oh, did you
check out this nursing program, or whatever.’”

Other school counselors, although less common, described the value of helping students
one-on-one with specific transitional tasks such as helping students to do college and FAFSA
applications. Nancy shared how she helped Latinx students with the FAFSA application when
she worked as a college and career coordinator, prior to having an alpha caseload assignment,
“I helped them get started with FAFSA. FAFSA is tricky because it's a complicated
process to begin with. It gets a little uncomfortable because sometimes kids need help
and the parents either won't give them their financial information. Or I've had students
who don't speak English or their parents don't speak English. So, they really can't help
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them with FAFSA. So, the kids will literally bring in their printed IRS information with
their social security numbers and ask me to enter it. And it's really scary. If I make a
mistake, I could really mess this up for this kid. But I don't want to prevent them from
getting financial aid, so I usually do it because I’m like, ‘Well, what else can they do?’”

And regarding college applications, Nancy explained,
“So, college applications, that's a really busy time, September, October…So, I would
help them with that. Sometimes they're just nervous, to make sure they didn't make any
mistakes, or they're doing it properly. So, I will review their application with them.”

Similarly, Chloe found the need to provide more one-on-one help for her students with
college and financial aid applications. She found an opportunity to help students with the handson college application process by teaching a college-credit dual enrollment class on the high
school campus. The class is open to both 11th and 12th grade students, but gives priority
enrollment to 12th graders due to limited seat availability. She explained,
“I just felt like I, as an entity, was not able to push the information as much as I would
like. I saw the opportunity to do that through a dual enrollment course and college
readiness course. It's an introductory course that the community college offers for
students who are entering their school. I have some flexibility to kind of tweak the
curriculum. And so how I teach the class is preparing for the next level and the next level
primarily, for the kids in my class, it is college. It is. Some come in and they think they
want to do college, and then they end up saying military or a career track. I work with
them as best as I can. But I will tell you the majority of the kids that I have are those who
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are struggling with that process and needing assistance more than we've been able to
provide… Actually, my class can be considered a work study class, because you actually
can go online, apply. And if you have questions with that application process you can get
immediate assistance for me. You can work on your scholarships, you can work on your
essays. All of that is done during the class time…what I find is the majority of the
students need that hands-on experience while they're having to do it.”

The College and Career Counselor: An Expert and Facilitator of Information
Having an assigned college and career counselor at the high school, emerged as a helpful
resource for research participants. First, school counselors reported a college and career
counselor can serve as an expert who can learn the intricacies of postsecondary information and
application processes. Secondly, a college and career counselor can serve as a communication
input and output for the school.
Nancy, who worked as a college and career counselor for many years and now has an
assigned student caseload, reported the following about the extensive training that is necessary to
become familiar with components of postsecondary planning, that is college admissions and
financial aid.
“I walked into the school and had a binder about the position. And that was it. Kids
would come down and I had no idea what was going on. I was just like, ‘Let me call you
down later, I got to find out. I’ll call you back. I’ll look into it.’ I felt like such an idiot
because I had no idea. They don't train you in this county and I’m sure it's probably like
that in a lot of places. You're not really assigned a mentor either. They think ‘Oh, your
internship should take care of that.’ But I didn't know what I was doing.”
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As a new college and career coordinator, Nancy found two helpful resources: a colleague
who acted as her mentor and the district meetings for all college and career coordinators.
“Another college and career counselor actually kind of mentored me, which was great. I
would go to her school sometimes. My school would let me just go and see what she had
in place. And those district (college and career) meetings were crucial because that's
where they would train us on different topics. We would just talk about what we were
doing at our schools. I made friends with some of those women because it was almost
always women. You call them when you need help or have questions. And we still do
that. You kind of have to, because like, I said, with regular guidance, you have other
counselors on campus. With the college and career coordinator role, you don't. In college
and career, you’re the only one at your school.”

Similarly, Pam referred to the amount expertise required on different topics for
appropriate college and career advising. She explained that she creates her own FAFSA account
and completes a FAFSA application every year, just to become familiar with the process and
changes on the application. Regarding her role as a college and career counselor, she said,
“I also feel that I have to be like the expert of everything… I’m like a jack of trades, but a
master of none, so like I know bits of pieces, a little bit of everything.”

At the time of the interview, Nancy was working in a school without a designated college
and career coordinator. She explained that she was having a difficult time providing information
and resources to students as she did previously in her role as a college and career coordinator.
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“College and career counseling, if you're just doing that with zero caseload, you're not
doing programming or course selection, you're not doing scheduling, you have a lot more
time to work on other college things. And that's why I feel like right now, the way it's
divided up, I feel like a lot of things are falling through the cracks.”

Cayla, who also previously worked in a high school with a designated college and career
coordinator, and currently does not have a college and career coordinator, shared,
“We don’t have college and career counselors here…so, that looks a lot different when
you're at a school like in (my other county), where you actually have someone
specifically who should be disseminating that information on a regular basis and there's
some level of accountability like, ‘Oh did this flyer get out? Oh, did these kids sign up for
this information session?’ So, unless there's the accountability side of it…”

Two research participants working for the same school district, reported missing an
important CTE-focused fieldtrip. Their school district previously had a district college and career
supervisor and each high school had an assigned college and career coordinator. Under new
leadership, the school district decided to eliminate the district college and career coordinator
position and removed the mandated college and career counselor position at each high school, so
that each school would determine if there was a need for the college and career counselor
position.
These two research participants both referred to the loss of the college and career
coordinator and described how postsecondary information and support for their students
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decreased without a designated college and career coordinator and without the support of a
district college and career supervisor.
The CTE event that was missed by both schools was an event coordinated by the school
district in collaboration with the local community college and technical colleges. All district high
schools were invited to participate in this fieldtrip, an opportunity for students to see CTE
programs firsthand and to speak with CTE program instructors at the college campus. Although
the event took place at the local community college, the County’s technical colleges were also
present.
Chloe explained that the breakdown in communication occurred because her principal did
not share information about the fieldtrip with the school counseling department. Instead her
administrator shared the information with the CTE department, who did not act on it, and
resulted in none of her school’s students going on the trip. Likewise, Nancy explained that as a
college and career coordinator she would have been tasked with advertising, inviting, and
chaperoning students for this valuable CTE fieldtrip. Without a college and career coordinator at
her school, Nancy explained that there was no one to take charge of the event, and none of her
students participated in the fieldtrip.
“The same person didn't respond quickly enough and missed the deadline. And that event
didn't happen either… I just wish my admin knew all that goes on. I don't think they
realize stuff's not happening the way it used to. I just don't think they realize how much is
not happening (without the college and career coordinator).”
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Information Hub: Role of State Colleges and School Districts
School counselors use their knowledge of postsecondary options and resources to advise
students and to connect students to more college and career opportunities. Cayla expressed how
and why she tries to connect students to information and resources, specifically to support
students who may be first generation or undocumented. She explained,
“Every community really has to be so aware of what the resources are out there, so that
you can specifically connect those with the kids that need.”

The information shared by school counselors reveals the local context of their work.
Every community is unique in terms of their offerings, relationships, and partnerships. Richard,
for example, explained how the migrant coordinator and other school personnel helped to
coordinate and involve students with a big local initiative to promote CTE career paths.
“In our city, our high school has a really good partnership with the Mayor’s office and
with local businesses. Right before winter holidays, the Mayor and about a dozen career
professionals in the area came to campus to talk to seniors, and it was all about
community. It's all about everything, but the college path. They address how the college
path is important for everybody, but it's not for everybody. So we had people there who
were talking about construction, about CDL truck driving, you name it, anything that was
in the career tech field…And it was interesting to hear them tell kids how quickly you
can start making some money, how quickly you can start having a career that's going to
have a ton of mobility after you graduate high school without having to go into debt with
the four-year college degree. Many of their faces dropped and a lot of them started having
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little sidebar conversations about, ‘Well I didn't know that.’ So, we have a good
partnership in our school with the local business area leaders that also help with that.”

From the accounts research participants provided, it became evident that local community
and district technical colleges have a key role to create and share information, while district
college and career supervisors have an equally important role to receive and disseminate
information with school counselors, who then share with students. Maggie reported,
“The information that we receive in our weekly district updates, or from the Community
College, typically what we do with that is that we post it out to the whole classroom for
seniors. So, there's somebody who's interested in a career and a certain field, and we get
that resource, we typically just push it out via Google classroom.”

Cayla also explained that her students are more likely to pursue a technical or community
college that is local. Therefore, she relies on the information that her local technical and
community college share with her.
“I feel like we rely a lot more on just our local because it's a smaller community. So, we
just push out whatever information our own community is doing. And primarily that's
through this Community College, because this Community College has different
campuses and they kind of focus on different areas. We don't really publicize much
outside of this county. Like I’m not going to say, ‘Oh, go down to the Tech College on
the other side of the state.’”
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Cayla also described an initiative by her local community college that offers a bilingual
representative on her high school campus. The Community College Representative served as an
advisor to high school students, sharing information about programs offered by the college and
also available to meet one-on-one with students for help with the college application, FAFSA,
and the local scholarship foundation application. Cayla explained how she connected one of her
undocumented Latinx students to the college representative for a one-on-one meeting with the
representative at the high school campus:
“Obviously, the counselor’s role is to be able to connect kids to programs. But if you're in
a community where they're (the college) very good about their publicity, and very good
about getting the information out, and the exposure, then that that can go a long way,
too.”

Cayla added that she knows specific Latinx students who need that extra support from the
community college representative. Knowing her students and knowing about the college
representative, she is able to email those student names to the college representative, who then
arranges to meet with those students for advising and help with the college application.
Chloe described a mutual responsibility of the school counselor and the local colleges,
sharing a mutual goal to ensure that information about college and programs is disseminated
widely with students and families. She emphasized how community and technical colleges can
sell and advertise their programs to promote these CTE options with students and families.
“It's almost like you are selling something that could benefit our students. So, what is the
salesman to do? He advertises. He reaches out. He schedules time to meet so you can
make sure you know about my product and how it can benefit your client or clients. So,
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it's twofold. I think there are some schools that have great rapport with postsecondary
options in its totality, including the CTE options. I'm looking forward to having that
(college and career counselor coordinator), when we can have a dedicated person to start
that collaboration.”

Summary
In this chapter, I presented the study’s findings using participants’ voices and experiences
to answer the research question: How do school counselors advise Latinx students of
postsecondary educational CTE options and transition? My research findings which help to
answer that research question were summarized in four main themes:
•

All ten research participants indicated that they provide the same information to
all students and acknowledged the unique circumstances of Latinx subgroups

•

All ten participants reported relationships as a key strategy to reaching Latinx
students with career interventions

•

All ten research participants cited a college-going culture and a majority reported
one-on-one counseling as a strategy for dispelling CTE myths with Latinx
students and families

•

A majority of participants reported language as a barrier and a strategy for
reaching Latinx students and their families.

I also discussed four overarching themes that describe how school counselors disseminate
postsecondary information and resources schoolwide with all students, impacting Latinx in their
school. School counselors gather and receive information about postsecondary options to then
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share with students, often using their school’s online and technology platforms. School
counselors disseminate information to connect students with events, postsecondary institutions,
online resources, college representatives, and campus tours and fairs. Reflecting on the status of
career interventions, participants described efforts as insufficient, a “band-aid” and “surface,”
approach. They also reported wishing they could do more one-on-one counseling, more followup, and especially, more career interventions for students in the 9th and 10th grades.
To support Latinx students, school counselors develop relationships with key personnel
within their school and through those collaborative relationships, they partner to understand and
meet the needs of Latinx students. School counselors use these relationships to learn more about
their Latinx students and capitalize on these relationships to better reach their students, especially
as those needs relate to the local challenges of language learners, migrant, or undocumented
students. School counselors also rely on information provided by their local community and
technical college; they also rely on their district college and career supervisor and postsecondary
institution to receive training and postsecondary admissions updates.
In regards to working with Latinx students, school counselors expressed launching
college information and career interventions for all students alike. I found that the distinct
strategy or intervention referenced by research participants to specifically promote postsecondary
CTE for Latinx students, was providing information in Spanish. More often school counselors
described:
•

general college and career interventions that promote all postsecondary options (such
as college fairs or presentations) for all students, and

•

specific CTE-focused interventions such as college visits, presentations, campus
tours, and elective fairs for all students.
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In other words, research participants reported sharing the same information and resources
about CTE and traditional college options with all students. The unique strategies that school
counselors reported using with Latinx students were:
•

Resources and information in Spanish to help students and parents with limited
English proficiency to access information about CTE and traditional college
options, and

•

Connecting Latinx students (especially undocumented students) with people and
resources to help them navigate the college going process.
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CHAPTER FIVE: SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this study was to describe career advising and interventions that high
school counselors use to promote postsecondary Career and Technical Education (CTE) options
with Latinx students in Florida. I used a qualitative research design and collected data from
interviews with ten Florida high school counselors to describe career interventions used with
Latinx students. The following research question guided my study:
How do school counselors advise Latinx students of postsecondary educational CTE
options and transition?
The data collected from school counselor interviews was coded, analyzed, and organized to
examine using the study’s conceptual framework.
In Chapter Four, I described the main findings from this study. In terms of my research
question regarding how school counselors provide CTE career interventions for Latinx students,
these are the four broad themes that emerged from interview data collected:
•

All ten research participants indicated that they provide the same information to
all students and acknowledged the unique circumstances of Latinx subgroups

•

All ten participants reported relationships as a key strategy to reaching Latinx
students with career interventions

•

All ten research participants cited a college-going culture and a majority reported
one-on-one counseling as a strategy for dispelling CTE myths with Latinx
students and families
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•

A majority of participants reported language as a barrier and a strategy for
reaching Latinx students and their families.

School Counseling in Theory, Research and Practice
To explain the relationship between theory, models, and school counseling practice,
Dollarhide and Lemberger-Truelove (2019) use an interesting metaphor of the human body.
Following their metaphor, the ASCA National model is like a skeleton, it organizes and
structures, telling us what needs to be done. Theory, like a soul, brings life and integration to
school counseling programs, explaining why and how things should be done. Lastly, curriculum
is like muscle, outlining specific activities that school counselors should implement to help
students create a postsecondary plan.
Similarly, the essence of career development theories provides a straightforward formula
– with career information and self-awareness, our students can make career decisions. The
ASCA School Counseling Model also provides a great framework that, if followed, can yield
excellent school programs with effective career interventions for all students. But the practice of
school counseling is not that simple, and theory and a framework are not sufficient. At the local
level, each school counseling program must work with the resources and limits of its own
community to use the local network and allocated resources to best serve its unique student
population. My study’s ten research participants confirmed that they are stretched too thin to
provide the career interventions, career counseling, and follow-up that Latinx students need
specifically for their transition to CTE postsecondary institutions. Dollarhide and LembergerTruelove’s (2019) metaphor is relevant to this discussion also because it may highlight another
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needed component: career curriculum for Latinx students and subgroups, specifically designed to
support their transition to postsecondary CTE options in Florida.
Research has already frequently pointed to challenges in school counseling: student
caseloads larger than recommended and too large to manage (American School Counselor
Association, 2021a); competing responsibilities in the areas of mental health, testing, and
interventions for at-risk students (Anctil et al., 2012; Militello & Janson, 2014); and insufficient
career/postsecondary counseling training and professional development for school counselors
(Bruce & Bridgeland, 2012; Morgan et al., 2014). All ten research participants reported
experiencing these challenges in their practice; school counselors expressed not having the time
or the supports to provide the career interventions that they know their students need beginning
with the transition from 8th to 9th grade and through high school graduation.

The Urgency to Support Latinx Career Interventions Locally
While theory and research tell us 1) the imperative nature of career interventions across
the education and span of childhood through adolescence, and 2) the suitability of the school
counselor role to fulfill these needed career interventions, our education system continues to lag
in providing sufficient and effective career interventions. Despite decades of having similar
discussions about needed improvements in K-12 school-based career interventions,
improvements are too slow. In the meantime, as our education system struggles find better
solutions, people of color and from low-income backgrounds continue to be disproportionately
affected, as was illustrated by the coronavirus pandemic (Kantamneni, 2020; Perry et al., 2021).
In an effort to find solutions that improve career interventions for ethnic minority and
low-income students, previous studies (Cook et al., 2012; Johnson, et al., 2016; Parikh‐Foxx et
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al., 2020) have suggested that counselor education programs do more to prepare school
counselors. Consistent with that research, this study found there is a need for more school
counselor training and resources for postsecondary CTE advising and interventions. This study is
different, however, because it shifts focus to the role and responsibility of school administration,
district leaders, and state leaders to provide structural supports for school counselors that 1)
prioritize career interventions that promote postsecondary CTE options, 2) give school
counselors the time necessary to plan and implement career interventions that include one-onone counseling and follow up, and 3) increase the flow of postsecondary CTE information and
resources to school counselors.
Because no intervention or model will work for every school (Venezia & Jaeger, 2013),
improvements to support school counselors’ work need to be addressed at the local level. Study
participants highlighted the local nature of CTE preparation for local jobs and using local CTE
postsecondary networks. Hence, to improve career interventions for all students, it is necessary
that school counselors are equipped with relevant local CTE information and resources. Enabling
school counselors to provide more effective and comprehensive career interventions is
particularly crucial for students who rely on the school for career information, since they may not
have access to reliable and credible career information and postsecondary planning tools
elsewhere (Lareau, 2011; Weis et al., 2014). Since the national and local narrative is still too
focused on mostly promoting the traditional two- and four-year college options, there are many
more counseling resources for those options. To bring CTE postsecondary to the forefront as a
worthy option, it is necessary that school counselors are enabled with relevant and local CTEspecific information and resources.
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In addition to local training and resources on CTE, we need to have local conversations
regarding what equity means for our communities. How do we promote CTE as a worthy option
for Latinx students while avoiding the past mistakes of vocational education? In other words,
how do we prevent tracking Latinx students into CTE? Part of the challenge is that some
stakeholders (school counselors and administrators, for example) may lack awareness of CTE
themselves, may also lack knowledge of Latinx struggles and subgroups, and may inadvertently
(or advertently) track Latinx students for certain CTE programs.
Some research (McCal-Perez, 2000; Kanno & Kangas, 2014) has described
discrimination, bias, and lack of multicultural competencies as issues affecting the course
placement and advisement school counselors provide Latinx students and English Language
Learners. In my research study, I did not find evidence of discrimination or bias as factors
affecting the delivery of career interventions. However, it was not the focus, nor the purpose of
this study to examine or measure those factors.
We know from previous research that school counselors may experience low selfefficacy with subgroups such as English Language Learners (Cook et al., 2012) and migrant
students (Anderson & Cranston‐Gingras, 1991). School counselors who participated in this study
also described how their level of cultural awareness increased as they worked in schools with
different Latinx subgroups. We need to ask: what about school counselors and leaders who have
not experienced working with different Latinx subgroups or may not have the level of awareness
to identify the unique needs of Latinx subgroups? To avoid assumptions that may lead to
tracking, it is critical that schools and school districts provide ongoing opportunities for school
counselors and leaders to hone their multicultural competence skills, specifically based on the
local Latinx demographics and needs of their community. School counselors can lead these local
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efforts; as intermediaries, school counselors can hold equity as the north star and can have an
organizational effect by ensuring that the school, as an organization, maintains an equitycentered approach (Hoffman et al. 2020).
In the discussion of Latinx heterogeneity and intersectionality, I briefly discuss the role of
multicultural competencies and the ASCA National Model in relation to providing CTE career
interventions for Latinx students. Because the purpose of the study was to describe how school
counselors inform and advise Latinx students for CTE options, I focused on examining the
systems, processes, and interventions that are currently used by school counselors. My study’s
findings indicate that school counselors recognize there are not enough resources and supports
for Latinx students, and that school counselors, want to provide more support for Latinx
students. But, career interventions are not solely in the power of school counselors; state
policymakers, district leaders, and school administrators, are also essential to creating the
infrastructure for career interventions. My study provided detailed rich descriptions regarding
how career interventions and advising are happening at the local level and points to opportunities
for improvement.
To bring it all together – theory, research, and the experiences research participants
shared – I draw on the study’s conceptual framework, research, and my practice as a school
counselor – this iterative cycle of analysis and reflection informs my research conclusions and
recommendations regarding ways to enhance and strengthen the work that school counselors are
now doing, with a focus on strengthening career support systems for Latinx students and the
different Latinx student subgroups.
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Discussion of Key Findings and Existing Research
Information as Cultural Capital for Latinx Students and Families
The purpose of my study was to contribute to a lack of descriptive research on school
counseling and CTE career interventions for Latinx students. Previous studies (Mobley et al.,
2017) have indicated that school counselors can be one of the most helpful resources for students
as they create their postsecondary plan and transition. Previous research (Advance CTE, 2017)
has also pointed to the stigma and lack of CTE awareness that still exist today. Additionally,
McDonough (1997, 2005) has used Bourdieu’s concept of cultural capital to frame the crucial
role that information and counseling have in shaping the career aspirations and postsecondary
transition of Latinx students, especially given the unequal access to resources and discrimination
experienced by particular Latinx subgroups (Oakes, 2008). This research study supports and
complements this previous research by 1) describing how school counselors experience working
with the diverse needs of Latinx student subgroups and 2) by describing how school counselors
provide information, advising, and interventions to increase CTE awareness, diminish CTE
stigma, and inform students’ decisions about their postsecondary transition.
In the data collected from interviews with school counselors, I found the “college-going
culture” that permeates our schools and inundates students and parents with messages and
information about the traditional two- and four- year college degree options. My study
contributed to our understanding of how Latinx students and families also get absorbed into the
college-going narrative. Information shared by all school counselors, and specifically
information shared by Latinx counselors, suggests that Latinx students and families may be more
susceptible to the college-going trap due to having less access to information about
postsecondary CTE options. Furthermore, my study found that school counselors share
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information and dispel misconceptions about CTE through one-one-one counseling with students
and families. The study shows how information sharing and one-on-one counseling with Latinx
students and parents can diminish CTE stigma and increase their awareness of CTE as a viable,
credible education option.
My study used Bourdieu’s (1986) theory of cultural capital as a framework to suggest
that information and resources are powerful. Information can inform a Latinx student’s
postsecondary transition and influence where the student enrolls next after high school
graduation. Information and resources can steer a Latinx student toward a specific college and
career. Using Bourdieu’s theory and my research findings, my study describes information as a
mechanism that enables Latinx students to make informed postsecondary decisions and smoother
transitions.
Conversely, a lack of information and an abundance of misinformation about
postsecondary CTE can continue to reproduce some of the inequities in access and opportunity
that I cited in this study: Latinx two-year and four-year dropout rates, Latinx low enrollment in
postsecondary CTE programs, and Latinx access to good jobs. Many uninformed Latinx students
will continue to follow the status quo, enrolling in two- year and four-year college programs,
struggling to pass remediation courses, choosing expensive for-profit schools, absorbing student
debt, and delaying their entry into a career. School counselors, as transmitters of cultural capital,
can help Latinx students see beyond the “college for all” messages and can empower Latinx
students to find a CTE pathway leading to an entry-level job that can jumpstart their career and
real-world experiences.
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School Counselors: Receivers and Transmitters of Cultural Capital
In order to transmit cultural capital, that is information about postsecondary CTE
programs and colleges, school counselors need to have or receive that cultural capital from
somewhere. In other words, Florida school counselors need to know about the local Associate of
Science (A.S.) programs offered by their local community college and the career certificate
programs offered by their local technical colleges, and they need to know how CTE programs
can link students to jobs and earnings. School counselors should also have occupational
information and understand how educational tracks lead to jobs and careers. Hoffman et al.
(2020) suggest that labor market information such as data about on-demand jobs and earnings, is
a powerful tool for intermediaries to use.
School counselors should also be informed of events, resources, and other people who
can provide postsecondary CTE information to students. We know from research that school
counselors tend to have limited training on postsecondary and career information (Bruce &
Bridgeland, 2012; Morgan et. al., 2014). Study participants repeatedly reported beginning the
school counselor job feeling unprepared to advise students for postsecondary educational
options. School counselors with an assigned student caseload acknowledged not having the time
to fully engage in learning all there is to learn about college and career counseling. Having a
dedicated college and career counselor as an expert in that area emerged as a useful resource.
The flow of information became a recurring theme throughout the research study. In
order for information to flow from the counselor to students, first it is essential that school
counselors have knowledge of CTE postsecondary programs and a network of other
professionals and resources who could help guide students to next steps in their transition. The
accounts provided by school counselors show the process, illustrating how information can be
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transferred via different channels from postsecondary institutions to district personnel,
administration within the school, and then from the counselor to the student.
Good input of information is one way to enable the school counselor to reach students
with career information. Conversely, a weak input of information can inhibit the flow of
information and resources to students. School counselors need continuous access to updated CTE
postsecondary and occupational information. School counselors need to have access to good,
current, and local information on occupations, postsecondary CTE programs, and resources and
networks of supports. They also need to have access to postsecondary CTE experts, college
advisors, counselors, or teachers who can then work with students to provide more thorough
CTE programming information, counseling, and help with admissions application and financial
aid. Having a referral system to a local technical college or community college counselor
appeared to be a great support particularly for assisting Latinx students.
While school counselors should be held responsible for obtaining and seeking some of
this postsecondary information and resources, school and district leaders share a responsibility to
create structures and systems of support for school counselors to access this critical career
information and resources. The data collected from this study suggests that a strong system of
support enabling the flow of information and resources to the school counselor consists of:
having an assigned college and career counselor within the school; a college and career district
coordinator to train counselors, and share information and resources; strong relationships with
postsecondary technical colleges and community colleges.
School counselors described having the best access to such postsecondary information
from district in-services or trainings. Two school counselors reported their school principal to be
the distributor of postsecondary information, although ineffective and less useful. An organized
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and collaborative communication system within the high school can effectively facilitate the
flow and distribution of information and resources. A lack of ongoing trainings and haphazard
school organization and communication systems inhibit that flow of information and ultimately
result in a disservice to all students. As discussed in chapter four, two study participants missed
information about a local dynamic CTE exploration program when administration failed to share
the information and failed to act on steps required to secure fieldtrip permission. The lack of
collaboration and communication meant that their students did not get the opportunity to
participate in a great opportunity to learn about local CTE postsecondary programs.
Consequently, to improve the delivery of career interventions and advising, it is
imperative that school counselors receive an adequate, relevant, and on-going input of
knowledge and information of postsecondary CTE (framed as cultural capital for the purpose of
this study). The ASCA National Model provides the framework for the delivery of direct and
indirect services and serves as a guide for counselors to provide career intervention and services
to students. What appears to be missing is an influx of information and training for school
counselors to provide these interventions. This is where the role of the school districts and local
postsecondary institutions is of paramount importance. Community colleges, technical colleges,
and school districts can create systems and processes to facilitate the input of cultural capital
(knowledge and information) for school counselors to counsel students.
Hatch (2019) discusses school counseling practice by integrating practice and the ASCA
National Model from the lenses of organizational, institutional, and political theory. Hatch
emphasizes the dual responsibility of school counselors and administrators to address
organizational barriers, to then create shared values and efficient delivery of programs. In
accordance with the ASCA National Model, collaboration to involve all stakeholders, teachers
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and administrators, is a major responsibility and challenge for school counselors. In order to
deliver effective and robust career interventions, the ASCA National Model’s manage
component becomes critical. The manage component suggests that school counselors, in
collaboration with school leaders, establish a shared program focus and also, that school
counselors utilize calendars, lesson plans, and action plans to guide the school counseling
program – these tasks can only be accomplished in collaboration with school administration.
Two school counselors reported having administrator-approved designated planning time
over the summer. During this time, the entire school counseling team spent time as a retreat:
planning, establishing specific career interventions for the year, creating a calendar, preparing
PowerPoint presentations, checklists, and scripts for meetings with students. This level of
collaboration and support from administration appeared to be a helpful strategy for the school
counseling team to achieve cohesion, set priorities for the year, and strategically embed career
interventions throughout the school’s activities for the year.

The Local, Unique, and Intersecting Characteristics of Latinx Subgroups
Although we clump all Latinx students in one large demographic group, Latinx students
are actually a diverse group in terms of language proficiency, education levels, socioeconomic
status, immigration status, and each Latinx student has his or her own convergence of these
characteristics. Because the diversity of Latinx students varies greatly in terms of social identities
and contexts, we need to use intersectionality as a tool to address the local needs of Latinx
students within a school (Nuñez, 2014). For example, a student from Honduras who crossed the
border undocumented after being out of school for five years has very different academic, social,
and career needs, compared to a Colombian student with college-educated parents, and higher
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family income. Those distinct cultural and social identities will manifest in the student’s
academic performance, career aspirations, knowledge of postsecondary options, and confidence
to pursue those options. Although both students would benefit from the same postsecondary CTE
and college information, it would be insufficient to approach both students with the same career
interventions only. The student with an educational gap and lower parent education levels, will
need more intensive support and encouragement to graduate from high school and then to
transition to postsecondary education. Consequently, it is necessary that schools (and school
counselors can lead these efforts) spend time getting to know the unique needs of their local
Latinx community.
In research (Nuñez, 2014; Covarrubias, 2011; Nuñez et al. 2013; Alvarado & Hurtado
2013), the concept of intersectionality has emerged and is gaining popularity, but is still not used
in education practice. To address inequities and achievement gaps in their schools, school
counselors, as advocates and leaders for their school, can use intersectionality as a conceptual
lens to gather more detailed demographic data about their Latinx population than is usually
available in student information systems. For example, student information systems will usually
indicate if the student is on the federal free and reduced lunch program and ethnicity. Student
information systems usually do not indicate first-generation status, undocumented status, or
Latinx ethnicity. Therefore, school counselors need to create opportunities for students to feel
safe disclosing these additional characteristics, to then develop more targeted career
interventions based on student needs. Research participants reported wanting to do more needs
assessments, but lacked sufficient time to begin the year with needs assessments, when
scheduling, new student registrations, and tracking graduation status of seniors and juniors take
precedence and consume all their time.
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Although this study specifically examined the status of school counseling and career
interventions within the context of Florida, it would not be sufficient or appropriate to launch the
same career interventions for all Latinx students at every school in the state. The accounts
provided by study participants portrayed their unique community of Latinx needs in language
proficiency and socioeconomic status, both barriers that constrained or enhanced access to
postsecondary CTE information. In addition to the unique characteristics of Latinx students
within their specific school, there were unique assets, resources and organizational cultures that
constrained or enhanced postsecondary CTE resources and the counselor’s ability to counsel
students. School counselors expressed both an understanding that career information and
advising should be provided to all students, and, also, that some Latinx students have additional
barriers not by virtue of being Latinx alone, but in convergence with lower socioeconomic status,
being first generation to go to college, having limited English proficiency, and/or having
undocumented status.
Consistent with previous research, school counselors explained that Latinx students and
their parents are less likely to seek assistance from the school, and less likely to attend college
and career events offered by the school. Therefore, the role of the school counselor to make sure
that Latinx students and their parents can access these events becomes increasingly important,
not only to ensure that Latinx students receive the invitation and information about events, but
also to use other people within the school (such as a migrant coordinator or ELL teacher,
someone who already has a close relationship with Latinx students), to encourage students and
their parents to attend these beneficial informative events. Individually following up with Latinx
students also becomes an important additional task for school counselors. However, all of these
additional conversations and efforts to follow up with Latinx students would consume more time
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that school counselors currently do not have. It is critical that school counselors and
administration work together to get to know their school culture and the local, unique needs of
their Latinx students, and to make the time to provide intensive counseling and needed followup.
The existing diversity among Latinx student populations (undocumented, English
learners, first generation, income status, etc.) translates into different needs that would require
more tailored responses from school counselors and their school. The ASCA National Model
(2019a) recommends that school counselors use disaggregated data to identify gaps in
opportunity and resources between and among different groups of students to 1) define program
focus and target goals, and 2) plan how to deliver services using action plans, lesson plans, and
calendars.
Throughout the study’s interviews, research participants demonstrated many of the
ASCA School counselor Professional Standards and Competencies. For example, they
demonstrated having the school counselor mindset: they expressed that every student can
succeed, that every student should have access to the same career information and opportunities,
and that every student should be prepared to transition to postsecondary option of their choice.
Research participants are also aligning their practice with other ASCA counselor competencies:
they are consulting, advocating, and providing career interventions through advising, small
group, and schoolwide interventions. Planning, organization, collaboration, and a cohesive career
curriculum seem to be the missing link to more purposeful and efficient program delivery.
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The Need for Follow-up: One-On-One Counseling
Previous research has documented a lack of effective school-based career interventions
(Perry & Wallace, 2015). Research participants expressed that they wish they could do more
individual counseling with students to improve how they support the postsecondary transition of
their students. They also expressed frustration because they are not able to do more career
interventions with students in grades 9th and 10th. Research participants expressed a sentiment
that more follow-up is needed to ensure that students complete critical steps of the postsecondary
transition, especially with Latinx students who have more challenges with the postsecondary
transition.
School counselor’s desire to do more one-one one career counseling is rooted in career
development theory, a component of this study’s theoretical framework. School counselors are
distributing the postsecondary CTE and college information that they have access to. And school
counselors indicated having deep knowledge of their student’s mental health, academic, and
career needs. If school counselors had more time, they would engage in more one-on-one
counseling to help adolescents accomplish their critical career development tasks – crystalize
their career choices and grow in career maturity (Niles & Harris- Bowlsbey, 2003). School
counselors are in a key position to help students better understand their own interests and skills
and then, to help students translate information about postsecondary options into action. School
counselors understand that students need more support in this area and indicated that they want
to provide the additional career planning support.
This study’s research findings illustrate how school counselors engage in receiving and
disseminating college and career information that informs students of CTE options and helps
diminish CTE myths and stigma. I used interview data to provide a rich, descriptive account of
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how school counselors share information, resources, and networks to inform and advise students
of the postsecondary CTE options offered by their local community and technical colleges. This
reinforces previous research (Conneely et al; 2009) that stresses the crucial role of school
counselors as CTE champions and stakeholders.
But providing information is not sufficient. School counselors need more time for oneon-one academic and career counseling. Particularly in working with Latinx students, and Latinx
students who are undocumented, school counselors shared how they use their knowledge of
students, their culture, and academic status, to help them understand and expand their
postsecondary options to include postsecondary CTE. The information that school counselors
share helps students recognize that CTE is a worthy postsecondary option and helps students
make progress with critical steps to their postsecondary transition such as completing an
admissions application.
ASCA tasks school counselors to facilitate access to assessments and occupational
information (American School Counselor Association, 2019). Research participants expressed
that they understand and want to accomplish this critical task. All school counselors referenced
some of the barriers already documented in previous research that result in less of their time
available for career advising: a lack of training in career planning (Morgan et al., 2014); large
student caseload (American School Counselor Association, 2021), time spent on non-counseling
tasks such as testing and 504 Plans, (Carey & Martin, 2015), and a weak relationship or
collaboration with their school administration (Bruce & Bridgeland, 2012).
There are also critical tasks that school counselors are involved with, monitoring the
graduation progress of their seniors, for example, that they cannot ignore and must prioritize over
career interventions. Several of the other school counselors with an assigned alpha caseload that
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includes seniors spoke of the important and time-consuming task of monitoring seniors and using
the “senior tracking meetings” as opportunities to discuss postsecondary goals and transition.
Monitoring graduation status and academic advising are both tasks that are not going to be
removed from the school counselor’s duties. Both monitoring graduation status and academic
advising are essential to helping students graduate from high school to then access postsecondary
CTE.
As school counselors meet with seniors for graduation checks and academic advising,
they expressed using the opportunity to discuss postsecondary options and transitions. In
addition to having a one-on-one conversation with students to inform students of postsecondary
CTE options and application processes, school counselors are also strategically including
postsecondary goals and key transition steps such as FAFSA status, Bright Futures status, major
or CTE interest, and college application status to “senior checklists” and “senior letters” that are
shared with students and their parents.
Another essential and time -consuming task for high school counselors is course selection
(schedule building) for the following school year. Again, through course selection group
presentations, elective fairs, and one-on-one advising sessions for course selection, school
counselors are sharing information about occupations, postsecondary CTE programs and
colleges. School counselors can further capitalize on these required tasks and events to
strategically infuse information about postsecondary CTE options and application processes.
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Conclusions
Conclusion 1: “College for All” is the Dominant School Culture
Research participants identified the dominant “college for all” culture in their schools.
This pervasive “college for all” culture is deeply engrained in the fabric of our high schools,
touching all students and parents, and dictating our schoolwide operations. For example, Maggie
described Thursdays as a schoolwide “College Day” when faculty wear shirts representing
colleges and almost exclusively represent only four-year universities. In schoolwide practices, as
we give more promotion to four-year universities, that postsecondary option becomes established
as the superior option, over other less known postsecondary CTE options. When we repeatedly
give public recognition to students who achieve admissions to highly selective institutions, we
give more credit to the four-year university option. When we offer a college fair with 12 fouryear universities and one less visible technical college, we give more visibility to the four-year
option. Such repetitive practices become the culture of the school, narrowing the options for
students and perpetuating the college-for-all narrative.
School counselors and school administrators have a shared responsibility to become
aware of how everyday practices and procedures in their school give more visibility to the fouryear options. In collaboration, school counselors and administrators have the power to change
the status quo in their school by reshaping their school culture with practices that give more
credence and visibility to local postsecondary CTE programs offered by local technical colleges
and community colleges.
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Conclusion 2: School Counselors as CTE Champions Dispelling Myths and Stigma
School counselors are at the forefront of the “college for all” cultural war, battling the
CTE versus four-year dichotomy. As agents and transmitters of cultural capital, school
counselors are using the tools at their disposal to fight against CTE misinformation and lack of
information. Research participants reported the daily challenge they face as they try to convey
appropriate information about CTE, countering pre-conceived ideas and perceptions about the
limitations that students and parents believe CTE may bring them. This is both at the student and
family levels, for parents evidently are buying into the college for all rhetoric. This means that
school counselors must actively continue to be champions of CTE. School counselors can market
CTE within their communities by providing information and by using “micromessages” and
“micro-affirmations” (Williams, 2018) in interactions with students and parents – that is, using
gestures, word choice, treatment, or even tone of voice to instill confidence in postsecondary
CTE as a viable option. Additionally, school counselors have the challenge and the responsibility
to inform teachers, to equip them as agents who can also promote postsecondary CTE options. It
is critical that school counselors arm other stakeholders (teachers and parents) with information
about CTE as a viable option.

Conclusion 3: Lack of Information About Options Other Than 4-Year
Schools lack information about options different from 4-year degrees. Similar to
dispelling myths about CTE, school counselors still face the culture-wide narrative of the value
of 4-year degrees as the only option, and thus need to build a more comprehensive set of
information tools about postsecondary options. Online resources, presentations, and college
visits with information on four-year colleges are abundant. There are less resources and
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information about postsecondary CTE accessible for school counselors to use. For example, in
Florida, school counselors reported using a state website, Florida Shines, as a tool for students to
research the State’s public two- and four- year colleges, but there was no mention of using this
online resource for information on technical programs. To increase awareness of postsecondary
CTE options, school counselors need access to these online postsecondary CTE resources and
they need to learn how to best utilize these tools in their practice through direct and indirect
student services. Research participants made no mention of the State’s GetThereFL online
resource, a CTE-specific online initiative launched by the State in the last year. There is a
disconnect between school counselors and CTE resources that needs to be addressed.

Conclusion 4: School Counselors Need Access to Postsecondary CTE Resources
Following the previous themes, school counselors did not report using any CTE specific
online resource for information and advising. School counselors need to have more and recently
updated information (to keep up with changes in program offerings) about CTE postsecondary
programs, employment, and admissions processes. State colleges and school district technical
colleges share the responsibility to provide more information and to make information available
and accessible to school counselors. School counselors rely on a referral system with local
community colleges and technical colleges. This is an opportunity for State community colleges
and technical colleges to create and maintain partnerships with feeder high school to provide an
ongoing flow of resources and information to school counselors. To address the needs of Latinx
students and parents with limited English proficiency, bilingual college representatives regularly
housed within the high school and information and materials in Spanish, are needed.
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My study’s findings indicate that having a district college and career
supervisor/coordinator helps facilitate the flow of postsecondary CTE information and resources.
District-level college and career coordinators can prepare trainings and resources via a
partnership with the local technical and community college. District-level college and career
coordinators are also facilitators of events: college and career fairs, field trips, college and career
nights, FAFSA nights, senior handbooks, and Latinx subgroup resources (such as website with
resources for undocumented students). As a resource and information hub, district college and
career coordinators can create critical resources for high school college and career counselors,
who then share schoolwide with students, parents, and all staff. For example, a district college
and career coordinator developed a district webpage with information on local resources for
undocumented students. That same district college and career coordinator created an online
Microsoft OneNote notebook with resources and information for all the high school college and
career counselors to access remotely.
Research participants who reported losing a district-level college and career coordinator
reported a significant loss in support, information, and coordination of events. Additionally,
having a district-level college and career coordinator ensures that career interventions stay at the
forefront of district-level policy and procedures, at the level of the superintendent and other
district leaders who have an influence on systemwide changes and collaborations with other
district-level departments such as CTE, ELL, and migrant education departments. State
community colleges, technical colleges, and school districts have a shared responsibility to create
these systemic structures to enable the flow of information and transmission of cultural capital
form school counselor to student.
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Conclusion 5: No Specific Interventions to Advise on Postsecondary CTE for Latinx Students
No specific interventions were reported that directly target Latinx students as a group to
advise on postsecondary CTE. However, school counselors use strategies to engage Latinx
families in the college planning process. Mainly strategies to support Latinx students consisted of
developing networks of support through the ELL teacher, migrant coordinator, and other
bilingual personnel. Another strategy used to inform students is using bilingual resources in
Spanish for families and students. Contrary to previous research findings (Kanno & Kangas,
2014), my study findings did not indicate that school counselors are acting as gatekeepers,
biased, or withholding information for Latinx students. However, some school counselors seem
to have a higher level of awareness on the different Latinx subgroups and needs.
Specifically, school counselors who had the experience of working in different schools
with different Latinx subgroups, reported a higher level of awareness of differences within the
Latinx population. This means that school counseling leaders at the school and district-level have
a role in providing more cultural awareness and training opportunities for school counselors to
learn about the diversity of their local Latinx population, since counselors may not have
experienced that themselves. Anderson & Cranston‐Gingras (1990) launched an immersion
summer program to help school counselors and teachers develop an awareness of the migrant
experience. Similar experiences would be helpful for school counselors, teachers, and
administrators to increase their multicultural competence on an ongoing basis in areas relevant to
their school demographics.
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Conclusion 6: More Personalized Interventions Needed for Latinx Subgroups
The existing diversity among Latinx student populations (undocumented, English
proficiency, first generation, immigration, ethnicity, socioeconomic background, etc.) translates
into different needs that would require more tailored responses from school counselors and
schools. Some Latinx students with intersecting, compounding layers of social identities and
disadvantages may need more intensive support through individual counseling. For example,
migrant students experience constant moves throughout the school year, as their parents follow
farm work across different states, resulting in education gaps and credit deficiencies (McHatton
et al., 2006). The unique experiences of the migrant subgroup require that schools employ
strategies to identify know the experiences and needs of their migrant population and to
proactively reach them. In addition to providing CTE and college information, school counselors
and teachers who work with migrant students need the cultural competency skills to interact,
work, and develop meaningful relationships with migrant students and their families.
Latinx students need help to not only access information about postsecondary options,
but they also need help to make sense of all that information as they navigate their cultural self
within the dominant culture. Latinx students would benefit from more intensive and
individualized counseling. Research participants reported that Latinx students are less likely to
proactively reach out to the school counselor. Therefore, the school and school counselor need to
create mechanisms to proactively follow up with Latinx students.

Conclusion 7: School Counselors Share Information with Students
School counselors have an active role in building cultural capital by sharing information
with students, particularly those coming from special populations. From my research findings, I
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can conclude that having an assigned college and career counselor helps school counselors with
the organization and flow of information. It also allows for one person to become an expert with
access to updates and ongoing trainings in the complicated college admissions, program
offerings, admissions, and financial aid applications processes.
Participants’ schools varied in the organization of their school counseling department.
Four participants reported having an assigned counselor who coordinates college and career
interventions for the whole school. Of the other six participants who reported not having a
college and career counselor at their current school, all reported the benefits of having an
assigned college and career counselor in their previous school sites. The critical role of a college
and career counselor or coordinator emerged as a key asset to career interventions.
Given the busy, fast-paced nature of the school counselors’ work and the many noncounseling duties assigned, school counselors with an assigned alpha caseload may not have the
dedicated time or focus to engage in the coordination of college and career interventions. Having
a designated college and career counselor allows them to be the point of contact for people
outside of the school, such as college representatives. An assigned college and career counselor
also helps with the flow of information, serving as a channel of information that receives from
outside the school and disperses information within the school. Without a college and career
counselor, research participants reported missing out on opportunities for their students.

Conclusion 8: Collaboration is Necessary – The Onus Falls on All of Us
Collaboration within school personnel is essential to the exchange of information and for
resources to reach students. In order for information and resources to get to Latinx students, it is
important that there is an organization to the flow of information. The channel of information
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needs to be structured by administration at the district and the school level. Within the school, it
is essential that the school counselor has a good working relationship with the teachers, but in
particular with CTE teachers, ELL teachers, migrant program coordinators, and any other key
personnel within the school who have interactions with Latinx students and families. The
relationship between administration and the school counselor department is another critical
component that can enhance or inhibit the flow of information and resources.
Another key area of collaboration is with postsecondary institutions, especially the local
community and technical colleges, to get access to relevant and current postsecondary program
offerings and knowledge of admissions and financial aid processes. Establishing a collaborative
partnership with postsecondary institutions is uniquely shaped by the structure and resources of
the local context. For some communities, the district college and career coordinator may arrange
for the collaboration and exchange of information between the local technical and community
colleges. For others schools without a district college and career coordinator, the school
counseling department chair or school administrator may need to establish that collaborative
partnership with the local community and technical college. It is nevertheless, critical that these
collaborative partnerships are established and maintained between schools and local
postsecondary institutions, based on the needs and structure of the local community.

Recommendations for Practice
My study findings suggest that there is a lot that school and district administrators can do
to help improve how school counselors support Latinx and all students to access postsecondary
CTE information. First, it is essential that school districts maintain an assigned district college
and career coordinator or supervisor. Given Florida’s countywide school districts, it is imperative
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that a district college and career coordinator remains dedicated to the dissemination of college
and career information. Furthermore, this district-level coordinator serves as an advocate at the
district level for career interventions and for the high school college and career counselors.
Additionally, the district college and career coordinator can provide ongoing trainings for
counselors in this role. Secondly, having an assigned college and career counselor in each high
school helps to ensure that information is channeled to other school counselors, teachers, and
students within the school. A school’s college and career counselor also serves as a trained
expert on the complicated college admissions and financial aid processes. Third, district and
school leaders should strive to increase collaboration between CTE departments, school
counseling, and postsecondary institutions.
Florida’s community colleges and technical colleges need to do a better job to proactively
reach out directly to high schools and high school counselors. There are many critical resources
that postsecondary CTE institutions can provide to school counselors. Community colleges and
technical colleges can: offer bilingual presentations on the high school campus; bring bilingual
college representatives for one-one-one counseling with students on the high school campus;
help coordinate more frequent fieldtrips and tours of CTE programs; share labor market data
related to their program offerings including expected earnings in jobs that their programs lead to;
create and share materials such as flyers, posters, and PowerPoint presentations that school
counselors can adjust to their student need; provide college gear such as t-shirts and posters that
promote and give visibility to their CTE programs.
The study also produced some recommendations for school counselors in practice.
School counselors should continue working to further strengthen collaboration with CTE
teachers, ELL teachers, and migrant coordinators, to conduct more comprehensive needs
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assessment and identify the needs of their Latinx students. To address the reality and needs of the
different Latinx subgroups, school counselors can use more specific Latinx demographic data to
create action plans and targeted interventions tailored to close gaps. School counselors should
use labor market data when advising students individually and in group presentations, to show
students that many CTE programs lead to well-paid entry-level jobs, and also to show students
that not all CTE programs lead to the same well-paid jobs. This transparency is important to
equity, so that students make informed decisions and plans. Additionally, school counselors
should proactively include the Latinx family with postsecondary CTE information in bilingual
formats, ensuring that information is accessible and available in Spanish.
School districts can utilize school counselors employing needs assessments and targeted
interventions for Latinx subgroups, as examples of best practices within their county. A district
college and career counselor would be a key resource to disseminate best practices in addressing
the needs of Latinx subgroups.

Recommendations for Future Policy
Policy leaders are in a key position to create infrastructures that promote or constrict
equitable access to college and career supports. Currently, in Florida, large student caseloads and
504 Plans are major barriers to more effective career interventions. With large student caseloads
and the immense time involved with writing, coordinating, documenting, and re-evaluating 504
Plans, school counselors end for one-one-one counseling and academic advising. All students,
and especially Latinx students need more of this individualized counseling. The students most
disadvantaged by a lack of targeted one-one-one counseling are Latinx students and other
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students who may not have access to college and career information elsewhere, and who may not
be likely to initiate a request for support from the school.
College and career interventions need to be at the forefront of discussions on equity. It is
necessary to improve college and career interventions to close information gaps and increase
access to information and resources for students who may not have this information and support
at home. School counselors simply don’t have the time to provide their 500+ students with the
one-on-one counseling, academic advising, and follow up they need. Policymakers can help to
increase equitable access by: 1) requiring smaller, manageable caseloads that give school
counselors more time for individualized career interventions, training, follow-up, and one-on-one
career counseling, 2) provide additional funding for schools that are Title I or high-need,
specifically for more school counselor and CTE positions, and 3) utilize and highlight
postsecondary CTE data on Latinx subgroups, ELL and migrant subgroups, specifically.

Recommendations for Future Research
This research study explored CTE interventions from the school counselor perspective.
This knowledge of school counselors’ experience providing CTE career interventions for Latinx
students helps us understand the delivery and facilitation of interventions, especially as it relates
to helping students understand the different options via the traditional college options versus
postsecondary CTE. Future research should explore how Latinx high school students specifically
navigate the career planning process and chose a postsecondary CTE program over a two- or
four-year program. Another potential research opportunity would be to interview Latinx students
of different backgrounds to further understand how the intersectionality of Latinx identities
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shapes the postsecondary CTE choices of students. This may uncover how school counselors can
best support the career needs of Latinx students from different backgrounds.
Additional research on school counselors and postsecondary CTE should include both
micro level and macro level analysis. For example, future research can be conducted using large
samples of school counselors in the state of Florida, conducting surveys of school counselor CTE
interventions and resource needs. Focus groups would be another way to interview larger groups
of Florida school counselors to learn more about CTE advising for Latinx students from more
counselors across the state of Florida. The Latinx family is another needed research component.
Future research should focus on gathering how Latinx parents receive and process postsecondary
CTE information. Qualitative interviews and focus groups with Florida Latinx families would be
an appropriate way to gain a deeper understanding of the needs of Latinx families from different
backgrounds.

Summary
In conducting this study, I can conclud that school counselors are not and should not be
solely responsible for launching and implementing interventions that promote postsecondary
CTE for Latinx students. School counselors integrate CTE interventions for all students
(including Latinx students) to other academic and college-focused interventions schoolwide. As
per the ASCA National Model, school counselors deliver counseling services to all students
systematically, not in isolation, but rather as an integral collaborative component within the
whole school (American School Counselor Association, 2021a). By interviewing and hearing the
voice of school counselors, we learned how this happens at the local level; we also gained insight
into on what can be conducive to improved career interventions, identified barriers that impede
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robust career interventions, and suggested key systemic resources, strategies, and policies to
support the work of school counselors.
Much responsibility for career outcomes is placed on school counselors. However, the
discourse should be on creating systems of support (at the school administration, district, and
state level) to enable school counselors to provide more effective and robust career services to all
students. Not doing so, hurts all students. But in particular, ineffective career services hurt
students who are not able to access career information and postsecondary transition support from
home.
As a nation, if we are aiming to reduce inequities, we must also improve school
counseling supports. These critical support systems have the potential to directly impact both the
academic and career outcomes of students. As Maggie, one of the study participants stated, “I
don't think the onus completely falls on us…. But I do think that we're a huge part of that
conversation. And so, if we're not providing those resources, we are disadvantaging our students,
specifically Latino students who are already disadvantaged in other ways, in a number of ways.”
This study produced knowledge of how school counselors navigate relationships,
interactions, and resources within their local school system – systemic processes at the micro
level – which can help us understand how larger macro level structures – policy, state and district
structures –impact, support, and constrain the work of school counselors. With this inside
knowledge of how school counselors approach this phenomenon, we can examine how to
improve the career interventions that school counselors are currently using, and we can look for
ways to improve interventions for postsecondary CTE options for all students. Improving career
advising for all students, will in turn result in better career supports for Latinx students, too.
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Using this study’s conceptual framework to answer my research question, I can conclude
that:
1) School counselors are operating within the context of their environments to provide
career interventions for all students in group and schoolwide interventions that touch their
school’s Latinx population, and also utilizing specific strategies to support Latinx
students
2) Latinx students are a diverse group of students with differing backgrounds and needs,
such that applying career interventions specifically for Latinx students may not be the
most appropriate intervention target and more tailored interventions are needed.

Holistically, the interview data collected from school counselors reveals that they are using
practical strategies to help them deliver essential career information and supports to Latinx
students given the resources (people, relationships, communication and technology platforms,
support systems) that they locally have available as professional school counselors. School
counselors’ descriptions of their efforts to inform and advise Latinx students for postsecondary
CTE options were often embedded in group or schoolwide interventions that sometimes focused
on CTE options, but more frequently, included group interventions by other characteristic such
as grade level or language proficiency, and also, schoolwide interventions with a general
postsecondary planning focus.
Equity does not begin by increasing academic rigor or “accountability.” The equity
discourse needs to rather change to equitable systems of support. Improved career interventions
are a mechanism for improving equitable outcomes. School counselors are at the center of this
approach: they are centrally located in close relationship to students, parents, teachers, and
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administrators; they are a link that can connect students to resources and information that can
help students better prepare for academic and for career opportunities. But currently, school
counselors face time limitations due to large caseloads and non-counseling duties such as 504
Plans and paperwork. Particularly for Florida school counselors interviewed for this study, large
caseloads and 504 plans were reported to produce time constraints.
This study found that school counselors are crucial as a source of information and
facilitators of information and resources. But school counselors need more support from school
and district administrators to support the career needs of all students. School and district
administrators are in position to create and improve strong channels of communication and
collaboration that can help with the flow and dissemination of information and resources. The
data collected from interviews with school counselors suggests that more one-on-one counseling
is particularly needed for Latinx students who many not have access to knowledge of
postsecondary CTE options and how these differ from the traditional two- and four- year degree
offerings.

“The onus falls on all of us.”
Maggie
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APPENDIX A
Script for Obtaining Verbal Informed Consent
Information to Consider Before Taking Part in this Research Study
Title:
Study #

Advising Latinx Students for Postsecondary Career and Technical
Education: A Qualitative Study of High School Counselors in Florida
003569

Overview: You are being asked to take part in a research study. The information in this
document should help you to decide if you would like to participate. The sections in this
Overview provide the basic information about the study. More detailed information is provided
in the remainder of the document.
Study Staff: This study is being led by Adriana Magana who is a doctoral student at USF.
This person is called the Principal Investigator. She is being guided in this research by Dr.
Ann Cranston-Gingras. Other approved research staff may act on behalf of the Principal
Investigator.
Study Details: The purpose of the study is to learn about how high school counselors advise
Latinx (Latino/Hispanic) students for postsecondary CTE (Career and Technical Education)
options. If you volunteer to participate, you will talk about your experience in advising
Latinx students with the Principal Investigator. The PI will conduct and record a virtual
interview with each participant that will be approximately 1 to 2 hours long and will take
place after your work hours.
Participants: You are being asked to take part in the study because you have experience
advising Latinx students as a high school counselor. We want to know how you advise
students for CTE options. We believe we can learn significantly from your experience.
Voluntary Participation: Your participation is voluntary. You do not have to participate
and may stop your participation at any time. There will be no penalties or loss of benefits or
opportunities if you do not participate or decide to stop once you start.
Benefits, Compensation, and Risk: We do not know if you will receive any benefit from
your participation. There is no cost to participate. You will be compensated with a $10 gift
card for your participation. This research is considered minimal risk. Minimal risk means that
study risks are the same as the risks you face in daily life.
Confidentiality: Even if we publish the findings from this study, we will keep your study
information private and confidential. Anyone with the authority to look at your records must
keep them confidential.
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Why are you being asked to take part?
You are being asked to take part in this study because we believe that your experience and voice
are a valuable contribution to this research.
Study Procedures:
We will arrange a convenient time for you to meet with Adriana Magana for a virtual interview
during your non-working hours. An interview guide will be used to ask you questions about your
experience. The interview will be recorded and is expected to be 1-2 hours long.
During the interview, you will be asked to:
• Describe how you advise Latinx students for postsecondary CTE education options.
• Provide examples of career interventions you are using with Latinx students.
• Allow us to record you to capture the information you share with us.
• Your audio or video recordings will be coded with pseudonyms that do not identify you
and will be maintained in the University’s secure server with password protection.
• Five years after the Final Report is submitted to the University, your audio/visual files
will be deleted permanently.
Voluntary Participation / Withdrawal
You do not have to participate in this research study. You should only take part in this study if
you want to volunteer. You should not feel that there is any pressure to take part in the study.
You are free to participate in this research or withdraw at any time. There will be no penalty or
loss of benefits you are entitled to receive if you stop taking part in this study.
Conflict of Interest Statement
There is no conflict of interest.
Privacy and Confidentiality
We will do our best to keep your records private and confidential. We cannot guarantee absolute
confidentiality. Your personal information may be disclosed if required by law. Certain people
may need to see your study records. These individuals include:
• The research team, including the Principal Investigator, and all other research staff.
• Certain government and university people who need to know more about the study. For
example, individuals who provide oversight on this study may need to look at your
records. This is done to make sure that we are doing the study the right way. They also
need to make sure that we are protecting your rights and your safety.
• Any agency of the federal, state, or local government that regulates this research. This
includes the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) and the Office for
Human Research Protection (OHRP).
• The USF Institutional Review Board (IRB) and its related staff who have oversight
responsibilities for this study, and staff in USF Research Integrity and Compliance.
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We may publish what we learn from this study. If we do, we will not include your name. We will
not publish anything that would let people know who you are. Each participant will receive a
one-page summary of research findings.
You can get the answers to your questions, concerns, or complaints.
If you have any questions, concerns or complaints about this study, call Adriana Magana at 805612-5299. If you have questions about your rights, complaints, or issues as a person taking part
in this study, call the USF IRB at (813) 974-5638 or contact them by email at RSCHIRB@usf.edu.

Social-Behavioral Verbal Consent Script

Version #
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APPENDIX B
Guide for Semi-Structured Interviews with School Counselors

1. How long have you been a high school counselor? And, how long have you been working
as a counselor at this high school?
2. Please tell me about your role as a high school counselor. What are your primary
responsibilities as a high school counselor?
3. What are some of the CTE options that your high school offers?
4. What do you think about CTE as a postsecondary option for students?
5. How do your students gather information about postsecondary CTE options?
6. How do you help students understand and distinguish the difference between a traditional
four-year bachelor’s programs and a postsecondary CTE associate or certificate
program?
7. How do you help them prepare and plan for these two different options?
8. How do you share information about CTE postsecondary options with Latinx students?
9. How often do you meet with Latinx students to advise them on postsecondary CTE
options?
10. When advising students, how do you share job-related (or occupational) information with
them?
11. How do you help students with financial aid information and applications?
12. How do you help students with college applications?
13. What resources and sources of information do you (or your school) use that help you to
provide information on CTE options for students?
14. How is information about postsecondary CTE options received by Latinx students?
15. How would you describe your role as an advocate? How do you advocate for Latinx
students?
16. How do you gather or receive information about postsecondary CTE options for
students?
17. My study describes school counselors as transmitters of cultural capital for Latinx
students. By cultural capital I am talking about knowledge and resources that inform and
guide students to a postsecondary option after high school. This type of cultural capital is
important to Latinx students because they may be unfamiliar with the US postsecondary
education system. I think counselors are in a unique position to help provide Latinx
students with knowledge of postsecondary options and college/financial aid applications
and processes.
What are your thoughts on this? How do you think school counselors are transmitters of
this cultural capital for Latinx students? Please explain.
18. Given what you have shared about advising Latinx students, what do you believe can
help you to improve how you advise Latinx students for CTE options?
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APPENDIX C

Participant Recruitment Email
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APPENDIX D

SCHOOL COUNSELORS
Would you like to contribute to a research study about advising Latinx students?

You are invited to participate in a research study
Title of the Study:

Advising Latinx Students for Postsecondary Career and Technical Education:
A Qualitative Study of High School Counselors in Florida (IRB Study # 003569).

Principal Investigator: Adriana Magana
Ph.D. student at the University of South Florida (USF), Florida school counselor

Common Questions
Who can participate in the Study?
If you have experience as a high school counselor advising Latinx students for postsecondary
CTE in a public Florida high school, you can participate in this study
Who are Latinx students?
Latinx is a term that has been recently used for include students who identify as Latino/Latina
or Hispanic.
What exactly do you mean by postsecondary CTE?
By postsecondary CTE, I mean education options in Career and Technical Education (CTE)
available for students after their high school graduation.
For example, career certificates and Associate of Science (A.S.) degrees offered in Florida’s
public technical colleges and community colleges.
Why are you doing this research study?
• There is no research that uses the voices of school counselors to examine this topic
• I want to contribute to research and policy that aims to improve high school advising for
postsecondary CTE options
• This research study is for my doctoral dissertation
If I volunteer to participate, what do I need to do?
• You will talk about your experience in advising Latinx students with me.
• I will conduct a virtual interview with each participant that will be approximately 1 to 2 hours
long.
• The virtual interview will be recorded and transcribed by me.
• Interviews will be schedule for after work hours.
• Selected participants will be offered a $10 gift card.

How do I participate?
•

Please contact me if you are interested in participating.
You can reach me by phone (805)612-5299 or email maganaa@usf.edu

Thank you for your interest and support!
I look forward to meeting you soon!
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